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** There remaineth a rest.”
The sunset splendor fades, and wan and cold
The far peaks wait the sunrise; cheerily
The goatherd calls his wanderers to their fold;
My weary soul, that fain would cease to

roam,
Take

comfort;
home.

evening

bringeth.

all

things

«Homeward the swift-winged sea-gull takes its
flight;
The ebbing tide breaks

softly on the sand;

half or three-quarters of a mile in extent,

The sunlit boats draw shoreward for the night ;

and as steep as an ordinary roof, one finds
it difficult to repress the thought, if all the
fastenings should give out, what then?
Without this, the feeling of security is unexpected and complete. This is owing

The shadows deepen over sea and land;
- Be still, my soul; thine hour shall also come;
Behold,one evening God shall lead thee home.
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THE GREAT REFORM.

of the motion which

The National Temperance Camp-meeting at Old Orchard closes-to-day. It has
beent my privilege to attend several of its
sessions, and I am

able

to

man's

ble workings of liquor, the remedy to be
applied by moral influence and prohibition, the Sabbath-school work, the. press,
the powerful aid of woman,’ the church

ed the

nevolent. The addresses were of a very
high order. Neal Dow, Osgood, Boole,
Misses Wil-

lard and Kimball, and many others, spoke
and

walk;

strong

and

force

of

cloud,

which

grew

the

the eneffort,

denser

not

the

case,

for

a

clergyman from Lowell, with whom I
have formed a pleasant acquaintance,’
says, his head seems unusually light, and
he feels like flying away to some still
higher region.
The government has here a Signal
Station, at which are noted three times a
day the weight, temperature and humidity of the air, as well as the direction and
velocity of the winds. But I particularly
note that no weather prophesies are attempted.
‘Old Probability” no sooner
touches this realm of uncertain and law-

of a

second,

is

increase

pathos,

rousing words of warning, yet of hope
and cheer; and rarely have we seen anywhere a more intelligent and thoughtful
congregation.
:
When I heard reliable men from all
sections of the State declare that there.is

head ofthe old mountaineers, when

and

THE OHISOLM MONUMENT.

asked

by anxious ones, what was the prospect | «I wish I knew where I could send a
of a mountain view in the morning. Some dollar to aid in the erection of a monuwent so far as to smile a sort of contemp- ment to Cornelia Chisolm.” This was
tuous grin as if with the then lookout, it the remark of a lady who wiped the tears
not a distillery or an open bar in Maine,
would take a fool to ask such a question from her eyes as she laid down the paper
I felt truly we might all thank God and
as that. But I did not lose faith in the that contained an account of the Chisolm
take courage. Tt has been a severe ands
fact that I had come up there for an ob- tragedy, and suggested the erection of a
protracted struggle.
Maine, with its
ject,and was going to accomplish it. For monument to the noble martyrs. - Many
large sea coast,trade and commerce, conI had already learned, that prophesying
months ago was this word spoken, and
tending against fearful odds, has conwith respect to the weather in this region many hearts in our land, as we believe,
quered public
sentiment, conquered
is rather ticklish business, or as one of have felt the same emotion as hers, who
both
political parties, suppressed the the mountaineers
put
it,
¢¢ These
spoke. At length the feeling has culmimanufuéture,
made
the traflic infamous

and

criminal,

and

mountains are s:abject to no

rescued

law.”

I was

nated in the formation of an, Association
at the national capital devoted to the
work.
Grace Greenwood is its President,
and both her own pen and Mary Clemmer’s have made earnest appeals to - their
countrywomen in behalf of the object.

multi- { confirmed in my assurance, when the last
tudes of the fillen to respectability and grateful object that met my eye, before
influence.
{od ‘bless, as he will, this | closing it in sleep, was. a star, as brilgreat, growing, energetic commonwealth. || lant as a diamond, looking in at the

Proud, indeed, am I of my native State, || right hand lower corner of my window.
and grateful for such a testimony.
A | I never saw so amiable a star. It was-to
wonderful victory has been gained, but me a ¢ star of hope,” if 1 may compare

All the women of our land who

| small things with great.
\
laxing effort. ‘Knowing the cost of suc- | _ But morning came, and Suiwise was a
cess, and the nature of the foe, these
ble workers feel that they have but

no- | fair success, followed by a cloud scene, 1
be- i mean clouds far below us, with here and

gun, and must, through unremitting toil there. a range of mountain-tops rising
and persistence, carry forward the enter- above them, and some distant landscapes.
prise to its consum mation.
To say that it was grand would be to say
What one State has done others can do nothing,
for one viewing it to allege that he
as well. If Maine can free itself from’ had never seen any thing before, would
the curse of intemperance, why not New be far from being an extravagant hyperHampshire, Massachusetts, New York, bole. I fear that the spiritual element
Ohio,“ Michigan and every other? The does not not abound in my nature, but I
monster is no worse elsewhere than here, would regard it as impiety for one¢ to
the drinking usages and dggradation no stand so much nearer heaven than ever
worse than they have been here.
What before without feelings of exultation. If
Portland, Lewiston
and Bangor have improvement keep apace, all the way up,

done, can just as well be done
ford,

in Hart-

with that of the last three miles

Toledo, Detroit,and even in Boston,

&Lhicago, and New
York.
Ifthe rum
power in the cities is mighty, so also is
the power of good and true men, women
and children, and with

the arm
of the Al-

mighty they will prevail,

:

After all the dark histories of nations
that have perished through corruption,
are we going to follow in their - wake?
After all our forefathers suffered in founding this nation, our wars of independence,
finion

and

freedom,

the

shackles

torn

from be-

low, no marvel at the attempted description of the ultimate summit by the apostle,
¢ Far more exceeding and clernal
weight of glory.”
But the reader will ask for a -description. He shall have it, he shall have |
it briefly, he shall have it in one word, for

happily there is a word adequate to the
occasion, and only one in the language,

and here it is, indescribable!
from the mountain.

I descend

he

:

A few items gathered during a brief soestablished as a first-class power with the ad- journ on the mountain tnay not be alto‘mitation of the world, are we going to gether devoid of interest to non-visitant
=’
:
‘sink to ruin through strong® drink ? Isthe readers.
The ascentis ‘effected in two ways, the:
most favored nation, in the brightes} pefrom the slaves, and our country

riod of the world to succumb to the most

ignoble fate?

No, never.

With those

words of cheer and hopé ringing in the

¢ar, surrounded by those thousands

one by the mil-road, as before described,

and the other by carriage road.
road rhs up the

western

of about: miles in length.

stronggminds and warm hearts, in that
beautiful grove, ‘in sight and sound of the

ocean, there is 'fio ground for discouragement.
* Dirigo” Maineis setting a noble
example, and invites her sister States to

join her ‘in the work. It would be shamefill and cruel to leave her to fightthis'battle alone, and they will not. ~ The ball is
in motion, the cause goes bravely on.

Every community, every State that enlists in this great, vital enterpri¥e makes
the labor easier, the complete #uccess the
more sure and speedy.
We *can not af-

slope,

The

The railand

wish to

give a dollar to the cause can easily do so
by communicating with the Secretary of

re- !

thatd is no thought of resting on it or

last clause

is

carriage

the Society at Washington,

and

them combine, they can receive:
ten books which contain a full

if ten of

for

$10,

account

of

the Chisolm Massacre, told in a story so
interesting that whoever takes up the
book will not lay it down until they have
read to the end.
In your town, Mr. Editor, under the
auspices of the honored name of John P.
Hale, a plan was formed and carried out
with so much success, that I beg to reportit in your columns in the. full confidence that many other women of our land
will gladly avail themselves of the same
method to aid a cause whichis how committed to the countrywotnen of Cornelia
Chisolm for its means.
;

The little convenient missives which
our good Uncle Sam
of postal cards were
week by Mrs. John
her pleasant parlors,
such of the ladies of
would be interested
though, at this

provides in the shape
issued the first of the
P. Hale, invitin¥o
for a Parlor reading
Dover as she thought
Alin the object.

season

of the

year,

the

seashore andthe mountains have taken
many from the city a very intelligent and
interested company of ladies assembled.
An essay prepared for the occasion Was
alread by the Secretary oft he Association,
so a briefaccount of the Chisolm Massacre

fact

they

merely follow the lead of some one

per-

son.

If one man

thinks,

and

a

REV. G,

and

friends

each

hence

the

certain bounds, should

newspaper,

should

tors, who

You

and perishing!

ers of our missson at home to take it for grant:
ed that there is among us the average

boys from the Santal school, the
one of Alphonso’s brothers, antl

man.

Christian

whose

A writer,

in the

American Missionary

for August,

says,

With

general work

sympathy

to our

in the South, I was

glad to

usual

and

er.

Heisa good man.

We

MISS

till

evil habits that would be contracted

we trust we have a good conscience, in
all things willing to live honestly.”
Heb. 13: 18."

We may conclude from this that men
who are willing to live honestly need
and

confi-

dence for persons of this description.
But unléss men are ** willing to live honestly,” it is doubtful whether our prayers
A

ing as he can earn. There are very few
people who can not live honestly, if they

will ‘be content with such a living as they

honestly
round starts from the Glen louse at the Clemmer have written for the cause, and can earn. Many a man can live
ih
a
coitage
or
a
cabin,
who
can
not
live
|
a
in
the final reading twas concluded by Mus.
‘hase on the north, and winds its way
live
can
Ie
mansion.
costly
a
in
of
honestly
e
distanc
a
Hale,
who
gave
the
compally
the
oppor|
over
route,
-circuitous
:
tunity to hear the admirable memorial ad- honestly in the quiet country, when he
gome 8 mifes.
honestly in the roar and rush
The Summit House, which takes the place dressof ‘Bishop Haven, which : was’ de- cannot live
city. He can Jive honestly
crowded
the
of
livered
in
Washington
to
a
crowded
‘and
of thie old Tip-top House, will, according
comfortableypiment,
himselfin
dressing
by
applauding
audience,
last
April:
Flowvisito the books, accommodate seme 150
in clean and decent apparel,
family
his
and
and
meeting,
our
to
run
grace
to
their
lent
care
ers
net
should
I
Tors, though
he
nearly every lady present subscribed for but he can not live honestly while
my chance with more than a hundred.
decks
and
broadcloth,
robes himself in
The appointments of the house ate ‘quite ‘the book, and we doubt not’ that other
He can
his wife in silks and satins.
Hale
Mrs.
te
sentdn
be
will
subscriptions
satisfactory, and the table fave, “with the
on
live
to
g
willin
is
he
if
hpnestly
live
but
from ladies who desired to be'present
exception of variety, compares favorably
he
but
cakes,
corn
and
with first lass hotels in the region below. were prevented by untoward circumstan- roast Rotates

that

comes

you

Prophets-town.!”

1 Oh,

for, a

WU Ny FERNALD.
°
AWHICA.

The

mission

Nyassa, called

recently

established ‘on ‘Like

Livingstonia.
inc homer of Dr.

Livingstone isiscverely afilicted. : Besides the
deaths of Dr Black, its missionary physician,
and one of its most valuable native helpers,
John Marcay is reported very low of con-

and, ac- |

isto

be found in the Acts of the Apostles, and their
Not only did the apostles go forth,
associates.
inthe face of deadly persecutions, and the

most determined opposition and preach Jesus
and the resurrection at the risk, yea, at the cost
of their lives, but others also, the rank and
persecution went

Were those

men mere enthusiasts, or did they fully under

stand and simply obey their orders? Mission
were
labors.
their
and
were,
y
aries they certainl
repeat

from“

office.
Aug. 17.

a

r
inquiry, What does it imply for a ministe

:
less—will

to a‘ great rain” from every quarter of the
denominational sky upon fire “Lewiston posé-

sumption with little hope of recovery.

the

In

addition to'these troubles, all their dogs,
cows, and other domestic animals have per
ished. from: the bite of the venemous tetse, a
kind.offly or insect so distructive that it is
feared that the location of the mission must
changed.

and the best, and

But'we

:
one

shower of five dollar bills that :shall increase

cording to our ability, do good unto all ment!
|
Here are the marching orders for the soldiers
of the crosss the last great commission of the

abundantly blest of God.

womaxg

Brethren, © Help those women.”
I regard
it a good omen that the $5 already received

preach the gospel, and disciple all the nations?’

every where preaching the word.

devoted

thousand dollars would

Sisters, 999 of you—not
do it?

ever I have commanded you?” And what are
the things commanded, but to teach and to

file, who were dispersed by

it pay se

woman’s heart and

be thusprovided.

orders:

thereof,

that

other

densome debt? Five

and the lambs; feed ‘them with knowledge?
“ To teach them to observe all things whatso-

interpretation

with

It was to be expected thn’

more that might give $5 apiece for such am
object. And pray, to what better use could
$5 be put? What grander
result could $5
help bring about in the denomivefien just
now,than the payment of this troublesome,bur-

And how about the Christian teacher, the
soldier of tire cross? Ts he not solemnly charged to feel the'church of God, to feed the sheep

salvation,

THE

scription!” Nobody doubts that among the
50,000 women in our churches there are 999

of

is asked of

To show forth supreme love to God

ON

Now, what I want to suggest is, that just 999
F, Baptist women go and do likewise,~ecach
one sending $5 ¢ to pay Miss Crawford’s sub-

under the

the first duty ef a soldier, to obey

indeed only sure

is al-

closing $5 ¢ to pay Miss Crawford’s subseription”
God bless that thoughtful weman.

man who proposes to become a teacher, Have
And is it not
you the requisite qualifications?

Captain of four

meeting

pocket, and it has done it.
A few days ag
came a letter from a sister in tlie West, en-

low, a boon companion, we all like him much,
but there is no fight in him,
Whatever else he
may be good for,he is no warrior.”
How long
‘would such a captain be allowed to wear Uncle
Sam’s epaulets,on his shoulders, and draw
the pay of an army officer?

Is it not the first thing

hundred

SUBSCRIPTION
DEBT.

to me, and

would touch some

rank and file are heard to remark: ‘ Our captain is no soldier.
He never drills his men,

¢ for

One

weekly

that subscription from

Suppose the

illustration.

CRAWFORD'S

next remittance

utterly disquali-

management, or rather, mismanagement
such an incompetent teacher,

more

The teachers

much of the debt.”

fied to fill? Not only a waste of money, but a
far greater loss in the squandered time and the

‘fake one

concert.

In the Star of June 12, Miss Crawford closes a forcible and faithful statement of a very
plain case with these practical and touching
words—‘ We need, and greatly desire to have
our missionaries now in America return, but
for one, I beg the Society to send no new ones,
until the debt is all paid.
Being a member of
aF. B, church, I now ask the Foreiga Mis
sion Treasurer to take five dollars from fhe

like him much,

sor from the position he was

is

*

Sunday-school

ply of Sabbath-school books from Calcutta.
8. P. B.

but he takes no pains to instruct and advance
the students in the various branches of the
college course.
How long would such a man
be allowed to hold his position and draw his
salary? Would not both parents and trustees
indignantly rise up and thrust such a profes-

by the

*

pure ®

singing,

8
—These concerts are usually
very interesting. We have just got a new sup-

nor does he at all attend to the orders of the
Commander-in-chief. He is a good, jolly fel-

*

in

benefactions of | Wa

generous

“ OUR PASTOR IS NO MISSIONARY MAN.”

WILLING TO LIVE HONESTLY.

geod.

dressed

were present, every one except the babies: repeated a verse of Scripture, each class reciting
in turn. A brief remark was now and then
made on a special verse.
Some of the teachers were cdlled on to report on their own
classes, and they talked very ‘sweetly, almost
every class had kept up class prayer-meetings

The more the pity! What a statement! How
much does this imply? And of how many
pastors must this be said? And how will this
be regarded byj the Lord Jesus Christ, who
issued the great commission, to disciple all the
nations?
Let us look at the case.
Suppose the same
be said of a college professor.
Ie is no teach-

all thither. Inthe glory of the rescue,
those shared, who had explored the paths
where safety was not, as well as the more
fortunate pioneers of deliverance. We do

them much

all

we went to chapel.
The usuakmorning prayer
meeting was held, and afterwards the communion service.
In the afternoon wus the

regard

would be fatal ; but to push forward
the highest results are achieved.

who found the water shallowing, summon

will do

community

white standing around the water, the

the South, to repress zeal or to slacken
effort, or to retrench where retrenchment

the water deepening, stand still, and each

some

The chapel tank is in a far corner of the

notice everywhere quickened zeal, followed by greatly increased prosperity. I
believe the good work among the freedmen was never so efficient as to-day, and
never so richly deserved the hearty "Weekly.

ter all its power on a single point, made
all his staff ride out, radiating from him
as a center, bidding each one who found

certainly pray with

young wife of
an Oreia young

compound.
Just beyond the hedge is a heathen village. The people from that village stood
on a bridge and looked over, like people from
another planet almost so unlike.
Our native

AMONG THE FREEDMEN.

there were written Austerlitz and, Mosand Fontainbleau,
cow, and Waterloo,
The
and St. Helena, and the Invalides.
future Emperor, with an inspiration such
as comes to a trained mind that can cen-

We can

.

Yesterday was a happy day with us. In the ear
ly morning,four converts were baptized. Two

is fairly brought to their notice. -

But in the book of destiny

this;

amoun{

of faults and mistdkes, but not higher certain¢
ly, than the home average.

-there-ought _the prayer, and then the ordinance. itSalfmgll. ...
was delightful, only our hearts longed for the
certainly to respond quickly,
and liberally
poor, dirty, hopeless looking ones that peered
to any appeal in behalf of the school and over from the hedge.
;
we doubt not that they will if the matter
After the baptism the second bell rung, and

the ebb of tide.
Presently night came
on along with the tide, rising with prodigious force and velocity. In the darknesssnone knew where the land lay; the
old experience of Pharoah was likely to

praying for, in such a world as

J)
LIFE.

we can truthfully, and the friends and supports

of the school, who know the need, have
seen it and felt it, take this matter in

remem-

¢ Pray for us,” said the apostle,

their

and do
the destitute

Even Paul’s churches, seem to have had a good
many imperfections in them.
Let us rather
say all the good things about our people that

raised without difficulty and we suggest
that our pastors whe have been members

to

truth

not

morbid desire for viewing every thing from a
dark and discouraging standpoint.
A perfect
church, perhaps, has not yet been found.

THING TO REMEMBER.

room with all needful furniture could be

rations, and rode far into the Bed Sea, at

failure of our-experiment where
not to be found.
POR
PON

hope of

Tam not atall in favor of bringing to the
the front the faults and falls of our dear native
Christians. It does no good, only gratifyinga

nearly alike as may be.
There are
churches all over New England in which
the money and material for supplying one

within

not live in vain, if we only show

-

of death,

feed

:
MIDNAPORE

all the rooms should be furnished and as

ber that Napoleon during the Egyptian
campaign went out to make some explo-

be repeated.

feed themselyes and

people nor cause era
their duty to the poor-and n
>

be hospitable to

down to the one true idea.

shadow

and enjoy themselves, and cherish the

it is enclosed.

Churches

and

heaven, when they can enjoy the world no
longer? O my God, have mercy on the pas-

circumstances, but

hand as a specialty.

region

“ and do their duty, their whole duty to them,
or is it like priest, like people? Content to try

few friends toward supplying the need
thus felt. Of course it is desirable that

the

give utterance

who sit in the

the good people of the North.
As itis
no time to sound a retreat when an army
new ideas, No matter if many of the: has gained its earliest victories, so itis
ideas are hollow. Every timea false idea no time in the work of education and
is exploded, we are ndrrowing ourselves evangelization among the freedmen in
diverse opinions,

faith-

who is “ no missionary man?’ Do they come
to understand the condition and needs of those

Lewiston they have to furnish their own
rooms. Something has been done by a

other. Thought expressed becomes immortal, and humanly speaking, omnipotent. Truth is the daughter of Time and
of Discussion.
And herein is the office of the Newspaper. It means discussion, the comparison of views, the marshaling of arguments;

in the

Can it be said of such *¢ Ye

ful, enter ye into the joys of your Lord?” And
how about the Christian men and women and

to the fact, that in many Theological Seminaries furnished rooms are provided for
the students, while at our own school at

and

needs

prays

have done what ye could, ye have been

for

Some months ago attention was called

Expression is to thought what leaf

and branch are to root;

last great day?

It will not be difficultto have it all done
before the winter sets in if those who can
help will help without delay.

But there must not alone be thinking;
the thought must be expressed.
A
is-imrpotent,

the

and destitute?

the heathen be guiltless of their blood

learn that
at Storer
The work
as it might

have an engine on board, should do their -+pastors-have-been-educated
not uttered,

all that

Can the pastor who never preaches nor

HALL.

furnish the building after

million

at

time, enjoin

nor gives, nor teaches his people to pray and
give to promote the cause of the gospel among

is going steadily forward, giving employment to quite a number of workmen.
We must not forget that a good: deal of
money will yet be required to finish and

ANOTHER

the gospel

preacher to go to the needy

‘ and may

strong

for preaching

children, instructed and trained by the pastor

have been under some

thinking for them.

dies.

(0

does net at one and the same

C. WATERMAN.

Our readers will be glad to
the walls of the new building
College are rising gradually.
has not been pushed as rapidly

blindly are led, you have the opinion, not
of the million, but of the one who thinks.
When you see a dozen flat-boats on the
river, they are not moving; itis only the
tug that moves; the rest are moved.
And so in life. A large body of flats are
content that one man who happens. to

thought

thority

'

should have read,

MYRTLE

was given by her, and questions relating man who is Willing in all things to live
to the present condition of ‘Seuthern Re-' honestly, is willing to accept such a liv
publicans were answered. Mrs Pike, of
Rowley, Muass., read from. the eloquent
letters which Grace Greenwood and Mary

BY

He raise up new
the mission.”

the ten thousdnd
when in

Ba

utter disregard
of the commission under
which he professesto act? Where is the au-

th

CORRECTION.
By accident a line was left out of the
last sentence in our notice of the death of
Mrs. Thompson in last week's issue. The

several views will be a near approach to
truth.
' But a caution here. It is not enough
think that they think,

stots
CONDUCTED

Let ten, a thousand, ten thousand (the
more the better) think, examine, reason;
and the resultant, the average of their

that the thousand or

r

:

MISSION WORK.

By moral forces, or by the sword, this
result will be finally obtained.
Oh, by

denser till we reached the summit.. Ilere less changes, than he finds his occupation
three rods away, ‘‘we could See men only. clean gone!
;
Several -editions..of a daily, called,
astrees walking.” ' But notwithstanding.
the pelting of the fog against the win- ¢¢ Above the Clouds,” are published here,
dows,in a gale of forty miles an hour the
in which you find among a variety of loevening was passed right pleasantly, for cals your own arrival noted, and a brief
every one at the Summit House
seems to editorial notice in case you have been
know every other one,and just brims over «discovered elsewhere by profession, or
with sociability and good cheer, and this, any public notoriety.—J. F.
ERT
5 5.05 SEN
m despite of the ominous shakes of the

————nd-the-combied-power—of
wth be:

clearness,

of weight, which

‘I can do it,” and one feels that it would
be mean to discredit it.
The day I went up was not auspicious.
There was rain generally, and the mountains were densely cloud-capped.
When
about two-thirds of the way up we enter-

classes and interests of society—the importation, manufacture, traffic and terri-

calmness,

is about that

gine, which seems to say at every

throughout a decided success. The: subject has been treated in all its aspects—
the evil and its effects upon the various

with

ordinary

felt steady and

pronounce it

Prof. Foster, Mrs, Yeomans,

consciousness of & proportionate

to two circumstances : First, the slowness

BY PROF. J. J. BUTLER.

|.

decided, that

tian.

out of every ten visitors, nine at the very all the horrors of war, American womlowest figure were destined to meet with en are urged by every method in their
a disappointment in this respect. Some go power, to seek to arouse such a public
up in the morning and return at night; | sentiment as shall make an appeul to the
others, which is the wiser course, g&%
jmord never necessary.
at night and return in the morning train.
"
H. C. INGERSOLL, Sec. C. M. A.
The tip top is obviously no place for inDover, Aug. 16, 1878.
valids. The change of temperature is too
sudden and marked, and the foggy atTHE NEWSPAPER AS AN EDUCATOR.
mosphere, driven by a gale, ‘seems to
In a recent able lecture on the above
search for one’s very marrow, and I obtheme, Rev. Dr. H. L. Wayland, the edserved that the more permanent residents
itor of the National Baptist, characterises
here in many cases wereafllicted with a bad
one of the uses of the modern newspaper
cough. I experience no very considera- as follows:
ble inconvenience save a slight difficulty in
This contact of minds, this collision of
breathing especially during the night,and
souls, not only creates, but it corrects
a seeming spreading out of the head, both of
thought. Truth probably is not found in
L which I attribute to the rarification of the
the line of any one soul ; it is the diagon‘air. This Tatter Foi
would not be
al of many forces, moving on many lines.
particularly disagfeeable,could there be a

er————

I have spoken of scenery.
No report
of what is witnessed in this line in this region can be complete without special
note of the prospect as viewed from Mt.
Washington.
I confess that a feeling of
skittishness has been wont to come over
me at the very thought of making the
ascent by rail. But I found that in fact
nearly all the apprehension of danger and
accident results from an excited imagination. Results on this wise: When ascending one of those heavy
grades ofa

The day dies slowly in the western sky,

and

:

can not live honestly if he must fare | the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, to be ng
sumptuously every day.
He can live missionary man? Is it a matter of indifferhonestly if he will go on foot; he can ence, quite optional with himself whether or
not live honestly if he must have his not he be a missionary man? Is it not rather
charging him with utter uniitness for his high
coachman and his carriage.—
The Chris- and holy ‘calling, with gross neglect, and an

sure

or we have nothing worthy to be called a
Government.
:

mountains,

ing, it was unanimously

THE SUMMIT.
HOMEWARD.

more

wide margin for disappointment.
At a
council of old heads, summarily convened

cf adjacent

at the office of the carraige road,last even-

Yar4TION LETTERS:

21, 1878.

felt

mer months, that I advise all expectant
visitors to leave in their caléulations a

view

surrounding scenery. But the rains and
fogs are so prevalent, during the midsum-

let the

utterly overthrown,

ing the war, but I never

that I was doing truly patriotic work
then, than I am doing now by promoting
the circulation of this book.”
The duty of our Government to protect
the citizens underneath its flag, as much
as it does when they are in a foreign
country is one to which it must be brought

clear

with the divine blessing we shall be perpetuated as a name, a praise and a blessing in all the earth.

The Morning Star,
ts

It

fixed in the catalogue of other crimes,and

Terms :1—$3.00
per year if paid strictly
IN ADVANCE, $2.50. See the 8th page of
this paper.

on

be

ces. One lady said, ¢¢ I had the pleasure
of doing some work for the soldiers dur-

Since the invention and construction of the
rail-road, a master piece of engineering,
the visitors have increased in number, the
registered names for the present month
being 3,294. The prime object is to get a

and the’

next great practical, vital question before
the American people. Our Union is secure, slavery has gone down, Republican’
institutions are settled, unexampled pros-

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
business,

us,

is no fanaticism to believe that this is the

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
on

is upon

scale must turn one way or the other.

:

THE

BY

1SSUED

has come, the crisis
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ROMAN

CATHOLIC—FREEDMEN.
College says

President Tenney of Colorado
« Qur

friends

Romish

are

mow

said

to

bi

spending $600,000 a year among the freedmen
‘among svhom they have 150,000 pupils undeg
priestly schools.” There are, it is said, twenty
of
states
three
the
in
five. Romish schools
with
Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama,
board and tuition. The Evangelist says:
« The Roman Catholic church has purchased
a tract of 7,000 acres of land within nine miles

of Chase City, Va., and purpose to colonize

and

of plan.”

educate

the

freedmen,

on

the

Indian

\
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Department,

' Sabbath - School Lesson.--Sept. 1.
QUESTIONS! AND
(For

NOTES

BY

Questions see

THE RETURN

OF

PROF,

Lesson

J. A, HOWE,

SEVENTY.

GOLDEN TEXT: Blessed are the eyes which
see the things that yg see.” —Luke 10:23,
Luke

10:17

Tae Rev. Mr. Nespor writes to the Foreign Sunday-school Association what is
being done in Moravia in Sunday-school
work. He says:
My
twelve

present
hundred,

parish contains about
scattered over twenty

different places, in the midst of a bigoted,
hostile Roman Catholic: population. The

=-24.

most distant of these

places,

Reichmans-

the

places

which

he

was

aboutto" Foung lady. educated

at the Deaconesses’

visit, on his way to Jerusalem. They ex- ‘Institute in Kaiserswerth.
Her most suc_. cited anfinterest in Christ, and so prepar- cessful labors have just terminated, for
ed the way for his gospel.
They went want'of means to continue the work. She
had a Sunday-school of forty-five scholprobably into the various towns between ars. °In Nusslan, under my own direcCapernaum and Jerusalem.
The place tion, I have a Sunday-school with nine
of meeting, at the end of their circuit, is teachers and one hundred and’ thirty
unknown.

The

previous

verses

of this

scholars.
Among these
nest seekers for truth.

are adults,
earWe meet every

chapter should be carefully read.
¢¢ The seventy.”
This is gll we know
about these early preachers.
“We never

Friday evening and prepare together for
the lesson of the following Sunday.
Another Sunday-school is in the village of

hearof them

Lautschitz,

again.

"Why

seventy, in-

where

the church

elder,

Mr.

We
stead of any other number, were chosen, D. Shitter, teaches twelve scholars.
have no books or papers or other means
we can only conjecture. The mission of of instruction for these schools.
these men was brief and temporary. ¢ The
devils.” ‘“ Demons” is the true reading.
The Religious Telescope gives the folThe. term ‘ devil” belongs usually to
lowing
information about the work of the
Satan. Centuries before and after this
general
S. S. secretary of the church of
it was believed that certain disorders, like
insanity and epilepsy, were caused by de- the United brethren in Christ:
It is a little over six months now since
mons. Hence, exorcism was by many
the
secretary of the Sabbathincantations and aris attempted. Some schoolgeneral
Association of the church entered
think Christ made use of this error the the field to travel and hold institutes, atsame as of the error in respect to astrone- tend conferences, conventions, and do
my, thinking itnot best to correct such any kind of work necessary in ihe genernotions.
Others think an irruption of al field. An informal semi-annual report
sent voluntarily by him to each member
evil spirits in human society was then al- of the board shows that the experiment
lowed, that the power of Christ over them has so far proved highly successful. Bro.
might be shown.
His name always Cowden has been ag busy since undertak-*
eured this disorder, as the seventy found. ing the work last summer as it is possible for any one to be.
He has been unSo now the name of Christ casts out the der the necessity of giving to it thirty and
demons of sin from the soul. = ¢ 7 beheld thirty-one days a month, in order to meet
Satan.” The prince of the demons; the the great demand for his labors. He has
name that represents the opposition of traveled 6,063 miles, delivered forty-nine
public addresses, visited six annual conevil to God. Satan is embodied wicked- ferences, nnd held eight conventions and
ness. ** Fall from heaven.” This phrase eighteen institutes. He has appointments
Barnes connects with the lightning, not ahead for the entire remaining part of the
with Satan. "The idea then would be, year, and will be as busy as he has been.
We have no doubt that the increased in* Quick as lightning from heaven.” 1 terest
in
the
Sabbath-school
work
saw Satan fall.”
Here see a prophecy throughout the church, as a result of this
that the kingdom of evil will go down be- general agency, will fully compensate in
actual contributions for the expenses of
fore the truth of Christ.
the undertaking; and there can be no
« TI give unto you power.”
Christ cloth- doubt that the good to the church will be
ed his ministers with this power of self- as great as that coming from any other

preservation in order to secure the plant-

ing among men of his kingdom.

© With-

out this protection the apostles might soon
be killed, and the gospel lost to men.
¢¢ Scorpions. An animal having ‘‘eight:
feet, eight eyes, and a long jointed tail,
ending in a pointed weapon or sting.”
Ii
seldom exceeds four inches in length. Its
sting is very poisonous.
These common

dangers stand as a type of all.
emy.”

Satan.

The en;

s¢ In this rejoice not.”

The seventy re-

joiced in their power to cast out demons.
They rejoiced either because they saw in
it the triumph of God

over

Satun,

or

be-

eause they were in possession of a little
brief authority ; or because of the humane
offices they could now do for their fellows,
or because of this proof that Jesus was

the Messiah.
Perhaps two or more of
these reasons combined to give them joy.
But they did not joy from the highest re:-

soa of all.
“ Rejoice that your
in heaven.”

That

names

are written

is, *¢ that you

rolled among the citizens of God's

are en-

king-

instrumentality which we

are employing. |

BY

|,
This
writer
silent
sins.

cussed.

REY. D.POWELL.

question was propounded to the
not long since. The Bible is not
on the subject of forgiveness of
The subject is fully and clearly dis-

Whatthe Bible teaches isto be

accepted as the truth; hence, it is the
end of controversy. Our first reference
is to Rom.,3d & 4th chapters. In chapter
8: 20, the apostle says, ‘By the deeds
of the law there shall no flesh be justified
in his sight; for by the law is the knowledge of sin.”
By the law there is no
acquittal from sin—no justification from
sin—no

pardon

of

sin—no

counting

a

In the 4th chapter the

apostle refers to Abraham and inquires
‘ What shall wé say then that Abraham
our father, as pertaining to the flesh, hath
found ?”—How did Abraham obtain right-

eousness? Was it by

works? (verse 2.)

The apostle’s appeal is to the Seripture—
¢¢ For what saith the Scripture?”

answer,

¢ Abraham believed God and it was
‘counted ~ unto him for righteousness.”
(verse 3.) Not of works, or by works,
are sins forgiven; or the sinner counted
righteous.
The apostle ‘quotes from David then: ‘Even as David also describeth
the blessedness of the

man,

unto

whom

God
imputeth ‘righteousness without
works, saying, Blessed are they whose
iniquities are forgiven and whose sins are
covered.
Blessedis the man to whom
the Lord will not impute sin.” (verses 6-8.)
This shows us what the apostle means
by righteousness—¢* iniquities forgiven,”
‘ sins

covered,”—¢ gins

not

imputed.”

He then asks the question, ¢ Cometh
this blessedness (sins forgiven) upon the
circumcision only, or upon the unecireum-cision also?” He then states, *‘ For we
say that faith was reckoned to Abraham
for righteousness.” Fe thenasks, ‘How
was it reckoned? When he was in circumecision or uncircumeision?” If it were
in circumeision, then circumcision must

The educating and spiritual results will have been needfulto the “forgiveness of |
be felt in every other department
our sins, but no, * Not in circumcision, but in
church work.
5
uncircumecision.”
Circumcision had nothing to do with the counting of Abraham
A missionary of the American Sunday- righteous ; but he received
circumcis| school Union in Wisconsin, ‘writing of his
ion, a seal of the righteousness he had
recent work, says:
being yet uncircumcised.
So Abraham
In the Sunday-schools I have organiz- was not circumcised to make him righted thus far there is not one .where'they eous, but because he was righteous—not
have regular preaching. In one it is
semi-monthly ; and in another it is menth- that he might have the blessedness of
sins forgiven, but because his sins were
ly, in the evening, during the winter.
Strange that in nine school-Houses lately already forgiven.
visited by me I am the first to hold a reThe believer in Christ is said to have
ligious service.
The way being thus
like
faith with Abraham; and if he has
opened, what a field for a home missionary !
»
j like faith of Abraham he has like right~
eousness of Abraham, therefore he has
THE members of the Congregational’ the blessedness of iniquities forgiven,and
of sins covered. (se¢ verse 7.)
Having
society and Sabbath-school in Denver,
thus exercised faith in Christ, we receive
Colorado, Rev. C. C. Salter, pastor, have
the earnest of the Spirit of God in our
latelymagle an excursion,on aspecial train,
over the Denver & Rio Grande railroad, hearts, whereby we are sealed unto the
day of Jesus Christ. Under the old: covthrough the famous Veta Pass, to Alamosa, on the Rio Grande.
The distance is enant, the seal was put in the flesh; but
| two hundred and fifty-two miles; or five under the new, it is put in the heart.
j
‘hundred. miles for the round trip.
The The person bearing the seal pat in the
trip proved a delightful one, however. flesh, could say, We had Abraham to our
The railroad crosses the mountains at an father, but he who has the seal of the new
elevation of 9,339 feet; and the engineer- covenant, can say, God is my Father; he
ing is bold and striking to look upon. can cry, *‘ Abba, father.” I pity that man

dom.”
Anciently, the inhabitants of a
place were registered in a book.
Not
that they were to be saved from outward
ills were they to rejoice, but that they The scenery at many points upon the
were to be saved from sin, and so made route is of the finest. And the ride across
children of God.
| the San Luis park or plain, bordered on

who makes baptism a sealing ordinance,

loves the good, the true, and is governed

ceived, are mistaken in supposing they
have heard his voice, and are seeking to
¢ climb up some other way,” and must
be counted as ‘ thieves and robbers.”
And if this be true, it is of infinite importance, that which is the true fold be settled beyond a doubt, that allwho are desi-

rous to enter,and who have supposed they
were already inclosed, may

lawfully

be-

come members of that fold.
If there be
but one sect authorized by the Scriptures,
just where its name, andthe authority
for its monopoly of all the highway to
heaven is revealed in the word of God
should be so clearly

pointed

may come to a knowledge
Until this is done, how

out that all

of the

unfair,

how

truth.
un-

charitable, to ever act as though our
church is the church, and constantly remind all who do not belong with us that
we esteem ourselves better than they,
and that the Master's kingdom can only
be established through our agency, that
our way is the only way. But too often
are these claims put forth, and those who

are members of Christ's body, but not of

the same branch, sre wounded and pained by these unchristian reflections. Too
often, where there ate members of different households of faith, the uniting of
whose Christian efforts would greatly increase the efficiency of Christ’s cause, aré
they prevented from thus unifying their
labors because of being constantly reminded ‘that they are not of the fold.
The writer has in mind a rural community where there are three churches
representing as many denominations, be«sides representatives of others having
Christian homes elsewhere, each too feeble
to walk alone, sustaining all the means of
grace, and neither alone owning a house
of worship. At times their numbers have
been very few. They have been accustomed to meet together whenever either
society had preaching, and of late when
they met in conference.
That all might
be edified and none wounded in their

of Godto begin, the Messiah to

~~ come, Satan to be conquered,
and the good

RARE

; Give the Sunda -8chools a picnic if they

have not already

one.

tate after the frost comes.

It will be too

Pe o-0-0-b
* "ore

Offended vanity is the great separator
in social life.~Helps.

by pure desires, aims, and purposes, God

is visible to the spiritual inner eye, and is

seen in all his works.

God

as Creator

is seen in every created thing.
' 1 see God in every star that shines; in
every tree that grows; in every vine that
climbs; and in every brook that flows.
In the springing grass, in the. blooming
flowers, in the ripening grain and in
every

other

object

of

earth,

the wisdom, power and
I hear God in the raging

rolling

thunders,

we

see

glory of God.
winds; Jin the

in the ebbing seas,

and in every sound on earth. Thus,every
creature indicates the Creator of them all.
But far otherwise is it with impure
minds;—‘

God

is

not

in

all

their

thoughts.”
They are really without God
as much as though there were no God,
as fools say there is none.
God, as Ruler, and Giver of all good,
is<ignored by the ungodly entirely. Not
in the

flowers, in

the

trees, in the ocean's

grasses,

heaving

the lightning’s flash,

in

the

tides, nor

in

or thunder's roar, is

God visible to the impuf®.

To impure

minds it «is not true,
‘The heavens
declare the glory of God.”
But to the pure in heart—whose very
thoughts, aims and purposes are: purity,
God's glory shines in every earthly object.
SED huh hot. GE

©

a

EGOTISM.

BY

REV.D.

ne

i
en

remember-

gression of the divine law, commits sin ;
and the transgression

of the law,

repented of, is’ death.

There

and him crucified.

He

thing,

in vindication

his

folly..

Old

ministers,

ness, without which no man shall see the

Lord.” The last passage is too plain to
It declares in strong
be misunderstood.
without holiness no man
terms that.

** Who

is

or by our own worthiness. To Jesus we
must look for help. Without his assist-

attempts to
will be: all
avce, vain
a holy life. But if we falidown belive
fore the omnipotent God, confessing our
eins and transgressions, he is ready to
He will restore tous the joy
pardon.
and light of his countenance, unfolding to
view, by a living faith, the glories of the
heavenly world. The sun of righteousshine upon our benighted
ness will
reuncommon
understandings with
fulgence. As we advance toward -the
rejoicings will increase.
grave, our
As we advancgin the pathway of holi-

with

sometimes,

sufficient

for

ness, our discernment of spiritual . things

will be such as language can nos express. And in the end of our earthly
pilgrimage, we shall be able to adopt the
language of the Apostle Paul: “I have

these

things?” I once heard a minister say
several times in his sermon,
*‘ Perhaps
you don’tknow,” and then refer to events,
tions,

that

were

discussed

in

almost

of pursuit

BE.

on

oo 2

oe

HOLINESS.
BY SELAH

*

HIBBARD

BARRETT.

Men of the world have definite
in view,

and

every.

objects
effort

is

How important for

shall see the Lord.”

us, frail creatures of a mement, to live in
accordance with the divine oracles. Yet we
can not do anything in our own strength,

make so frequent reference to the glorious times that are past, in which they
were
prominent
actors,
that
the
hearers feel that they are not preaching ¢¢ Christ Jesus the Lord,” but themselves, and
soon they become
disgusted with their egotism. Young ministers may so express themselves, as to
make the impression that they have little of the feeling of Paul, when he exclaimed,

the

unclean shall not pass over it; but it
shall be for those: the wayfaring men,
though fools, shall not err therein.” Remember/that you ean not travel in this
‘ highway” unless you are holy. ¢¢ The
shall not pass
unclean” and the unhol**y:
‘over it.” Ifyou do not so live as to be
able to walk in the highway of holiness,
what prospect have you of a happy immortality beyond the grave? Is there
any other way by which you can enter
heaven ?
God requires holiness of his people. ‘ Sanctify yourselves, therefore, and be
ve holy; for I am the Lord your God."
* Follow peace with all men, and holi-

his apostolic
to bear

of holiness;

shall be called the way

said but little
of

then

a life of righteousness, or heaven can
:
it:
never be attained.
The way to heaven is holy, * And a
highway shall be there, and a way, and it

about himself, and when he did say anycharacter, he begged them

if not

must

be a cleansing in Christ's atoning blood, —

a fault peculiar to any class of men. It
is giving undue prominence to one's self.
Paul determined not to know anything,
among the Corinthians, but Jesus Christ,

ing of all denominations

Ina

of God. He who lives inthe actual trans-

when it gets into the pulpit. Nevertheless it sometimes is seen there. It is not

every paperin the land, and this too in
the presence of intelligent brethren, and
ministers who were in the ministry before he was born. No doubt the speaker meant well, and really he said many
good things, in a very good way, but it
might have beén as well not to have told
his hearers that they might not know the
common affairs of these times,

theirs.

hope of unbelievers and hypocrites shall
perish. Sin can not enter the paradise

W.

ed that the other was seeking the same
end, though it might be by slightly different modes ; were followers of the same
Lord, whose glory all were laboring to
promote; bound for the same eternal
home, though it might be from different
folds. But this has not always been the
case.
Painfully often the burden of one
of these churches has been to impress
themselves and others that they were the
only divinely appointed sect, that all
others were followers of man-made creeds,
and that Christ's kingdom could best be
established in all the world by the mergin

Heaven isa holy place. ‘ God sitteth
upon the throneof his holiness.”
The

Egotism is never more disgusting than

“or prominent nen; or theological ques
mon cause, each should have,

fought a good fight, I have finished, my
course, I hqve kept the faith; henceforth
there is laid up forme a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteousjudgeshall give me at that day; and not

to me

only, but

unto all them also that

love his appearing.”
Again you will be
able to exclaim with the same holy apostle,in transports of joy: <‘O death! where

is thy sting ? O grave ! where is thy victory 2”
Rutland, O.

{

3

REV. SAMUEL BARR,

Rev. Samuel Barr died at Roulet, Potter Co., Pa., July 25, aged 82 years, 4
months and 17 days.
He was born in
Coxsackie, Green Co., N.Y.
He experienced religion about fifty-five years
ago, and soon commenced preaching the
gospel.
He moved to Pennsylvania
about thirty-five years ago and preached

recent revival in the community, this has
been constantly promulgated, and the
words of the good Shepherd, * He calleth

dent toils with unremitting ardor, and
‘ trims the midnight lamp” in order to

his sheep by name" have heen interpreted
to apply to those alone bearing the name
of this church. .’ As a consequence
of

ascend the ** hill of science.” ' The warrior endures almost every privation to
achieve a victory—to have his name en-

through

such preaching and practice, the best results have failed to be realized:
Chris-

rolled in the book of fame. The miser
labors day and night to amass wealth.

preached and when dying said, “I am go-

tians of the other denominations have
carried from these meetings wounded

The man of pleasure improves every

feelings which have prevented their own
spiritual growth, and lessened their efficiency in working in their own churches.

of

and has no seal, but the hearsay of hav- The prayer of our Saviour ¢* that they
ing had a little water flirted in his face all maybe one” is far from being realall sides by mountain walls, and with the. when he was an infant.
The seal con- ized with these churches, and I opine
* Jesus rejoiced in spirit.”
Because
Blanca Peaks, the highest and grandest
tended
for
by
Baptists,
is
the
seal of the never will be, in this, nor any other comhe saw the faith and love of his followers, in all that part of the continent, looking
and beheld the downfall of wickedness | down from the North, was alone sufficient Spirit of God, which beareth witness with munity, so long as any one feels and acts
our spirits that we are the children of asif it enjoyed an entire monopoly of
before his gospel. The following words to make compensation for much desert:
God.
A sealis an abiding mark or wit- the grace of God. Just what the Master
also show us why Jesus rejoiced. «* These
ness of a thing. Baptism leaves no mark meant when he said, ‘ Other sheep I
#hgngs.” The truth that Jesus came from:
CONCERNING the first Sunday-school in or seal. As John's baptism was to man- have, which are not of this fold,” even’
God, and had power over all sin. The
the city of New York, - Mr. A. Stoutenifest the Christ to Israel (See John 1:31), assuming that’any one sect be this fold,
“ things” relating to the truth of Christ
borough, of Paterson, New Jersey, writes
so Christian baptism is to manifest the we should do well to ponder, and howand his mission.
¢ Wise and prudent.”
to the New York Times as follows:
Christ—the Christ buried and the Christ ever strong and intelligent convictions
As men judge. The great ones of the
I
wish,
in
as
few
words
as
possible,
to
resurrected.
‘‘Therefore we are buried we may have as to denominational choice,
earth.
Hast revealed them unto babes.”
not arrogate to ourselves or our sect
To those who had not much of the learn- correct an error, into which the good and with Christ in baptism” &e. (see Rom. 6:
all the Christian grace the world contains.
img of the sehools, but had humility, trust, much respected Rev. D. Devine, an oc- 3,4.) As Abraham was not circumcised
True loyalty to Christ and to our own
to
make
him
righteous,
but
because
he
togenarian,
has
fallen,
concerning
the
and docility. The hiding and revealing
fraternal faith, will lead us to forget all
origin
of
the
first
Sunday-school
in
the
was
righteous—righteous
on
the
grounds
of God's truth takes place according to a
that
is minor, agree to all that is essenprinciple, a uniform law. The proud and city of New York. In a recent letter of of his faith—so a Christian is not baptial,
and with Christian love and charity
tized
to
make
him
a
Christian,
but
beconceited are blind to truths that the reminiscences, he speaks of the origin of
to labor together for him, each rejoicing
humble in spirit clearly see.
. the first Sunday-school in New York city cause he is a Christian. Not that he may
at the others’ prosperity, if thereby his
* For so it seemed good.”
This princi- in the John St. Methodist church,in 1815, receive the forgiveness of sins; for by cause is built
up.
And only as far as
It is pretty well known in the history of faith he is justified (Rom. 5: 1.), acple of the divine procedure is good; wise, Sunday-schools that the first Sundaywe rise above this petty, unchristian dequitted
or
freed
from
sin.
As
the
Scriptures
holy agd eternal.. God always hides from senoolin which children were gathered
nominational arrogance can we expect to
the self-sufficient
; God always reveals to and taught on the voluntary principle of require a man to believe with his whole
giving them religious instruction was or- heart before baptism, so it is evident, see the fullest success attend the Zion of
babes.
a
:
anized at 88 Division St., N. Y., by Mr. as a man is justified by faith, freed from our God, and only then will ‘he answer“ All things are delivered.”
That is,
oseph W. Griffiths, then a member of the condemnation, and made a child of God ed the prayer that all may be one.
“~-all things” are given to Christ as the Mulberry St. Baptist church, under the
by faith, his sins are forgiven.
"roe
At his own
Mediator. The doctrine of the Trinity pastorate of Dr. MacClay.
As Abraham was counted righteous
expense
he
hired
the
room,
purchased
the
THE
PURE
E IN HEART. *
is that Christ in nature is the same as
necessary books, used Rippon’s collec- upon the grounds of his faith, so is the
the Father, but not in office. The office tion
BY REV. H. WHITCHER.
of hymns, and on the second Lord's believer in Christ; for he is said to be an
of Redeemer and Saviour Christ has re- Day in July, 1810,commenced the school. heir of Abraham, by faith.
Purity of heart consists in honest,
eeived alljpower to perform. « No man Tn a few weeks it numbered one hundred
truthful, heart-felt goodness from a love
After
the
plain*hnd
obvious
reasoning
. knoweth.” Neither the Father nor the and forty-two scholars, who gave entire of the apostle, we conclude that a man of the right, with a fixed purpose to be |
to the teachers by rapid progSon can be known in their spiritual rela- satisfaction
ress. At first the school had one writ- does not receive baptism as a seal of the and do right in all things. Or, in other
tions to us, unless we have the character ing-class.
Mr. Charles G. Somers, also righteousness he had in baptism,but as an words, ‘ the pure in heart” are Christo which the thingsof God are revealed. a member of the same church, assisted
tians whose sins have been pardoned, and
This is thought to expression of his faith in Christ; and in their souls
Have we a’ trusting, hungering, docile in the organization.
washed in the blood of Jesus
his
baptism,
he
shows
forth
the
Christ
be the first practical Sunday-school on
heart? To us, then, Christ is pleased to this
side of the Atlantic.
Ifthere wasa buried and risen,and his faith in him, the Christ. It is declared that such shall ** see
reveal the things of God. Are we willing Sunday-school organized on the volun- Holy Spirit of God, being the seal of his God.”
.
that Christ should teach us? Ifso, we can tary principle previous to the date refer'
This
may
be viewed in two different
_ know the Father and the Son.
red to,it will be a matter of interest to the righteousness by faith’ in the Son of God, senses: 1. All the truly pious will see
manifesting
to
him
that
he
is~
a
child
of
earliest workers in. this cause if some
God as he is, face to face, without a divid% o * Blessed
ave the eyes.” Not those of reader
will:make the facts known to the God, being an earnest within of the
ing
veil between, in the future glorious
Christ's day merely, but thoseof his day, public.
:
: grace of God through Jesus Christ.
j

opened to the truths of Christ. * Many

be fitted for the society and company of
the blessed in heaven.

eyé,or to physical senses ; yet to him who

8.

| nominations, and he has no sheep outside
of that fold, then all the others are de-

sinner righteous. - The
apostle then
states in the 21st verse, *‘ But now the
righteousness of God without the law is
manifested, being witnessed by the law
and the prophets; even the righteousness of God which is by faith of Jesus
Christ unto all and upon ull them that believe.”
Here faith in Jesus Christ is
made the base of righteousness to the sinner that believes.

AR

Although God is not visible to the fleshy

_ Who are they? Are they confined to
any one particular church or sect? or do
they embrace all of those inside and outside of all the different sects who ‘¢ hear
his voice,” obey his teachings, and who
are Christlike in their lives? The importance of these questions depends upon
the answers which may correctly be given them. If Christ's fold includes only
one of the many so-called Christian de-

DOES THE BIBLE TEACH THAT THERE
weinherit. We are blessed, indeed,if
IS NO F ORGIVENESS-OF SINS
we bave eyes to see, and ears to hear.
WITHOUT BAPTISM?

Notes and Hints.
‘dorf, contains two hundred Protestants.
Connected History. The seventy were For several years I have longed to do
sent from Capernaum,to go before Christ justice to the little ones here, and at last
succeeded in gaining the assistance of a

into

BY

Papers.)

THE

CHRIST'S SHEEP.

Conmunacations,

news of salvation to be heard. . The yoke
of Jewish ordinances they wearied of.
They hungered for the bread of life.
What these prophets waited for in vain,

|

immortal state, as a reward of righteous-

made to accomplish them.

Thus the

portunity to gratify the debased
the

mind.

Now,

shall

men

stu-

op-

desires
of the

world always be’ wiser in their generation than the children of light? Shall
the Christian remain idl¢?
Does the
Creator look with complacency upon him
who prostitutes the nobler faculties of
the soul ? No, the great and supreme

Potter Co. Q. M. {ill age

infirmity put an end

was glad to

to

trust all

his

labors.

in the

gospel

and
He

he

ing home.” Ile leaves a wife’ and eight
children and a large circle of friends to
mourn his death, but
loss is his gain.

we

J.

feel
:

N.

that

our

:

Tompkins.

GLEANINGS
BY T.C+PARTRIDGE,

While at Grand Rapids, some ten days

object of the Christian

should, then, be ago, Cole's great show was there, and
the attainment of holiness, as the follow- this place (Ionia) has had the excitement
ing considerations show :
[| of it since I arrived. From early mornGod is a holy being.
* For I am the ing till late at night, the crowd was on
Lord your God; ye shall, therefore, sanc- the surging wave. The roughs were on
tify yourselves, and ye shall be holy; for the alert. Venders of mock jewelry, and
Iam holy.” As God is holy, he can not useless tritles were
busy with fluent
look upon sin with the least degree of tongues and nimble fingers. Lemonade
allowance. Ie is not well pleased with and fruit stands were plenty.
Saloons
the abominations of the wicked, and he ‘were jubilant with music, and jolly cusgives no encouragement that such will be tomers. The show was thronged with
saved, unless they come to him and the mixed multitude.
\
make a full renunciation of sin. Think
“Whatsoever ye do,do all to the glory of
of the purity of God, and of the require- God.” Christian friends,” we need much
ment that we should sanctify ourselves grace to be able to discriminate between
and be holy.
We can not, however, ex- the evil and the good, and to
always
pect to be holy as he is holy, because we choose the right. ‘Ye can not serve
are imperfect creatures ; but we can live God and mammon.”
Half dollars, and
up to the light and knowledge possessed,
dollars flow into the showman’s treasury,
and make rapid advances in the divine and pennies into the Lords. Is it rightto.
life.
stint. the Lord, and give to his enemy ?
God's works are holy. ‘The Lord is
Will Christians ever learn to avail
righteous in all his ways, and holy in all
themselves
of favorable - opportunities
his works.” The works of the Lord are
holy; everything, that he does is done for carrying forward the eause they pro- in righteousness. ‘We should not, there- fess to love? The world is ever enfore, murmur or repine at his dealings thusiastic, shrewd, and untiving, We
toward us. Misfortunes should not be may learn of them. ‘But a careful study
attributedto the Almighty, as if he had of the life of Christ will give usa perfect
done something wrong or unjust. When lesson of fidelity and faithfulness.

sickness

‘and

death enter our abodes,

It is goodto be in the Spirit

on the

we should rather rejoice than mourn, re- Lord's day. A refreshing shower last
membering that ¢‘ the Lord isrighteous in night has laid the dust, and cooled the
all his ways, and holy in all his works,” air, and this morning is beautifgl, and
Iam boarding with a Chrisrequiring patient submission to his will. inspiring,

The angels are

holy.

* The Son of tian family. This morning when all were

man shall come in, his glory, and all

the

holy angels with him.” This clearly shows

that God delights in holiness, He created
the angels holy. He also created man

ness and faith in Jesus.

holy previous to the fall, and he still desires him to be holy and: happy. And if

But, 2. In a certain sense the “Pure in
heart see God” now in this mortal life.

man will use the divinely appointed
means of grace, he may become so, and

seated around the pleasant board,s sacred
song was® sung, and a blessing asked,
and thanks went up to God for the‘ sweet
day of rest.” A song and a blessing, and

each

repeating a verse of Scripture at

table, has a sacred influence. ¢‘ Bless the
Lord, O my soul, and forget not all

his benefits.”

An

[3

THE
i
1

QUIETNESS.

:

I would be quiet, Lord,
Nor tease, nor fret;
No small need of mine

Wilt Thou forget.

-

I dare not ery too loud

Lest Thou shouldst heed.
shouldst say,

* Child, have thy will;

And thou hast chosen, lo!
Thy cup I fill!”
‘What I most crave, perchance

Thou wilt withhold,

As we from hands unmeet
Keep pearls, or gold;
As we, when childish hands
Of our desire.
Yet choose Thou for me—Thou
Who knowest best ;
'Fhis one short prayer of mine

Holds all the rest.

C. R. Dorr, in Sunday Afternoon.
lo
ror

THE

OLD ADAM.

While riding with

near the

Insane

hill-environed
Vt.,

we

a party

Asylum

in

village of

overtook

one

of friends
the

lovely

Brattleboro’,

of the

convales-

cing patients who had been entrusted
hy the farmer in charge to drive a superb yoke of oxen, hitched to a load of
coarse gravel that they were hauling to
the grounds.
Mr.

S.,

one

of our

party,

who

had

often seen the man in the village, and
was familiar with his peculiar form of
mania, stopped
his horses, and said
cheerily:
** Good
morning,
General
Santa Anna; that's a splendid pair of
cattle you are driving and handling so
well.”
:
The oor

man,

who

believed.

himself

to be the redoubtable’ Mexican General,
with a great display of authority, and
a surprising aptness at using military
terms, stopped the cattle,

whose

smooth

hides were covered with broad glossy
patches of red and white; and then turnIng abruptly to us, he said:
** The nigh one is as likely an ox as
was ever raised from a calf that was fed
upon sweet cream and clover blossoms.
But I remember the time when that off
one was a balky, bob-tailed, iron gray
mare, that had been traded from pillar to
post down in the village yonder; and he
can’t forget old tricks.”
‘While speaking, the fancied General
would slyly wink across the flat, broad
back of his favorite nigh ox to his mate
that stood along-side dreamily chewing
his cud, gazing with his great, placid
the

never mourn on account of their

O-O-0-b
+++

confine-

ment from public worship.
BIBLE ARITHMETIC.
7. These persons often surprise their
Addition. Add to your faith, virtue; neighbors with great activity and health
and to virtue, knowledge, temperance ; on the day following, however unfavorand to temperance, patience; and to pa- able the weather may be.
tience, godliness ; and to godliness, broth8. Most of the faculty agree that
erly kindness ; and to brotherly kindness, there is a low, feverish heart, technically
charity. 2 Peter, 1: 5—17.
E
called febris mundi or fever of the world,
Subtraction. Laying aside all malice, which may be detected in these patients
and all guile, and hypocrisies, and en- during the intervening days of the week.
vies, and all evil spepkings—desire the ~ 9.° There also seems to be a loss of apsincere milk of the
Word, that ye may petite for savory food, and a want of
grow thereby. 1 Peter, 2:1, 2.
relish for Panis Vilae—bread of life—
Multiplication.
Grace and peace be which in this case is the indispensable
multiplied unto you through the knowl- remedy for this disease.
edge of God and of Jesus our Lord.
10. Persons affected with this disease
2 Peter, 1:2.
generally have a disrelish for private reHe that ministereth seed to the sower ligious exercises of the closet, and the
doth minister bread for your food, and reading of the Scriptures.
multiply your seed sown, and increase
11. It is also centagious—neighbors
the fruits of your righteousness. 2 Cor. take it from neighbors and children from
9: 10.

Division.
Come
out from among
them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord,
and touch not the unclean thing; and I
will receive you, and

will

unto you, and ye shall
daughters, saith the
-—

be

a

Father

be My sons and
Lord Almighty.

2 Cor. 6: 17, 18.

SREP

a

HE ARMS OF THE LORD.

parents.— Free Press.

And now comes a proposition to impose alist of uniform topics upon all the
prayer-meetings of the land.
As the
Sunday-schools are all studying the same
lesson, it is urged that all the prayermeetings would find it profitable to consider the same

their number who has been converted and

industriously
that he may
step; resort-

ing to various devices to entice him back
to his old ways. Then, they declare he

is not changed,

that the old Adam

is only

held in abeyance, while cropping out
now and then.
‘If, through
prayers and tears and
tribulations and fighting down evil passions, the conflict is bravely going on,
the victory nearing, and the Comforter
makes His gracious visitations, yet there
can always be found those *lookers on’
who imagine, and are ready to proclaim,
that he is hanging back in the yoke, and
only a hindrance.
.
‘* They say that the church keeps him
along ‘for the looks of the thing,’ that
he is really unchanged at heart, although,
at the same

time,

they

are

obliged

admit that he presents an entirely
ent appearance from that which he
erly bore before he was born
through the
agency of
the
Spirit."—Mrs. Annie A. Preston
gregationalist.
PY a @*
>gh

+

to

differformagain
Divine

in

Con-
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+e

TOOLISH MINISTERIAL
SONS.

USE FOR GRUMBLERS.

unfortu-

hate patient's idiosyncrasies remind me
of’ the way people often talk about one of
joined the. church.
They
watch him, hoping, I fear,
make a slip, or take a false

OOMPARI-

A1obably all things

heart oh we

hear

It cuts

us

excellent

to

the

ministers

decried, because they are not like certain

others. Persons will actually discuss the
graded rank and - comparative merit of
Punshon and Talmage, Landels and Mc-

Laren, forgetting that the men are different persons, and no more to be placed as
first, second, third and fourth, than cowslips and oysters; gazalies and® dolphins.
You can not ogically institute

compari-

sons where they do not hold.

Cephas has his place and

Rugged

order,

and

he

is neither better nor worse, higher nor
lower in value, than polished Apollos.
No one inquires which is th#
more useful—a needle or a pin, appt

&. Wagon or a plough

;<they are

or

a hoe,

designed

for different ends, and answer them well :

but they

could not exchange places with-

out serious detriment to their ysefulness,

tis true that A excels in argumentative
power;

let him argue then,

for

he

was

made on purpose to convince men’s
reason; but because B's style is mere
expository, do not despise
him, for he
was sent, not to reason but

to

teach.

If

all the members of the mystical body had
the same office and gift, what a wretched
malformation it would be; it would hardly be so good as that, for it would not be
a formation

atall.

If all

ears,

mouths,

have

their use

this world, and grumblers and

subject

and. unite

in

the

in

fault-find-

simultaneousness, we might as well have
the thing thoroughly organized and effi-

ciently carried out. There is an instance
of something like this on record—Dr.
Holmes is our authority—when all the
people in the world determined with one

ers are no exception to the rule. Tt
needs one or two dogs to take care of a
flock of sheep. To bé sure a whole flock
of dogs would be of little value. They
would produce neither lambs, wool, nor

in the hope that the noise would be heard
in the moon. The result of this experi-

mutton ; but one or two of them serve an

ment,

excellent purpose. They guard the flock,
they hunt up stregglers, they raise the
alarm when dangers real or fancied are
near, and so they really serve the. shepherd’s interests. So one or two growling, snarling grumblers about a church
aid wonderfully in.keeping things in" order. They may be unreasonable, they
may in themselves seem unprofitable ;—
neither fleece nor milk can be expected
from them ; but their

away

from

danger,

growls

their

muttering serves to keep

warn

snarling

people

men

and

on

the

alert, and" at a safe distance. Many a
man has had great reason to thank God
for the slanders and lies that have been
told about him, and which have stimulated him to constant watchfulness that he
might prevent their ever coming true.
So, good friends, if you can’t be sheep,
be dogs, and. keeps up xpur yelping; it
may keep sheep in the fold, if it does not
keep the wolves out; and in the end we
may see that all things have their use, and
that all things work together for good to
them that love God.— The Christian.
Ee. po,

The propensity to compare is frequently indulged in equally foolish and far
more injurious ways.

:

BIBLE FACTS.
The learned Prince of Granada, heir to

the Spanish throne, imprisoned by order
of the crown for fear he should aspire to
the throne, was kept in solitary confinement in the old prison at the Place of
Skulls, Madrid. = After thirty-three years
in this living tomb, death came to his release, and the following remarkable researches taken from the Bible, and mark-

ed with an old ndil on the rough walls

of

his cell, toX how the brain sought em-

ployment through the weary years :
In the Bible the word Lord is found
1,868 times; the word Jehovah 6,855
times, and the word

Reverend

but

once,

and that in the 9th verse of the 11th
Psalm, The 8th verse of the 117th
Psalm is the middle verse of the Bible.
The 9th verse of the 8th chapter of Esther

is

the

longest

verse;

35th

verse,

11th chapter of St. John, is the shortest.
In the 107th Psalm four verses are alike
—the

8th,

15th,

21st,

and

31st.

Each

verse of the 136th Psalm ends alike. No
names or words with more than six syllables are foundin the Bible. The 87th
chapter of Isaiah and 19th chapter of 2d
Kings are alike. The word girl occurs
but once in the Bible, and that in the 8d
verse and 3d chapter of Joel. There are
found in both hooks of the Bible 8,586,~
483 letters, 778,693 words, 81,373 verses,
1,179 chapters, and 66 books.

accord to lift up their
however,

was

voices

not

and

shout,

encouraging to

those who put their trust in the efficacy
of simultaneousness.
‘‘ When the time
came, everybody had their ears so wide
open to hear the universal

ejaculation

of

¢ Boo’—the word agreed upon—that nobody spoke except a deaf man in one’ of
the Feejee Islands,anda woman in Pekia,

so that the world was never so still since
the creation.” “1t’has once or twice occurred to us that something of this sort
may happen when we get this ¢ cord that
binds all the Lord’s people” to simultaneous observances twisted a little tighter.
Everbody will be thinking so much of the
fact that everybody else is praying that
nobody will pray at all.
Clearly this
uniform topic and concert business may
be carried a little too far.

of spontaneity

and while there

is necessary
are

Some

of

gifts

we may as well tolerate some diversities
of operation.— Editor's Table in Sunday
Afternoon.
Ea ih Ll

DENOMINATIONAL RIVALRY
I shall never forget how I was shocked just after I joined the church by something I overheard a minister say. It was
the year our new church was finished,and

the conference met with us. I happened
to be tending to the supper-getting, in

the vestry, while two or three of the ministers from a distance were

looking

I'm sure the feeling that

minis-

ter expressed is exactly the same that
many & woman is blamed for severely,—
a desire to have clothes and furniturea bit
finer than her husband’s partner's wife or
her next door neighbor has! No wonder

John grows satirical sometimes watching

the way church affairs are carried on, for
he is utterly above such notions. He

does what he thinks is right, in a simple,
matter-of-course way, and never

had

an

envious thought in his life, I believe.—

Sunday Afternoon.

.

SUICIDE.

refund tho fron

to continue the habit of drinking spirituous liquors until he

was

thirty

years

of

absolutely

no

age, who did not finally become its slave’
and its victim ; and I have

respect for the woman who, at fashionable parties, or because it is fashionable,
offers a glass of wine or liquor to a youth,
that of a serpent, and drag
him into a
drunkard’s grave. . Begin the year with
industry ; begin it with economy; begin
it with absolute sobriety. ¢¢ Moderation
in all things!” No! No
moderation
in arsenic! No moderation in cutting
off a well limb! There should be no
such moderation in the-use of poison !
What would you think of a patient who
should ask his physician to use moderawrong

in itself;

over

of

of $1.50.

RELIGION,

peculiar

advice

on

the

900

ADVISER, a book

of those diseascs

pages,

BUFFALO,

and form,

[amd
too Tittle
A378 Vital power to be used
in the name of the Master and for the reof his children.’ . . . .
.
Much
is already being done by many Christian
churches, as true bulwarks of defence for
such as need, against the overmastering
drink temptation. But much more ‘ought
to be, and might be, done by all. How
few, of the whole number! have any

what

is

left as

A WEDDING

INCIDENT.

health in a glass of Gotts=beverage—
sparkling water. The ladies assembled
on the occasion immediately stepped forward, and making a respectful

courtesy,

$500 Reward

thanked him for the beautiful compliment he had just paid the fair bride,when

a

very

large

percentage

ion

of the

eterious, anti-temperance, political

influ-

ence. There is encouragement in the fact
that there isa gradual falling-off in such
emigration. There were, by the last
the

VITAL

INTEREST,

The drinking system is directly responsible for twenty per

cent.

of

our

Purgative,

forty per cent. of our lunatics, seventyfive per cent. of our criminals, ninety per

will

They are sold by
25 cents a bottle.

it is alleged that the

sale

of liquors, wine, and ale by the bottle at
grocers is the cause of 4 great deal of sewomen,

children

and servants, and being out of the supervision of the police,

public houses,
to society.

as is the

is peculiarly

' NO HOPE

BUT

traffic

in

detrimental

CHRIST.

A wealiny gentleman who
restored to

Rules

had a son

him, long lost through

drink,

as a noble Cliristian man by the efforts of

temperance workers, expressed his grati|

Traffic, or Sleeping

:

|

For all points in
.
KANSAS,
CALIFORNIA,

DINING"
ANG RESTAURANT CARS

OVERLAND
Moals
Best of Meals

A. M. SMITH,

G. P. Agt.

a dozen

\

thick

All gilt edge, $100;

Baptists.

$1.00,

Baptism

postage

The History of the Freewill
tists
covers the first half century of oul
existenee,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominationsl
history.
$1.00; postage, 10 cents.
Memoir

of

George

TW. Bay.

contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See “Clap
Rates’ with the Morning Star.
The

Church

Member's

Book

is a valuable little work, and every Christiam
youd be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
3 cts.
Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
theology,

and

the

author’s

views

are those generally accepted by the denomination.

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Butler's

Commentary

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Buller, con
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romanus and Corinthians.
Tt is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.

$1.00;

postage, 12 cents,

)

The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar
ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year
meetings,

with

their

statistics;

the

names

of

ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies,
an account of our
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased mime
isters, &c.,

&c.

Price,

10

cents

a copy; 296.8

dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent percopy.
Lectures
©
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an exceilent book for all who would ‘‘search the Scripe
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9
ots.
cls
|
Beach not stereotyped till within the last few
ears, and we can furnish only the féllowing:
, per dozen;50 cts. per hundred.
innfional,

which convgins a historical statement
and
| a brief notice 0! our doctrinal basis,church pol
ity and institutions,
:
'
Printing
Establishmont
;
is a brief historical statement, &c. Publish
ed oF oder Of the General Conference, and for
itous
distrib ution.
he above named books are sold by the dozem,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,

° or on receiv

the books.
Send your orders to

I. D. STEWART, Dover. N. H.

TRAINS
Lik

fo the

for 75 cents.

A. KIMBALL,

Gen’) Sup’

or

Suggestions.

£ Dock ot 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;
cents.

in view, do not use
CARS
for Pasa,

Chicago,Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
COLORADO,

of Order.

Christian

their

yews

and

children.

| union with the Freewill

at

TAKE THE

Formulas

Biographies of
David Marks, - - - $1.00, post, 10 cents,
William Burr, - - .,70
4
0% ”»
Daniel Jackson, « - - 50
”..45
0
John Stevens, « - - « 50
”
04»
The Memorials of the Free Baptisis
ive the rise and progress of this body af
Christians in New York, till the time of Theic
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broken-down, broken-hearted, miserable
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Constipation, Impure
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large pills found for sale in drug-shops.
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their wonderful cathartic power, in comparison
to their size, people who have not tried them are
ap to suppose that they are harsh or drastic in
eflect: buf such is not atall the case, the different
active medicinal principles of which they
are
composed being so harmonized and modified,
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vet
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and kindly operating, cathartic.

purity, and he knew nothing better than
water, pure water!
He then drank her
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other medicinal properties from thé most valu-

drink the bride’s health in a glass of wine
which was offered him. He refused to
partake of the intoxicating liquid, and
said when he drank her health it would
be in that which resembled her most in
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Pharmaceutical Science.
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rather dull and uninteresting, if not positively irksome, is that it is accepted: too

much as a matter of profession

MEDICAL

It treats minutely

SENSE

CAMMON

One reason why in these days, to many
kindly-intentioned people—even to: some
who are within the fold of “the Christian

is no

Chicago and Milwaukee Line

Is the old Lake

(
it do harm, in any state or condition.
on
further information
Those who desire
these subjects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S

cide.—Robert L. Collier.
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It will not disappoint, nor will

tem of woman.

moderate drinking is only moderate sui-

Church—religion

Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line

being a most perfect
of Furpose
ness
specific in all chronic diseases of the sexual gys-

tion in cutting off both limbs, when he is
simply suffering from a fever.
Liquor-

Line
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in NORTHERN, WiCOREN and MINNESOTA, and
‘or MADRISON, ST. PAUL,
NNEAPOLIS, DULUTH,
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fulfills a single=

it admirably
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Omaha and Oaliforn

This medicine I do not extol as a

the world.
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and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN
AND AUSTRALIA. Its

male Weakness, and very.many other chronic
diseases incident to woman not mentioned here.
In all affections of this nature, my Favorite
Prescription works cures—the marvel of

cure-all,

are run alone

between

No other road runs Pulman Hotel Cars, or an
otacr form of Hotel Cars, through, between Chica.
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t+ ssowrd River.
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worked cures, as if by magic, and with a cerby any medicine:
tainty never before aftain
Leucorrhea,
Excessive
Flowing,
Painful
Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from unnatural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, Prolapsus, or falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing Down Sensations, Internal Heat, Nervous Depression, Debilies Despondency,
Threatene
Miscarriage,
hronic
yongestion, Inflammation and Ulceration of the
Uterus, Impotency, Barrenness, or Sterility, Fe

which may curl about him with a coil like

UNINTERESTING

CHICAGO

paid for it. Had I not the
confidence in its virtues, I could not
most perfect
offer it as I do under these conditions; but having witnessed its truly miraculous cures in thousands of cases, I feel warranted and
perfectly safe in risking both my
reputation
and my
money on its
VE
merits.
The following are among those diseases in
which my Favorite
Prescription has

a man

HOTEL CARS

by it through,

it, Jronply

I recommend

and the West.
It is the oldest, shortest, most direct, co enient,
comfortable andin every apc the hs hn you
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been taken according to directions, and the case
being one for which
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2100 MILE
of RAIL
S
WAY

having

medicine

the

of

bottle, two-thirds

the

I have seldom, if ever, known

over

the church, and I heard one say to
abother:
¢ Well, I'm glad that at last
we have something creditable to our denomination in Blanktown district. The
other sects have all had better buildings
than we before now, but they can’t, many
of them, ‘beat this.” It seemed’as if I
henrd Jesus
commenting scornfully,
“Ie that would be great among.you, let
him serve.” 1'm not very spiritual-minded, never set up to be; but I must say
that a church built for the purpose of outstriving, some other denomination’, does
n‘t seem very ‘ consecrated” to me, no
matter what words were said at its dediication.

MODERATE

degree

in religion;

diversities

TEMPERANCE.
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The

It owns or con-

Dr.Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.

drinking is absolutely

TOO MUCH ONENESS.
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never was a better matched yoke of oxen,

That
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The Evangelical AlliIf a man comes all aflame with evil ap- same petitions.
cent
pasture.
Petite and ponds against He door of ance submits topics for the week of
prayer; ¢ why not,” it is asked, ¢‘ do the
*¢ Can that be possible?” asked my | 00's
instantly
the door pine
Them all de
ee—tfriemiHm W Voice of surprise and incred- | open,mercy,
amd”
ays;
1 will “save “thy same work for att the year?
ulity.
~
soul, I will put out that flame.” * It is no nominations will feel perfectly free to
‘Yes, sir,” was the emphatic reply. small thing when a man is coming out of join in the uniformity, the number of
using such a list
‘* Now justyon see me start 'em,” and his sin, nervous and exhausted and sick particular churches
with
a flourish of the long whip, and a .at heart, to feel the two arms of the Lord would increase every year, and before
‘“ gee up, gee whoa,” the patient creat- Almighty around him, and hear God say- long it would cause another turn to be
taken in the cord that binds all the Lord’s.
ures would move slowly on, drawing the ing: * Young man, I will stand by you.
Sure enough! and
heavy load with an equal division of The mountains will depart, the hills will people together.”
strength and even step, out of the dense be removed, but I will not tail you,” and why not have the prayers all printed, too,
shade of the hemlock, up the clayey then to have the young man look up into and recited in concert, beginning at the
It would be easy to have
God's face and say: *¢ Is that promise for same moment.
hill.
:
“Don’t you see?” said the insane me?” and then see God lift his hand and the clocks in the prayer-meeting room
teamster, running back to the side of take an oath: * As I live, saith the Lord connected by telegraphic wires with the
our carriage; ‘‘ the nigh. one has the God, I have no pleasure in the death of clock in the Observatory at Cambridge or
whole load to draw. Just notice how him that dieth.” The mountains will at Washington ; and then, by simply folthat off ox hangs back in the yoke. He crack apart rock from rock, and the sea lowing the ticking of the clock, it would
is nothing bot a hindrance.
I take him will beil like a caldron in the fires of the be possible to intone the prayers and all
along for the looks of the thing. Al- last day, and the stars rain down into the the other exercises in all the prayer-meetthough he has been melted down and run dust, and the universe be scattered by the .ings simultaneously. What an inspiring
over in a new mold, the critter is-in real- blast of God's nostrils ; but Jehovah will thought it would be, that at the very secity the same little, vicious, balky; bob- expend all the strength of his omnipo- ond when the leader in your prayertajled, iron grey mare, that used to make tence and all the wealth of his compas- meeting opened his mouth and said ¢ O”
—forty or fifty thousand other leaders,
such a nuisance of herself down in the sion rather than it should be told on
in forty or fifty thousand other prayerearth or in hell or in heaven that a poor
village yonder.”
“That is all in the poor man’s diseased soul cried to him for help and could not meetings, were all opening their mouths
and saying ¢ O!” If there is so much
imagination, you see;” said Mr, S., as get it.— Talmage.
value
and inspiration in uniformity and
we drove on up the lovely road.
“There
eyes over the stone fence .into

nor a truer working one.

269
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Would play with fire,
Withhold the burning goal

—Julia

21, 1878.

WOMAN.

I am not wise to know
‘What most I need;

Lest Thou at length

STAR, AUGUST

‘We are reminded of a little story of tude to them with a check for $1,000: deSABBATH 'STOKNESS.
This remarkable disease has not yet | two farmers who lived side by side, one claring thats although he used to think
of whom was an infidel and the other a otherwise, he now felt per-uaded
there
would be all fist, and, with a
Calvin to been treated in books of pathology.
Christian, The infidel raised a crop of ‘was no hope for a man with
.
1.
This
disease
is
of
the
intermitting
the
fearful
fill every pastorate, she would be all
corn on which every stroke of work, from
skull. Blessed be God for one Robert kind, attacking the patient by violent sowing to eaping, was done on Sunday. appetite fastened upon him but in Christ.
Hall, but let the man be whipped who, paroxysms, which® return every seventh On the October day in which the reaping
tries in his own person to make a second. day. These paroxysms return only on was done, the Sabbath-breaker called his
ADVERTISEMENT.
Rowland 11ill is admirable for once, but the Lord’s day, and hence it is called neighbor to the fence and said, pointing
¢¢
Sabbath
sickness,”
but
by
the
faculty
it
it is quite as well that the mould was
to the prosperous field of corn: ¢ See
broken.—** The Spare Half Hours,” by is technically known by no other name here, what becomes of Four theory that
than
Dei
Domini
Morbus.
Spurgeon.
2. It partakes somewhat of the nature the Sabbath-breaker will not prosper?”
O-0-b
*4 *-+e
“My friend,” was the reply, ‘the
of ague, especially.as it is attended with
Lord doesn’t settle all his accounts in the
THINGS PREFERABLE. ,
a great degree of coldness.
This cold- month
of October.”
By an immense practice, extending through
y
‘It is better to trust in the Lord than nessis first apparent early in the morna
Many
good people make the mistake of . period of years, having within that time treated
to put confidence in man.”—Psa. 118: 8.
ing of the Lord's day, and in many
cases
many thousand cases of those diseases peculiar
Lord settles all his acto woman, I have been enabled to perfect a
t is betterto be saved in a storm than seizing the patient before he has left his judging that the
most potent and agreeable medicine
that meets
be lost ina calm.
bed. But it begins in the region of the counts ‘‘ in the month of October.”
the indications Lresented by that class of disThe
fact
nevertheless
remains,
that
a
' eases with posit ye certainty and exactness,
It is better to have Christ's poverty, heart, and is attended with
dullness of
. To designate this natural specific compound,
and be rich in faith, than to have the the head, followed ‘by yawning and man has to pay, physically, mentally and
spiritually, for breaking the Sabbath.—
I have named it
world’s wealth and not be Jich toward Iethargy:
Paty
God.
!
3.
The patient is sometimes deprived Alliance.
++ Par
+o
+ye
It is better to preach the whole gospel of the use of his limbs, especially the legs
F The term, however, is but a feeble expression
of Christ in a humble tent, than to preach and feet, so that he is indisposed to walk
When the duskof evening
had come
of my high appreciation of its value, based upon
to the house of God.
a partial gospel in a gorgeous temple.
on, and not a ‘sound disturbed the sacred
gbservation. As a close obpersonal
my own
4. In some cases this attack has come
server, I have, while witnessing its positive re
t is betterto sit on the ground
with
stillness of the place; when the bright
to the
diseases incident
special
few
the
in
sults
freedom of speech, than to: recline in a upon them after they have gone to the moon poured in her light on tomb and
separate organism of weman, singled it out as
house of God, and has been attended with
palace, with the lips sealed.
monument, oh pillar, wall, and arch, and
the climax or crowning
gem of uy
medical career. On its merits, as a posimost of all, it seemed to them, upon her
It is better like the apostles, to be poor yawning and slumber.
tive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
5. In other cases there has been un- quiet grave; in that calm time, when all
yet making many rich, than to be rich,
of diseases, and one that will, at all times and
under all circumstances, act Kindly and in hare
yet starve precious souls by not giving easiness in the house of' God, and a dis- outward things and inward thoughts
mony with the laws which govern the female
position to complain of the length of the teem with assurances of immortality, and
them meat in due season.
system, I am willing to stake my reputation as a
hysician, Nay, even more, s0 confident am I
It is better to be defeated in a good sermon, though they have been known to worldly hopes and fears are humbled in
t it will not disappoint the most sanguine
sit very contentedly in a playhouse sev- the dust before them, then, with tranquil
cause than to be successful in a bad one.
expectations of a single invalid lady who uses it
It is better to suffer on the side of eral hours at a time, or stand on the and submissive hearts, they turned away
for anyof the ailments for which I recommend i
that I offer and sell it under A POSITIV.
right, than to reign on the side of the streetin the cold several hours to listen and left the child with God.— Dickens.
If a beneficial effect is not
GUARANTEE.
wrong. Success which is the result of to a political harangue.
experienced by the time two-thirds of the con
tents of the bottle are used, I will} on return of
6. Persons affected with this disease
wrong-doing, brings a curse with it.

| hands, and feet were turned into eyes,
who would hear, eat, grasp, or move?
| A church with a Luther in ever
pulpit

Selections. |

MORNING

!

For sale also by
;
FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Madison 8t., Chicage,IH
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LotHROP & C0., 32 Franklin
St., Boston
Mass,

’
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There

that'it has many citizens who thus see
whatis ¢‘ the real public interest” and
who * stand for that.” Sam Adams was
such
a citizen, Charles Sumner was an-

needed the few pennies apiece, regularly

even to legislating them out of its bord-

given, that you and I,

ers, on the ground that the Chinese

dear

reader,

“

:

«|

viii

When

:

the cannon is aimed by ideas,”

says- Mr. Emerson, * whenmen with re-

jous convictions are behind it, when

._ men die for what they live for, and the
mainspring
that works daily urges them

can

better spare than not. Dare we plead a
scanty income, in the presence of these

other. Amd each time of peril in the gifts that come from persons
Republic
is bound still to bring forth its ually have no income at all ?

hero.

is only | can do almost anything against them,

who

act-

Find an example in the list of receipts
in last week's Star. One of our ‘mission-

aries, in the midst of giving herself to the
cause, and on the eve of departure for the

old field of labor, contributes fifty dollars
towards the debt, and one

hundred dol-

‘a curse,” and that there

is no national

It is-evident that the Chinese prob-

lem is a more perplexing one

than

most

people thought it would be at the time
that Anson Burlingame made the

treaty.

famous

At the same time it ought to be

insisted that the pledged faith of the

na-

lars towards re-inforcement.
Will any- tion be kept, and that only such modificabody complain that they are less able to tions of existing treaties be made. as are
‘then. the rifle seconds the cannon and give than this missionary ? Especially clearly demanded in the interests of good
the fowling-piece
the rifle, and the. Wom- when it is not the hundred dollars, nor government and the national welfare.
to hazard all, then the cannon articulates

its explosions
with the voice
of a man,

naticism; and the same truth ought to be

are- equally evident on this side the ocean.

authority to force any State to be ‘the
lazar-house of Asia.”
We need not mention other items in the

case.

duct is something very different from fa-

——A correspondent sends
ing, which we commend to
of our readers as offering a
lution of the question, How

sects for the glory of God:

At.a meeting called for the purpose, a
* Christian Union” wgs organized at Dixmont Corner, Maine, on Saturday, the
10th inst., from membersof different denominations. Rev. A. N. Jones, of Jackson, acted as President by request, and I.
W. Starbird, of East Dixmont, as scribe,
although neither was expected to become a member, but were present by in-

vitation.. No one is required to sever any

pir

0
SOIR

SA

AR

us the followthe attention
practical soto utilize the

L]

Ld

Paar

a

his vacation when the yellow fever broke out,
‘but returned immediately togive his assistance
in alleviating the horrors of the plague.

the

farmer-boys

and

'gar-

deners will not spare them, nevertheless:
The Alliance administers a well merited rebuke to the advocates of sensational methods
for the purpose of: getting a‘congregation, and

says that this ¢ talk about emptying church
pews by

the

simple

driveling nonsense.”

preaching

of Christ

is

That is just about it,

The same paper is brighter and more readable than ever, It now declares that “the Rev.
Mr. Morgan

is

a

religious

rowdy.”.

grace and sunshine in the pew.”

It is now said that not only Gov.

Emory,

of

Utah, is in active sympathy with the Mormons
but that nearly all the Federal

officials are of

the same stripe and disposed to favor them
gat
the expense of law and justice. A little atten-

tion to that cage of unclean birds on the part
of the authorities at Washington would be
wreatly to their credit.
The attempt of some men to say ** smart”
things in the pulpit or from the platform when

at Round Lake, Francis Murphy

accompanied

of Paul's writings

with the remark that he had always

taken

But

it

didn’t needto bé es pecially bright to say that.
It afterwards remarks that ¢ all that is needed

A

of a portion

the

a

his reading

hd

dealing with sacred subjects becomes really
pitiful. Such was the case the other day when

AS

Apostle to the Gentiles for an Irishman!

—

The Congregationalist finds it rather diffi
cult to inflict * newspaper discipline” on Rev.
Leonard Woolsey Bacon, Dr. Bacon declares
that he openly renounced Congregationalism
long ago in the pages of the Congregational
Quarterly, and asks what measures he is to
take to relieve *‘ the denominational rolls” -of
his name.
Our contemporary doesn’t appear

to have an answer at command.
General Sherman sfrongly disapproves
his son’s purpose to become a Catholic

The Army and

Navy

Journal,

of

priest.

speaking

by

authority of the matter, says: * Nothing but
a hearty sympathy with the religious body to

whose service

Mr,

Sherman

has devoted his

life could reconcile
a father to sueh a change,
and this General Sherman has not.
The step
his son has taken has therefore caused him
great pain, and utterly disappointed his hopes
and ambitions for the young man.”
- Pastors, don’t forget the Special collection first Sabbath in September, for outfit
and passage of Missionaries.

Denominational Hebos,
Whitefield, N. H,
RELIGIOUS INTERESTS.
There are four congregations

worship-

ing in this village : Free Baptist,of which I
am to speak particularly, Methodist, which
seems to be in a prosperous condition,
and two of the Advent persuasion. It

seems that owing to recent internal disgension, these people, who formerly wor-

shiped together in the old Union house,
now have separate congregations. Pos.
sibly the supply of this kind of religious
element more than meets the actual demand of the place. Indeed since all evangelical Christians accept in the main the
doctrine of Christ's second appearing, the
making of this a specialty would not
seem to justify the distraction of churches
it has occasioned. Besides, the inspired
writers dwell so much more fully on the
First Advent, it would seem that a special and practical consideration of thi

might be the most, if not the only, essential preparation for the Second.
Our people here hold a commanding
position in this town, and ** are well able
to possess the land.” By this I do not
mean particularly; that they should attempt to carry the whole town, but that’
they should secure that portion of the
community that fairly and legitimately
belongs to us, which is just what in many
instances we
allow to slip from us,
through sheer, if not gross, neglect. and
inefficiency. Manifestly our peoplé here
do no belong to the class described by the
Apostle-as ‘* having itching ears,”and few
of them seem to be of that other but similar

class,

who

hang

about

the

church

market, desirious of *‘ hearing some new
thing.”

I judge this from

the

fact,

that

for twenty years, or more, they have had
but two pastors. The Rev. G. W. Pink| ham, a graduate of the Theological School,
served in this capacity eichteen years,
which speaks well for him, as it does for
| the church.
The present pastor, the Rev.
-

o

v

| F'. L. Wiley, also a graduate, is well into
| the third year

of

pleasant to meet

his

pastorate.

It

the latter again,

lapse of years, and to enjoy

for

was

after

a

«

season *

the hospitality of his pleasant Christian
home. Equally pleasant was it to note
his continued devotion to the cause. I
have rarely witnessed a greater degree of
faithfulness to the study, by way of pre+ paration for the pulpit, while at the same
time, I have no reason to think, that the

pastor's work is at all neglected.

This is

carried, forward systematically with the
efficient aid and co-operation of his excellent wife.
Indeed I witnessed here the full measure of the pastoral spirit, as significantly;
and as charaeteristically expressed by
Vinet,

‘absorbed

in

the

parish.”

It

furnishes the never failing theme of conversation, of planning and of prayer.
The church here has a very convenient
and attractive place of worship, a flourishing Sabbath-school, and a good congregation. - But happily it does not settle
down into that indolent and selfish mode

“of living,

which

thou hast much

seems to say,
goods laid up

“Soul,
for many

years, take thine ease,” &c., for there are

in active operation all the machinery and
applicances of the church, needful for
carrying into effect the high commission,
*‘Preach the gospel to every creature.”

There is the Ladies’ circle,ready for every
good work, the

young

people's

associa-

tion, the woman's and the layman's pray-

er meetings:

The “Helper” is being cir-

culated, and Harper's Ferry is held. in
faithful and efficient remembrance.
And

even at least one thing more, and to this I'

Mr. Emerson prophesies that every one of
the two hundred thousand weeds known to the
botanist is ¢“ yet to be of utility in the arts.”
But we trust that

:

a

much as it is the small sums that it is
Mr.John A. Moore,of Fort Blackamore,
then poets are born, and the better code within almost every one’s power to Va., who calls himself ‘* a minister of the
Regular Baptist church of Christ,” has
give?
of laws at last records the victory.”
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1878.
Without doubt many are proposing to written an article for a local paper there,
| It was such human triumphs as these
A All communications designed for publication
Let us in which he assails all other Christians in possible Yay to live a Christian life and
that culminated in ‘ the planting of give who have not yet done so.
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters America.”
Each progressive stage in urge them to be in season.
Quick’ work general and Freewill Baptists in particu- sustain all the means which contribute to
oa business, remittances of money, &c., should be its history has witnessed other just such
must be done, if the returning mission- lar. He claims, we understand, that the this end. It is to have a pastor, secretary and treasurer, an Ex. Com. of three,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
triumphs. It will be only as they are re- aries leave the Society out of debt, and late war grew out of the anti-slavery po- all save the pastor to be chosen annually
peated that the Nation will go on its have funds in hand for the barest neces- sition of Freewill Baptists, and tries to in May.Rev. N. Weymouth,of Troy,is the
~The Western Editorial Office is at 157 Dearborn
way.
sities of the foreign field, when they sail promote his sectarian purposes by stirring present pastor, There are representatives
8t., Chicago.
up sectional strife. His ignorance, ego- of the Methodists and Baptists embraced in
. We are in the midst of a great national in October.
this Society. The motives which prompt
The situation, we are glad to say, is by tism, bigotry and misrepresentations are this action are worthy of imitation in many
“* We shall never make much impres- crisis. Patriots are conscious of it, and
The churches are about equally apparent, as will be seen other Yocalities where there are different
sion upon this present world with our are not without apprehension. Questions no means hopeless.
Societies too weak to separately maintain
preaching and our religious machin- of labor, education, society and religion gradually working up the twenty-cent in the following extract:
all the ordinances of the gospel, and can not
they
that
fierceness
such
with
asked
are
As
the
Lord's
Supper
is
a
church
ordiapportionment
plan,
and
the
receipts
beery,” says the Editor of Sunday Afterfail to be the means of bringing into more
nance,
no
unimmersed
believer,
nor
anynoon, *‘ until we make a great deal less must either be evaded or answered, just gin to come in. Whatis needed is that
body else, has any gospel right to com- loving sympathy these Christians of difthan we now do of some small things, as one would either dodge a cannon ball the pastors who haye yet done nothing in ‘mune at the Lord’s. table. And none of ferent fraternal relations and of promoting
stir up their churches at once. the religious institutions that have been the cause for which all are laboring.
and a great deal more than we do now of or build a stockade. But to evade. them this direction,
their
attempt
to
And
fatal.
be
would
The
next
few
weeks ought to witness an setup by men are churches of Christ;
some great things.” That is a bit differthey have no right to baptize, no right to
ent from the usual instruction.
We are answer — that is almost equally peril- encouraging income from this source.
take the Lords Supper. The Baptist ——HERR is a sample paragraph from. a
ous.
Let
us
add
that
the
report
of
the
India
generally exhorted to mind the little
church
is 1846 years old; it is the church New Haven, Ct., letter in ‘the CongregaThe last few days havg increased pub- Secretary, to which we have already althings.
*¢ The little foxes spoil the
of Christ, set up by the God of heaven
tionalist :
vines.” ¢ Take care of the pence and lic assurance. ‘We have seen how the luded, chronicles an amount of patient, and earth, and will stand forever. The
When we have supplied Paris with
the pounds will take care of themselves.” ravings of the Pacific coast fanatic, that faithful work, that leads the reader to ex- Freewill Society is only 98 years old; it tracts on Sabbath observance, it might be
was
set
up
by
Ben
Randall;
it
is
too
the
beyond
people
the
controlled
almost
pect
just
such
good
results
as
are
shown
But *¢ the great things” that- Mr. Gladwell to send a few to Washington.
Last
There is a rhine of young for the church of Christ by 1750 Sunday Secretary Sherman and suite,
“den would have us attend to are really Rocky Mountains, have fallen practically in the summary.
years;
its
claims
are
unscriptural,its
docvital. He would have it firmly fixed in dead in substantial New England. What- precious souls in India. There are faith- trine unscriptual,its practice unscriptural, having come to West Haven by cutter the
previous eve, rode into the city during
“the mind ¢ that the only really sacred ever may be the case in that new country, ful workers in it. But they need money and its teachers false, and their doctrine the hour of morning worship, and sumhas a tendency to infidelity.
the people on the Atlantic coast will to operate it.
and precious thing in’ the world is charmoned the postmaster and collector to an
Here at the North we can afford to interview. The latter excused himself,
ERi a
acter; that nothing is worthy to be men- hardly be led by a bigot,—a man who
smile at such folly, but in the South, where
the papers tell us, on the plea of sickness
tioned among ‘ grave dangers’ that does steals his speeches from the very men
CHINESE IMMIGRATION.
whom he denounces, and who is not
in his family. The former responded to
we
gre
comparatively
unknown,
and
not assail character; and that nothing is
We have watched with a good deal of
the call, on his return from church, dining
above taking other people’s money for
where
the
free-communion
sentiment
of any very great value that does not
his maintenance. The ¢* National party” interest the lately-developed phases of the seeks an alliance with us, such statements with the party and subsequently enterplainly tend to the building up, in the
taining them at one of the Shore houses.
indeed! The majority will not be de- Chinese question. So long as it was need to be denied and resisted. We hope Who says we are not a Christian nation?
heart and the home and the school. and
simply
a
question
of
the
¢
hoodlums”
:
ceived by a name.
that our brethren there who are contendthe church and the State, of sound and
At the same time there is essential reed against the national faith and the national ing for the faith once delivered to the
pure and noble character.”
Characthat therelative rights of corporate in- principle, we felt but little concern. But saints, will not be diverted from their ——THE statement that yellow fever is
ter is the essential thing—that character
the National
Executive
joins
We have recently when
terests be adjusted.
great work of saving souls, and building assuming an epidemic form in portions
that is built on the rock, and merits the
seen in the State of New Hampshire how hands with the hoodlums, and gravely up the church, by such intolerance and of*the South suggests the remark that
heavenly benediction.
And in builda combination of such corporate interests, discusses the proposition of yielding to wicked persecution—not to say foolish- from a sanitary point of view it might
ing it we shall doubtless find little things
have been well for New Orleans, Memthrough the agency of a powerful lobby, their demands, it is then quite another ness.
enough as well as greal to attend to.
phis,and afew other southern cities if they
could practically control a whole legisla- matter.
+o
We say that with tremendous emphasis
could have been kept under the reign of
ture, and defeat a scheme of taxation that
There are a great many churches in the aimed essentially at making the corpora- on the * when.” We by no means un- cents per member for paying the debt of martial law. For itis a noticeable fact
country whose future earthly existence
Society.
that during the war, when it is commontions contribute equally with the people derstand that the Executive has positive- the Foreign Mission
Ae
RA
os
depends, upon whether they include in to the revenues of the State.
ly made any such concession as we have
ly believed that epidemics rage with
CURRENT TOPIOS.
their membership a few persons—one, it
The scheme was a correct one, and we hinted at to the anti-Chinese element, or ——PROFESSOR PHELPS does not appear to greater violence, the cases of yellow
may be—who will be true to the church believe that its defeat was only tempo- is likely to do so. At the same time there
fever in New Orleans and cities in that
covenant, forsaking
not the meetings of rary. Forthe people will take up the are singular despatches from Washington, good advantage in his recent article in latitude were very rare indeed. The reaihe church, and with will enough to over- matter now that the legislature is through to the effect that essential features of the the Congregationalist on the subject of vot- son is obvious. Under martial law sanirome the obstacles in the way of practi- with it, and record their verdict by and Burlingame treaty are to be repealed, ing. His governing principle, that he tary laws were rigidly observed. Sewers
“who would be free himself must strike the
rally keeping that covenant. That needs by. On the farm, in the shop, in the and that the demands of such dangerous
and drains were kept open, vegetable
y'good deal of will, as well as of grace. midst of toil, away from the sophistries agitators as Kearney are to be practically blow,” pushes the argument into an ab- matter was not allowed to decay on the
surdity. A colored gentleman in WashWe have in mind a little church in one of of argument they will solve the problem. acceded to.
streets, and public. cleanness was enforced
ington
shows how false is' such a princithe hilly towns of New Hampshire that, For the people have each ¢¢ a vote in his
The difficulties that beset thé Chinese
at the cannon’s mouth if need were.
without a. pastor, with almost no help hand,” and ‘ hunger, thirst, cold, the: immigration question are many and se- ple when applied to his race in this coun- Yellow fever is bred from filth. Hence
qutside of the few true men ,and women cries of children, and debt,” will held rious. These people come to ‘our shores try. They are guaranteed the right to it did not appear during those years of the
who make the membership, has kept. up
in abundance.
They do not ‘as a rule vote by the Constitution, but they are too war. Hence it is now killing its victims
them close to essential facts.
weak to assert that right against the pow- in New Orleans and Memphis by the
its regular monthly covenant meéting for
But it is not the power of corporatiens | bring the best of morals along with them.
er that opposes them in the South, and hundred. For under present rule in those
" over thirty .years, and has exerted and
They
multiply
rapidly.
They
enter
It is
that alone imperils the Republic.
manifestly if they are not ‘‘ free” until cities sanitary rules are the last to be enis-now exerting a strong and good inquite as much the carelessness of the into and help to complicate that almost
-they-themselves-‘‘strike-the
blow" -they- | Torceéd. NBT This 18 not a campaign
en flpenee-in-that-town-that-wilh
show
larger
voter. Mr. Emerson, in the lecture to over-shaddwing question, * What is to be |
results in the last great day than many a+ which we have referred, points out the the effect upon the National life of these will be in this bondage a long time. The paragraph. At the safe time we would
Independent pushes the argument still favor the supremacy in Louisiana. and
more favored but less faithful and we
frequency with which the rogue or the hosts of foreigners in our midst?” The
further. Here is a paragraph from its these other States that would keep them
will say less willful church.
We combrawler is electedto public office. But principal opposition to the Chinese appears columps :
j
mend the example of this church to the
wholesomely clean.
on
the
Pacific
coast,
where
the
people
it was not done by rogues.
No * lawmultitude of weak organizations, that
The
application
of
this
principle
is
eviintimately
know
them.
The
principal
inless mob burst into the polls and threw
dent.
We have extended the privilege of
. contemplate a failure for want of a pasin these hundreds of ballots in’ defiance fluence in their favor appears in the East, suffrage too far. Thousands and millions
A QUESTION AND AN ANSWER.
A cortor, or because the grain crop is cut off,
where
we
practically
know
nothing
about
of the magistrates.”
It was done by the
of white men in our country are allowed respondent asks an answer in these color because some wealthy member has
them. Doubtless something ought to to vote who can not sustain their vote by umns to the following questions:
mild, good-natured, sensible men, whom
died or moved away.
Ifonly one memguarantees their
we all know.. But they were caught. be conceded to the hoodlums, even, on force, which is all that
Do we, as a denomination, believe in Free
ber, even, in each of these churches, will
right to vote. The privilege of the ballot
They were not awake.
It is alertness on that account.
Masonry?
If not, to what extent do we exert
should
be
limited
to
those
who
bear
arms,
see to it that the covenant meetings are
As for the great numbers of Chinese in
our influence against it?
the part of the people that, mcre than
and
who,
as
the
militia
of
a
state,
are
not allowedto die, albeit there may be
anything else, is needed to offset the this country, or of any other foreigners, liable to be called out to enforce the laws
Answering the first question as well as
but that one’ person in attendance,
and
we have room enough for them, and in-. made by the fighting voters. Now, the we can we should say, that, ‘as a
evils of combined corporate interests.
cpacna so
1
44
that the spectacle of a living, active
TOGOUS
TO OC
O& tighter
The voting-places are about to be open- stitutions-powerful-enotughtoabsorb—and
a denomination,” ave do ng belfeve in
Christian life is not allowed to disappear
being set by law at forty-five, it follows
control
them.
As
for
the
charge
:
that
ed. Grave issues are pending.
But we
Frée Masonry. A good many individuals
that
no
man
over
forty-five
should
vote.
from the community, we should presentare chiefly anxious that the people should they interfere with ‘the rights of the The same principle will fowbid all under in the denomination,both clergy and laity,
1y have less weak churches.
For the life
keep their wits about them, look up the working-man,”—that charge is made by forty-five to vote who are in any way dis- do without doubt belong to the order and
and usefulness of a church are often
the class of people who also ery out abled—all men of feeble health, all’ who
measured by the faithfulness -of the best records of candidates, and vote for the against the use of machinery for the same wear spectacles, all who can. not endure claim to believe in it, but for ourselves we
person
that
embodies
the
.
nferits
of
the
could never learn that there was anything
person in it.
military fatigue.
.
question. We add a paragraph from the reason. It was a couple of their reprein the institution that should claim either
EG A
Cd
If
we
ground
the
right
of
suffrage
on
a
sentatives that a Minnesota farmer shot
lecture beforeus: | *
the
time or attention of Christian men;
person’s ability to maintain
his
right
FORTUNE OF THE REPUBLIC.
On the whole, I know that the cosmic the other day for attempting to. burn his
and as for the denomination, its official
thereto,
we
build
on
the
sand.
Iis
govRalph Waldo Emerson's ¢* Old South” results will be the same, whatever the reaper.
ernment should not only accord him that | utterances, voiced through the General
lecture, just published by Houghton, daily events may be.
Happily we are
There are several other things
that
Osgood & Co., Boston,is especially appli- under better guidance than of statesmen. ought to enter into a consideration of tlie right but protect him in the exercise of it. Conference, have invariably disapproved
of all secret oath-bound societies and
eable to this present time.
It discusses Pennsylvania coal mines, and New York case, as it now exists. Let us state more
shipping, and free labor, though not
urged
our brethren not to become connect——THE
cause
of
temperance
is
making
the *¢ fortune of the Republic,” and con-4 idealists, gravitate in the ideal direction. clearly than we have already done the
Until re- ed with them. At the same time it has
tains many wise as well as eminently Nothing less large than justice can keep fact that the actual experimental knowl- great progress in England.
Justice satisfies edge of the Chinese nuisance, as it is cently both its theory and its practice have recommended the exercise of charity and
practical observations on the: condition them in good temper.
everybody,
and
justice
alone.
No monopbeen denounced by the aristocratic rulers Christian love in dealing with all persons
md drift of public affairs.
** You must
oly must be foisted in, no weak party termed by those who endure it in the of society. Even the clergy practiced who may have formed such connection.
Jave a source higher than your “tap,” or nationality sacrificed, no coward com- West, ought to have its just weight over
‘As to the second question, we prefer to
mys Mr. Emerson at the outset. . That.
romise conceded to a strong partner. the mainly theoretical and sentimental drinking habits. But the alarming effects
let
every man answer that out of his own
of
the
habit
have
at
length
produced
a
reivery one of these is the seed of vice, opinions of the subject as they. are held
mle holds in economy as well as in: hyi
enlightened
conscience.
:
action
which
bids
fair
to
work
excellent
war,
and
national
disorganization.
It
is
Jraulics. It is only as it has been sharphere in the East.—Again, this same sub- results. The clergy, the medical -profesour
part
to
carry
out
to
the
last
the
ends
iy comprehended that we have been able
of liberty and justice.
We shall stand, ject is agitating the British Columbia
jo reach any real pre-eminence in any then, for vast interests; north and south, parliament, where a law is likely to be sion and distinguished representatives
BRIEF NOTES.
department of our educational, industrial east and west, will be present to our enforced taxing all Chinese arrivals.— from all the different wulks im life are
“11,520 Whacks and 48,897 Jolts” is the title
the movement
to
lessen
minds; and our vote will be as if they Again, it is stated on good authority active in
or professional life.
of an article in the Congregationalist deThe rule holds none the less true in voted, and we shall know that our vote that the Chinese Embassy now in thiscoun the vice. In a sermon recently Canon scribing a stage-ride in Mexico.
secures the foundations of the state, goodour social and civil affairs.
Whatevera will, liberty and security of traffic and try will make it known in due time that Farrar declared that ‘“alcoholic drinking
There is a small rebellion in the. Oneida
and drunkenness was the one glaring, dis- community, and it is predicted that ‘ the inperson's profession, whether he be a lob-- of
production, and mutual increase of their own government is opposed to unlimgraceful and perilous national vice, by stitution” will soon fall to pieces.
byist or the best of patriots, he can hard- good-will in the great interests.
ited emigration to this country.— Again, the which
the nation stands unenviably disOOO
“ They that be wise shall shine as the
0
ly doubt that Mr. Emerson speaks the
“Chinese Six Companies” of San Francis- tinguished
and seriously endangered.” brightness of the firmament; aud they that
truth when he says:
bid
co deny the charges recently made against On
OUR FOREIGN MISSION.
the general subject, the Editor of turn many to righteousness ad the stars forIn our popular politics you may note
The appeals in behalf of our Foreign them by Kearney, to the effect that they Sunday Afternoon remarks :
ever and ever.”
:
that each aspirant who rises above: the Mission work, which are borne to us brought their countrymen here for selfish
There must be a settlement with Rev. Dr.
erowd, however at first making his obeSo strong a feeling of the evils of drunkpurposes, and refer to evidence recently enness
dient apprenticeship in party tactics, if he from all’ quarters in this country, are reas that which now prevails in ree Cuyler. In order to put Saratoga ahead in the
have sagacity, soon learns that it is by no peated in‘the last annual report of the given before a Congressional Commission spectable circles in England naturally race for popular favor he hitches all the other
means by obeying Te vulgar weathercock foreign Secretary, which has just reach- to substantiate their statements.—Finally, leads to the adoption of the Christian rule summer resorts together as ¢ one pony” afof his party, the resentments, the fears, ed us.
It does not require fairs,
Reduced forces, an almost empty Ben Butler,in reply to certain questions put of total abstinence.
and whims of it, that real power is gain- treasury, the heathen perishing in dark- to him by Mr. Kearney,that affirms while the zmposition of total abstinence upon
The Presbyterian church, Southy emphatied, but-that he must often face and resist
others
as
a
rule;
it
only
leads
a
man
to
cally objects to lay evangelists as being
*¢ irness,
unlintited
opportunities
for
good,
a State can not by organic law or legislative say: ‘Because this evil is so great; and
the party, and abide by his resistance,
regular” and incompetent to instruct. We
and put them in fear; thdt the only title but neither the workers nor the money action prevent Chinese immigration ; any ‘because I wish to save those who are confess there is some force in the reason last
to their permanent respect, and to a larg- to improve them—such are some of the State ean nevertheless prohibit the Chinese ruining themselves by drink ; and because
named.
er following, is to see for, himself what statements made in the report.
from fishing in its inland waters, can pro- I can not very effectively. urge them to
Prof, David Swing in the Independent deis the real public interest, and to stand
1 seribes
We do not know that we can add any- hibit them from the use of its Courts, can abstain without abstaining myself,
Bryant’s
*‘ Thanatopsis,”
Gray’s
for that ;—that is a principle, and all the
therefore relinquish a luxury which I have “ Elegy” and
Read's
‘“
thing
to
their
force.
The
person
who
Closing
Scene”
as
make
any
discriminations
that
it
chooses
chee
and hissing of the crowd must
not abused, and to which I deem myself
“ three pagan poems.”
“ Let us have some
by and by accommodate itselfto it. Our would be deaf to such” appeals would al- against them by way of taxation, can entitled, that I may the more successfull
:
times easily afford you very good ex- most turn away from the starving cries of confer on its municipalities the authority persuade those to abandon it to whom it more pagan poems.”
Commend
amples.
:
us
to
such
heroes
as
is
proving
a
curse.”
It
begins
to
be
eviRev.
B.
M.
his own children. Itis useless to plead. to exclude them from its city limits, and
dent in England that this course of con- Palmer, of New Orleans, who was away on
It is the good fortune of the Republic poverty in the churches.

|

to fill our churches is power in the pulpit and

om

other church relation that may be held in
order to become a member of this organization, Itis simply a banding together
of Christians of different names for the
purpose of supporting the means of grace
and mutually helping each other in every

my
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The Forming Star.

en make the cartridges, and all shoot at
one mark ; then gods join in the combat;
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wish to call the attention of every pastor
in the denomination. 1 refer to efforts to
increase the circulation of the

their results.

Star,

and

The pastor, who is apt to

do everything he does methodically, com-

menced on this line some two months
ago intending to follow it up, as opportunity might offer, till the first day of Jan.
next. And though less than one-third of
the allotted period has passed, the subscription list has already been more than
doubled, and the work

is not complete,

subscriptions baving come in: while I was
there.

.

y
A

THE MORNING STAR, AUGUST 21,

1878.

.

If all pastors would do this, or even try
to—1Is there any use in saying that again ?
I only add here, that there has been
during the past year a good ingathering
into the church, by which its strength and
efficiency have been increased in many
ways. —J. F.
bs. 4

almost

are

- The officers of this college

expenses

ries as to the necessary annual

I fake

of a student in this Institution.

three

years,

vens,

8.

Curtis,

H,

Weber,

R.

nual announcement states the exact truth
when itsays that ‘Hillsdale College is one
ofthe best and cheapest schools of the
West for any.young man or woman who
desires a thorough and. critical Christian
education, and especially for the very
many students who are obliged to ¢ count
the cost’ in deciding whether or not it is
“passible to ¢ go to college.”
The necessary expenses are as follows:

their work, as he

spoke

of

them

The

in

‘Wisconsin

Synod

church at Campbell Hj

ERIEQ.M, will be
church, oa Friday and
persons wishing to go
addressing Rev. Wm,

A third is to be

chosen next year.

.

Of the $300,000

pledged

by

the Kentucky

Baptists, about six or seven years
since,
toward the endowment of a Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, $290,000 have been subscribed in bonds.
Dr. Boyce has over 4,000

personally,

Twenty-six years ago they

had but eight small churches

Western,

service, Bro. Howard, their pastor,

in

the

. Association,

which

is

No estimate

can,

for traveling
these depend

of course, be

expemses and
upon location

two dollars, ending with a collection; and later

made

in the day I went to an afternoon service, held

books, as
and other

in connection with this church,

three

circumstances.

bers.

now

in

the

—In

THE church in Portsmouth, N. H., is keeping the altar fires burning.
A recent baptism

Parsons-

2

f

2D

closes

:

very pleasant pastorate of nearly

on

three

with

the

q

at

* BRUNSWICK,
ME. On Sunday, Awgust 11,
twelve persons were added to the First ¥.
Baptist church of Brunswick, Me., eleven by
baptism.
The day was delightful and a mul= titude of people gathered at the sea-shore to
witness the ordinance.
There was nothing to
mar in the least the sacred service, At the
praisc-meeting in the evening there was much
rejoicing, and each convert present’ who had
been baptized was full of joy, nearly all saying, ** It has been the happiest day of my life.”
The most of these converts started last
in revival meetings held by workers of

R. D. FROST.

RELIGION AT THE BEACH.
A visit to the
seaside
has become
almost
indispensable
to people of all classes; and thus it should be;
for rest fits us the better to perform our work

faithfully. For this purpose Hampton beach is
all one could desire, so easy of access, its
beach of between one and two

miles,

and

bathing

make

it fully

facilities ~ combined

equal, if not superior to any other.
association ef friends here is an

pleasure,

its

Then the
additional

This season our denomination

is

well represented.
Among the cottages erected are those of Prof. Meservey and Rev. E. W.
Porter. Rev. Arthur Given -is building and
others are contemplating it. These with several others of our people are all in the same
line of cottages. One of our prominent layworkers, Bro. Russell of Lowell, opens his
cottage every Sabbath Pp. M. and evening for

to Good-

The Christian

much to the regret of all.

Q.

The Great South

ler, candidate.
Invocation, by Rev. J.
P. Prickets; Sermon, Rev, D. Johnson; Invocation, Rev. S. Jones; Laying on of hands, Rev.
8. Jones, D. Johnson, and E. M, Baxter.
E. S. WHEELER, Clerk.

of the

church, Providence, R. I., the
lutions were adopted :

Park

following

Street
reso-

Resolved, 1. That this church hereby enters
upon its records the grateful acknowledgment
. of having received on the eighth day of June,
1878, the sum of two thousand dollars, the
same being a legacy

left by

Sister

Mary

A.

Franklin, a member of the Olneyville Free
Baptist church, and designed to aid this chureh
in the discharge of its indebtedness,
2. That in view of our embarrassed condition, it is especially fitting that we should express devout

thanksgiving to God

for inclin-

ing her to be thus mindful of us, and by means
of her generosity.inspiring us with new hope
and courage.
3. That a copy of this action be sent to
Charles

Morris Smith,

bet executors.

and Wm.

H.

Bowen,

J, M. BREWSTER, Pastor,
T. G. EARLE, Clerk.

for all

full informatidh,
Re: JOSEPH
Ne. X.

send

self-addressed

spe.

eter en

For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO. New York,
N.Y,
eow20

© VAN BUREN (Iowa) Q. M.—Held its June
session with the Agency City church, ending
with very good meetings.
Next session with the Liberty church, commencing on Friday before the third Sabbath in
Sept.
Business conference at 3 o’clock, Pr. M.,
Friday.
D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk.

-

Register

Mc Doxovey Q. M.—Held its June session
with the Plymouth church.
All the churches
were well represented
by delegates.
A good
interest was reported. All the churches are
supplied with pastors,
The meetings were
fraught
with
‘great
spiritual
enjoyment. |
Brethren Wesley Cooper and W. A. Phillips
were examined and granted license to preach
the gospel.
Next session with the Lincklaen church, to
begin Friday before the third Sabbath in Sept.
Postponed two weeks for convenience.
W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
EDGECOMB Q. M.—Held
its June session
with the Parker’s Head church.
The weather
was propitious and the people came together
with cheerful hearts. Our
business was transacted in love and harmony.
Our meetings
of Worship were spiritual and encouraging.
We were
blessed with the labors of Revs.
E.
Manson, and W. 8. Packard, from Bath, of the
. M.
We trust our meeting was a
‘Bowdoin
Success.
e made choice as delegates to attend the Y. M: Brethren C.,B. Atwood, M.
Trafion & G. W. Colby, and I. A. Fields, D.
C. Burr and J. Golder substitutes.
Next session to be held with the Woolwich
& Wiscasset church, Sept. 13—15.
'
E. ROBINSON, Clerk.

Dover

Norfolk Co.,
N. Western Mo :,

Chemung,

Ripley,

Richland & Licking,

Root

Seneca & Huron,
Shelby Asso.,
Shiloh,
Tioga Co,
‘Westmoreland,
‘Winona & Houston,

daughter

of the Freewill

are

hereby

Baptist

notified

that

the

Dr.
«

denominations have

members and adherents, and

46 Sunday

36 day schools, with 1,187 scholars,

$1.25.

NORTHERN KANSAS

&

SOUTHERN

Delegates to the CENTRAL ASSOCIATION

an
t
Fi

that homes may be
ment will be provided

Phoenix,

N.

provided for them.
for all who come,

10, A.M.

Completed
through
the Grant.

Land

and

State

FARMER,
for

L

U

E

sons

and

b,

illustrated.

Dar.

i} Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
Ntism, Catarrh, Kidney

RheumaDiseases,

and all diseases of the Skin and

$7

stonishing cures.

a Bottle.

(250 pages.)

Catalogues

and

Contents

of

Look out for Ditson & Co’s New
Paper. Appears in September.

.

a0
32

the

Musical

& Co.,

922 Chestnut St., Phila.

tf16

Matchless — Unequaled,—FRANZ

LISZT.

WORLD'S EREIBITIONS

:
Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
Santiago, [1875 3 Philadelphia, 1876;
HAVE AWARDED THEIR

HIGHEST

HONORS

MASON &
CABINET

HAMLIN

ORGANS

Demonstrated
NEW
wards.

Reed,

for

Superiority,

STYLES at reduced prices, from $5¢ upCash Prices;
FIVE
OCTAVE,
DOUBLE

$100; NINE STOPS, $108; in’ ELEGANT

UP-

RIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD
BRONZE
$135.
Sold also for installments or rent-

ed until rent pays.
may be obtained by
for ten

quartérs.

A small Organ of best quality
payment of $7.20 per quarter.

ILLUSTRATED

PRICE LIST, free.

CATALOGUES

|MASON
&
HAMLIN

154 Tremant St.,

ORGA

25 Union 8q.,

BOSTON.

an
D.

250 Wabash Ave.,

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
For

Diseases

of the

Throat

and

Lungs,

such as €oughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, Bronehitis, Asthma,

AND
.

CONSUMPTION.
Perhaps 1

one

ever

a new home,

about

forty

years,

by a

long-continued series of
marvellous
cures,
that
have won for it a confi| dence in its virtues,never

+
medicine.

="
equalled by any other
It still makes the most effectual cures

of Coughs,

Colds, Consumption, that

can

be

made

by medical skill." Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL
| has really robbed these dangerous diseases of
their terrors to a great extent, and given a feeling
of immunity

founded

that

is well

if the remedy be taken in season.

from

their

fatal

effects,

Every

family should have it in their closet

for

the

ready

and prompt relief of its members. Sickness, Suf
fering and even life is saved
by this timely protection.
le
i

PREPARED BY
»
DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Practical

and Analytical

Chemists.

[No: 1]

Rapids, Mich.

em26

Preparations

AND

years,

tion.

They

-tious

and

are

pure,

healthy.

an

excellent

for invalids, and

of purity

and

COCOA.

Broma,

have
in

have
reputa-

delicacy

and

aroma.

Breakfast

Cocoa,—a

favorite.

Baker's

Chocolate,

the

general
No.

very

nutri-

preparation

Cocoa

late in the market.

1
best

of plain Choco-

Chocolate,

flesh-form-

food

unrivaled

Vanijlla

unsurpassed

in

favor and quality.

ing matter as beef.

Expositions.

R. G. Staples.

Warranted a perfect cure (or
money returne) for all the
worst forms of Piles, Leprosy,

ly

in

CHOCOLATE

contains as much

ors in Novelties,

Music.

“WALTER BARER & 0S
gained a world-wide

18t12eow

y

opportunity

Commissioner,

Grand

hundred

Secs BRS PHAT BOOK CONCERN. Oskaloosa, Towa,

|

Ha

for

and excellence for nearly one

not supply your school with new singing books, unt?
the
Loy avo SraIney and tested ted this book. It is by far and
fost for SUNDAY SCHOOLS, PRAYER-MEETINGS,
It is fall of contributions from ALL THE
Home CIRCLES.
country,
the
in
music
BEST authors of Suaday-school
Parents,
Children, Teachers, Superinendents, Pastors,
all say they want it. For sale everywhere, Sampleby pages
mail,
e. Sample copies, 30 cents, or®s J pe dozen,

Entertain=
Com.

suited to the

ENGLAND

W. 0. HUGHART,

been the standard

297 Brosdway, N. Y,

S

NEW

with a far better beginning than that of their Fa

Land

OI LVYLSNTI

GOSPEL ECHOES

will please

Ti0GA Co. Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Richmond church. on Sunday,
Bt 4
ncing on
Friday, Aug, 30, at2, P, M.,
. C. HiLL8. Clerk.

SINDOTVLYO

specially

daughters

Title perfect

UINOLSOS

J. BRIDE & CO.

-

Y., In order

W. E. GRISWOLD, Clerk,

dOHHL0T

Centre
of

and is the gest possible

placing

These
02%

are

habits of the THRIFTY

the

been known to the public

NEW NEW-ENGLAND HOME,

"NOW READY! Bright! New} Sweet Cheerfun,

Y.

CHAUTAUQUA
Q.M, will hold its next session with
the Hamlet church, commencing Saturday, Sept.7, at

Fully

Send
books,

Bugs,

Running Streams,
Pure Water,
' Ready Markets,
Schools.

This

fine book.

secured so wide a repu
tation, or maintained it
80 long as AYER’S CHERRY
PECTORAL.
It has

Send for pamphlet, English or German.

Pictures for Our

Address Pater Brus,

Clerk.

OH10 Free Communion
Baptist
Association will
Opening
convene at Cheshire, Gallia Co., O.. Sept 3.
sermon, Tuesday evening, by Rev,S. D. Bates.
2135
J, F, TUFTS, Sec.

Quarto.

in Michigan, in the MMlof the Grand Rapids

thers.

Edited

STRAUSS.

Soil,

1000.00

The most remarkable and ches
bluing
ever produced.. May be used as a DYE
in sart
waATER. Stockings and other articles may be
beautifullydyed any Ll shad:
of blue,
2 samples by mail 10 cents; 10 for 25 cents,

i
PATCH

VERMONT Y. M, will hold its next session at Ei, Farnham P, Q., Sept. 12
Due notice concerning fare
and routes of reaching the place &c., will be given by
Proper ARLROTINY,
Js W. BURGIN, Clerk.
18

address Rev.J. H, Durkee,

1y5

No ‘‘ Hoppers,”

HOUS EKEEPERS.

Baptist

NEBRASKA

with

IANO HO4 ANIS'I3UA

B

now

30.00
5,00

Tourjee.

Uniform

lings.”

"SHIHSITENd

CONFERENCE of Free Baptists of
meet jn she ree ii
church,
., Sept.12,
a
A.M.
nSep
'
3.1. PORTER, Clerk.

BELKNAP Q. M.willbe held with the Free
church at Loudon Center, Sept. 3—5,
2t33
J.T. WEEKS,

Eben

Cloth.

1y24

:

Sure Crops,
Plenty of Timber,
. No Drought,
No Chinch

6.00

DARLINGS.

to most re

SURE REWARD!
Strong

ingredients known to all sufferers free of charge.
Address, Dr. O. PHELPS BROWN,21 Grand Street,
Jersey City, N. J.
:
1t34

MAINE CENTRAL Y.M., MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE
will be held at the Free Baptist church in Brunswick,
Sept. 8, at 2, P.M. Rev. D. Waterman is to. preach
the conference sermon in the evening. Members who
have not been notified of special assignments are requested to presentan exegesis of Matt, 3:11.
2t38
L. GIVEN, Clerk,

missions in Mexico. - These employ 98 missionaries.
There are 137 congregations, 12,000

4.00

CURED.

OUR

OF

and Indiana Railroad Company.

4.60
12.00

(232 pages, T5

g

epsia
ha

Any worker can make $12 a day at home.
Costly Outfit free. Address TRUE & CO.y

13.21

SONG.

Wonderfully

A hundred or more of the works of this most
brilliant of masters.

J. ¥/

5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.
$4 to $10 PER ACRE.

.

FOR

BB
bg HL

3eech and Maple Land
lion Acre Grant

A

The most recent ones are :

next

or

ugusta, Maine.

56,40
1.00

(250 pages.)

. E. Ditson

The

BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, ried in CrimCLINTON BROS., Clintonville,
son or Jet, 13¢.

ol

OF SONG.

OF ENGLISH

Qiiitam Everett, Ph. D., Master.

|

60

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

sent free.
nres,
Phi!
Tre, Grassey & PALEN, 1113 Girard St 13teows

of M.

MUSIC

Principal.

88

pp.

popufhr

There are 17 Collections of Instrumental

For catalogues

F REE l «en, with Ah Das

(200

best.

suburban

the Master,

wiarkahl

SONG.

At the date of its publication considered

GEMS

to Girls.

MONTGOMERY BLAIR,
Hon.
ARTHUR,
S.
© LEY, T.
Jupor Fier of U.S. Supreme Court, and others
who have used the new
Treatment.
und Oxy
EBYFYY
A Treatise [200
pp.] on Cony

Dr. BROWN’S great prescription for Epilepsy
having now been tested in over 10,000 cases without a failure, he has made up his mind to make the

annual

contains

CLUSTER OF GEMS. . (237 pages.)
Fine pieces for advanced players.

JUDGE Be
KELSTRONGLY ENDORSED vis

of the officiating clergyman,

FITS

and

GEMS OF THE DANCE.
(232 pages.)
The newest compositions of Strauss.

delightful

bebe)

OF

Songs, Duets, &c.)

Mass.

Address

Printing

GEMS

the

tien mad,
which are atEMARKABLE CUR §hae

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Establishment.

CO'S

The songs are by the most

WORLD

tracting the widest attention.

ell, Mr. Mathias A. Benner and Miss Mandana B. Pot-

Printirg

&

Library.

great variety of songs by the best composers,
native and foreign.

duties of

al
mr and N on
ugh
{tba
& natural rocess of revitalizati
by

In So. Parsonsfield, Me. June 10, by Rev, F. C. Bradeen, REV. C. B. PECKHAM, of Limerick, and Miss
ALSIE E.BENSON, of So, P.
i
In Monmouth, Me., July 31, by Rev. Mark Gatchter, both

for active

Possible

with

address

Quincy,

SUNSHINE

songs.)

COMPOUND OXYGEN

In Lynn, Mass., Aug.8,by Rev. A. P, Tracy, Mr. Edwin H. Pingree, of Lawrence, and Miss M. Eva Tracy,

Excursion tickets will be sold at all stations on the
Me. Cen. R. R, and its branches for one fare and good
for return to the Maine Central Y, M., at Brunswick,
Sept. —5.
No tickets will be furnished at the meeting.
3
C.F. PENNEY.

Rev. F. Quarles pastor, with a membership of
One of the white churches has 500
1450.
members, another about 400, and so down.
Fifteen out of the forty churches are Baptist.

Worden,

Married

Salem, Neb,,

preparing

school year begins Sept. 18th, 1878.

and information,

Railroad

Maine Central Y. MM.

$10,336.
%
The largest church organization in Atlanta,
Gta, is the First Baptist church (colored), the

Fits

10539
Treas.

G

DITSON

Musical

authors.

THE

scattered

ADAMS ACADEMY.
QUINCY, MASS,
boys for our best colleges.

1175.86
N.BROOKS, Treas.
:

Sac City,

not

C. C. BRAGDON,

1.16
:
104.38

.

Manchester, N. H.

are

Education

fe “TRE

Muss

River,

meeting of sald ¢orporation for the choice of officers
and transaction of other business,will be held at their
office in Dover,N. H.,on Wednesdat, Sept. 18, at 11, A,
M.
STEWART, Sec,
Dover, Aug. 20, 1878.

Hall’s church giving $29,260, and Dr. Paxton’s

LaRue

Perkins Boston

common

TILE

:

Pioneer in introducing instruction in Cooking,
Dressmaking, and Millinery. Send for catalogue.

River Raisin,

Aotices and Appointments.

Missions, making it the third largest sum
given by any Presbyterian church, Dr. John

»**

in

SEMINARY

privileges,

Conn.

Estate of Betsey Carroll Bakersfield Vt

;

M. will be held ut Irving, Kansas, YeRiining Aug, 30,
Rev. Dr. Lindsley’s church at Portland,
at 2, P. M.
S. F. SMITH, Clerk.
833
Oregon, contributed last year $5,700 to Home |

_ Nine Protestant

A

EH

Montgomery Co.,

THE GENERAL
Sova Scola, wi
anning,
Kings Co
pe
i

debt per

little

Colleges”

home.
Unusual advantages in Music, Elocution,
&e.
Special care of health, manners and morals.
Personal oversight of habits of growing girls.

220.87
Treas.

Sally Colby Eliza H Perkins and
herself
Lychins ch Seneca & Huron Q M Oper J

McLean,

The advance sheets of the minutes of the
Presbyterian General Assembly show the statistics for 1878 as-follows: Synods 37; Presbyteries 178; ministers 4,90%., churches 5,269;
total numbers 567,855. In 1877 the membership was 557,674.
:
‘

20.00 all on

very

* Business

Tite.
For admission, or Prospectus
containing
terms, address the Principal,
H.E.HIBBARD,
608 Washington St., Boston,

75.23

Rutland F M Soc O per J L Humphrey
2d Belmont N H per A C James on debt
S A Colby M D Boston for I. M of Mrs

McHenry,

Heligious Rliscellany.

H

has

.
field for its

broader

oung in any direct manner

3,00
1.00
2.34
10.00
12,00
11.00
6.25

Brooks

C Waterman
Mrs Peck Fabius N Y on debt
A friend on debt

Ocrana,

Eddyville,
Erie,
Fond dn Lac,
Fort Scott,
Freeborn,
French Creek,
Hancock & Quincy,
Hawkins Co.,
Liberty Asso.,
London,
McDonough,

Establishment

N

and

schools (public or private)

2.50

Preston

St., Boston.

ent of the others, is sold separately,

It has a select and Shotonghiy practieal course
of study, intended to meet fully the wants of those
who know by experience that the majority of our

Republic

per RB D

Bromfield

contains nearly all the really good sheet music
ever published, conveniently bound in Thirty-Two
handsome volumes. Each book is quite independ-

20 years.)

throughout the country.

Boston

Bruce Mich per 8 A Currier on debt

for 1879.

Adair & Schuyler,
American Asso.,
Apple River,
Cass & Berrien,

The Corporators

with the so-called

Missions.

CO H Staples Osceola Wis

No report for next year’s Register has been
Why from the Quarterly Meetings named
below, and we urge the Clerks, or ‘other perons interested, to immediate action, or it will
be too late.

The

sphere of action, and

6,25
5.

Q M Kin

nearly

ca.
It has taken a higher

Franklin Falls N H per J Bailey
SN Davis
0
do
Wash St Dover N H 36.40 M#s

$1.50.

52

OLIVER

It has an established reputation and standing
second to no other institution of its kind in Ameri

b

Foreign

wit
v

| the large quantity of 200 to 250 pages, sheet music
size, of good music, and each book is sold for
The instruction given in this School‘prepares its
$2.50 in Boards, $3 Cloth, $4 Gilt.
pupils for business life in the widest sense. Its
graduates may be found in all the leading mercan
There ara 15 Collections of Vocal Music, of which
tile houses in the city.
the three most recently issued are:

A Practical

CURTIS,

SHUTE,

Home

Next School Year begins Sept. 2d.

Society.

Concord, N H.

Nv

Boston.

Principal and Prop'r.

(Established

a3

SILAS CURTIS,

P. W. ZIEG-

232

For Young Women.
AUBURNDALE, MASS.

Ch in Pittsfield N H per J C Osgood
Col by E N Fernald in July as reported in
Star of Aug 14
R

House,
y
-

Forni

Street,

- LASSELL

Home Missions.
Van Buren Q M Io
A friend
Ch Pittsfield N H
per J C Osgood
A friend Newbury Mass
Union Q M RY ger J 5 Manning
Eddyville QM Ky
*
Ch
Franklin Falls N H per J Bailey
Colby E N Fernald in July
as reported
in Siar of Aug 14

SILAS

AS

Washington

gH. E. HIBBABD,

envelope to

T. INMAN,Station D., Bible

tli

SoS

608

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Concord, N. H.

Remedy

Send for Circular and Terms.

LER & CO,, 518 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

_dtthendteow27

TF Trussell So St George Me.
Rev A J Cooley Danbury Conn,
~~Ntisg-Frankie-Minrd-Pewamo-Mie hom
Rev G H Howard Ortonville Mich,
John Harsh Franklin Forks Pa.

forces ; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished
free of charge.
For circular giving

rian Board, has completed the translation of
the Bible into the language of the Dakota
Indians after forty years’ labor.

meeting

Unitarian

cial diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the
nervous and vital

friends, truly commune with God and be refreshed.
J. C. 08GOOD.
Street Church, Providence.

American

fast.

Price,

rich—A Peasley—N K Potter—T A Rogers—S N Royal=J N Rich—G W Seeley—Mrs E T Salisburv—A W
Southworth—P C Tolford—E D Wade—=D R WhitteDolenW C Whitcher—P Menner—S E Warner—A E
son.

A CARD.

Rev. Dr. Riggs, Missionary of the Presbyte-

a recent

English

OWNLs imines
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Business Fotices.

the sky, and Christian

Park

an

have a list of 870 churches.
Of these we’
unhesitatingly say 100 are in much
peril,
The one-third of this 100 is virtually closed.
We may hear that this is the fate of another
one-third before many months; and the remaining one-third appears to be steadily de.
creasing in numbers and influence.
This is a
faithful but net a pleasant picture.”

religious services. To any and all who desire real, undisturbed rest in a quiet, delightful retreat, we say come, and. while commun-

At

Life,

AGBNTS

Sunday School Libraries are made a

Money Letters Received.

" Books

————

SHUTES S. S. SUPPLY STORE,

S H Briggs—A G Brande—L C Berry—E Beal-J B
Collins—L D Chandler—J M Clifford—Mrs E D Blakeslee—R Coeley—W G Clark—dJ Chaffee—M Frank—
Z F Griffin—L W Gowen—Mrs A Hill-Mrs C E Hammond—Mrs G Harmon—M B Jamison—I N Kitchin—C
S Loomis—A L Libby—F H Lyford—E J Morgan—R
Morrah—P Menear —D N Morgan —J Moxley—B
F
McKenney—C A Plummer—E
H Prescott—Mrs L K

country.
The total of $70.05 was given by
38 contributors, in sums varying from $10 to
5 cents. The * Christian Advocate,” in noting
it, is reminded that the first Protestant mismionary collection, which was in Kittering,
Eng., amounted to about $47..

M.

"It is reported that in Berlin, with a population of over amillion, only about 85,000 persons regularly attend public worship, and that
20,000 burials take place every year .without
any religious service.

ing with the waves,

in that

.

7 24

|

Send for anything wanted in the
Qunday School line, to

its next session with the

Post-Office

is settled.
Found himself and his wife interested in our work, and at the close of the service, twenty-seven dollars and twenty-seven
cents were given toward the debt.
D. F. SMITH.

M.,

Rev. O. BUTLER baptized four converts, all
heads of families, the first Sabbath in July,
at Effingham Falls, N. H. This is the first
baptism in this place for many years, andgives
great encouragement to the church, once so
prosperous, but for several years reduced hy
deaths, removals and dissensions, until it eame
near losing its visibility.
"These
converts,
with several others not yet baptized, give
much promise of future usefulness.

M. C. A. of Auburn.

the evening went six miles

severed his connection with the Fox River

years,

church

at the first missionary collection taken

mem-

Q.

Fox River Q. M.—Held its last session with
North Plato church, Friday, June 21. The
meeting was one of the best we ever attended.
The Lord was present with us and we enjoyed
his presence.
Bro. E. M. Baxter, having resigned the pastorate of North Plato church

with the church at Ashland, N. H., and enters
upon the work Sept. 1st,
Georglaville, R. I.

per

this

Quarterly Weetings.

religious inter-

:

in

Health,

vousness, biliousness and kidney troubles.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Rev E G York Milton
N H..
Rev J T Ward Georgiaville R I.

JOUNTIAT, Kays: * Ti the Uitarian ATHanac we |

larger

est, Since June 1st, twenty-seven have been
received to church fellowship.
It is expected
that others will soon identify themselves with
us,
F.C.B.
,

cents

churches

to

A medicine to which the invalid never looks in
vain for relief from indigestion, constipation, ner.

EXETER
Q.V, Ministers’ Couference will meet at
the Union Meeting-house in St. Albans Village, Sept.
10, at 6, P. Mm. Order of exercises as follows: Sermon
on Free Baptist Doctrine, by Rev..J. Boyd; Essay on
the Best Method
of Preparation and Delivery of Ser
mons, by Rev, O. Pitts; Recitation of 9th Lecture of
Butler’s Theology; Brief written plans of sermons, by
other ministers present.
O. P1718, Clerk.

rich, Where BF. Spencer, recently from Ohio,

:

THe Free Baptist church at South

field, Me., is enjoying a good

of the

Benefits

Ill,, on Cairo

CEDAR VALLEY, Iowa, Q. M. will hold its Sept.
term with the Tripoli shuren, commence ing Sept. 6, at
2, P. M., and holding over the Sabbath. Let there be a
full delegation present from all the churches, bearing
with them their letters.
This church is making an
earnest effort to maintain its visibility, and needs very
much encouragement from the Q. M. at this time,
A. PALMER, Pastor,

Dr. Butler; of Mexico, sends a list of the
names of contributors and the amounts given

that they

the

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

the

held with the West Concord
Saturday, Sept. 6 and 7. Any
by rail will be met at,Collins. by
Russell, at Morton's Corners.
i
Y.R.CArY, Clerk,

EXETER Q. M. will hold

during the year were 9,758.

might not pay anything or a less sum.
I hope
this will not be the case, however,und surely it
would not be if every pastor saw the needs of the
F. M. as the one at Ortonville does, and would
work as earnestly to help carry out its plans.

Village,
faithful-

and

added, the whole

must pay more than twenty

has entered upon

has encouraged the membership,
results are hoped for.

were

Bro. Howard told his people

ber as some

Winisters and Churches.
‘the pastorate of the church at Water
N. H., and is prosecuting the work
Iv.
:

dollars

or

amounting to forty-three dollars and seventythree cents.
So much toward paying off the
debt of our F. M.
The church numbers, if I
remember rightly, about eighty resident mem-

3y aid of the figures given any reader
can see that the necessary expenses of a
student in. Hillsdale College are less than
in almost any other in the land.
And for
this, we offer no inferior course of study
er quality of instruction.
D. W. C. DurGIN, Pres.

tiv. A.D. FAIRBANKS

more

where two

Jagkson Co.,

with

St. Albans church, Sept. 1I.
Assignment of parts:
Sermon by Bro, Tarbox, What is Wanting
in our Q
Ms. to Make Them Meet the Qbject Designed? The
Claims ofthe Sabhath-school on ‘the Church.
To be
opened by Bro. Burgess, Thursday, P. M.to be occupied by the Ladies Mission Soc.
g
V.D.SWEETLAND, Clerk,

The Cumberland
Presbyterians have just
published their statistical report for 1878,
from> which it appears that this growing
church has 112 presbyteries, 1,315 ministers,
253 licentiatesTand 187 candidates, 2,347. congregations, and 106,253 communicants.
The
total of contributions for the year were $280,
782, and the value of the church property is
$1,741,347.
The total number of additions

a

held

PARSONSFIELDQ. M. will be held in the Stewart
neighborhood in Brownfield, Sept. 11, 12,
Will the
churches please remember their assessments?
.
i
.
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk,

The Protestant Episcopal church has a Free
Church

be

in

country,

printing press and all necessary implements
for carrying it on successfully.
It publishes
tracts, books, and three German papers.

subscription with five dollars, several others
followed with this sum and then for one and

nished gratuitously.

Participate

which thousands enjoy through the remedial aid of

EBEN

and five ministers. They now have a, publication society located at Cleveland, with steam

pag-

headed

we
Wa ghington, N. J.

VERMONT Y, M. will be held at £, Farnham, P. Q.,
Sept. 12—15,
Arrangements have
been made with
the Passumpsic, Vt. Central, and the South-eastern
rouds for half fare, Those paying for their tickets to
E. Farnham will be furnished” with return checks free,
E, Farnham isa station on the South-eastern road,
Those residing in the easterly part of Vi. will take
the Passnmpsic to Newport, then the South-eastern to
1, Farnham. Those In the westerly part will take Vt.
Central to St, Johns,then the South-eastern to E. Farnham,
am, 5
A.V ¥ Ta8:“

* The German Baptists have over one hundred and fifteen churches in the United States,
and over one hundred and thirty active ministers. They have but two churches in New
England, one at New Haven, Ct., and the

tor, Rev. M. B. Felt, baptized eight happy
converts, seven of whom received the hand of
fellowship, thre other being a member of the
M: E. church.
The audience at the water

or feel
be fur-

WARL sprees ersten. ACDIRK

MoxNrOE, N. Y., Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Indian Falls church, the lst Friday in Sept.
®
A.Z MircHaeLL, Clerk,

names on his list of subscribers,

other at Meriden,

Y', My. will

be
Stest

ren

(sem

Tul reply
atest pup
Beatty's
Bea
fore buying PIANO or ORGAN.

& St, Louis R.
R., beginning on Aug, 30. Ministers’
Meetinlt Wo days earlier,
*G. A. GORDON, Clerk.

of the Lutheran

In this estimate I have omitted the was large and the most solemn I ever witfourth year of its existence.
Its object is to
expenses for fuel and washing, as they ‘nessed on such an occasion. This makes substitute for the present system of sale or
twelve who have been added to our (Liberty)
vary with the habits of ‘the student. church during the last year by baptism. Our rental of pews, a plan of systematic subscripWood costs $3.50 per cord.
Laundry pastor breaks the bread of life to good accept- tions by the congregation, and the means emcharges are from 50 cents to 62 cents a ~ance and is much esteemed by the church and ployed are the holding of public meetings, sermons, and the free distribution of tracts on
community.
AF. M.
dozen.
‘| the subject. Quite a number of churches have
The above estimate {s made for gentleORTONVILLE, MicH.
I spentthe morning
adopted the free pew system, and find it to
men, the incidentals for ladies are only hour of Sunday, July 31, with the church in work well. The society includes twenty-three
$2.25 per term, making this total $108.- Ortonville. Found them worshiping in a bishops among its patrons, and has four hunvery ordinary house, but out of debt and
50.
dred and thirty-one members, of whom two
ready to listen to the present wants of our
To such students,in any of the regular needy India Mission. Near the close of the hundred and eighty-five are clergymen.
courses, as have no scholarship,
unableto rent one, tuition will

ORGANS steerer che RAGING

NOTICE,

the

CENTRAL ILLINOIS

have already been appointed.

<i

$111.30

15,000

church has decided to start a theological seminary in Milwaukee this fall. Two professors

N.

On the 7th ult., otir

SPECIAL

counting the native assistants,

local papers the manuscript sermon is to be
deposited in the Historical
Library. The
church is now well united, co-operates with
the pastor and enjoys great prosperity.

ATKINSON, ILL.

= FRENCH CREEK
Q. M. will be held with the
cl
at Shattock’s Ra: in GYeenfield, Pa,
4s Church
A.C. Brus,

en-

of Christ. They are missionary people, and
have now 850 missioraries in the field, not

able pastors, or extensive revivals; nearly a
thousand different persons having been connected with it. After its publication in the

4

somewhat

Those from Maine, attending the anniversaries at
Lyndon Ceuter, Vt., will come to £t. Johnsbury by
United States, and less than 100,000 in the Portland & Ogdensburg R. R., thence by Passumpsic.
| The Concord & M +R. R. connects with
Passumpsic at
world,
They are Episcopalian in form of Wells River,(immediate connection)reaching Lyndongovernment, and in their preaching great ville depot, from which Lyndon €enter is ten minutes’
walk, at 5, P.M. Further notice will be given if reprominence is given
to the person and work duetion of fare is obtained.
E. W. RICKER, Sec,

paying to each one a well deserved tribute of
respect. Very few churches have had more

Table board, 38 weeks, at $2.10,
$79.80
Room rent, three terms, at $5
15.00
Incidentals, at $3.50,
10.00
Matriculation fee (paid but once)
3.00
Tuition (for such as have no scholarship) $1.00 per term,
2.00

been

The Moravians number about

Brooks, M. J. Steere, D. P. Cilley, D. Mott,
A. K. Moulton, A. Lovejoy, J. Burnham
Davis,J. F.-Smith, andP, W. Perry. He
allowed us to glance at the leading features of

It may be said in general that our an-

OATTARAUGUS aM. will be held with the Wirt
&
Bolivar church, coramencing Friday, Sept. 6, at 3, Pr,
M.
NEWTON C, MCKOON, Clerk,

from

churches for more generous support,

after

Dunn,

has

churches

larged, an appeal is made to the Presbyterian

which the following men were settled there:
S. Robins, A. Caverno,J. Woodman, T. Ste-

be made.

Total,

or

Assembly

colored

of the committee having

Rev. P. W. Perry, was Ps. 102: 18. * This
shall be written for the generation to come,”
&e. He spoke of the lessons tayght by histe-

pastor for the first two

“this method of answering those inquiries
as well as of anticipating others that may

General

the Board of Home Missions back to the Committee on Freedmen. The educational work

ry, alluded to the town history, and then for
more than an hour detailed the historical facts
and incidents of the church; to the intensel
interested audience. There was no settle

daily in receipt of letters making inqui-

Presbyterian

‘transferred its eighty

church. The day was pleasant, the house was
full and the floral and evergreen decorations
lent their charm, The text of their pastor,

>-O--&
o> +-9-+¢

Hillsdale Oollege Expenses.

The

Semi-Centennialat Great Falls.
The church at Great Falls, N. H., held a memorial service last Sabbath, Aug. 18, -it being
just fifty years ‘since the organization of the

Vegetable,

H.

d , Montreal and
Sold everywhere. $1
Send for Pamphlets of
13teow18

A Day to Agents canvassing for the Fire.
side Visitor. Terms and Outfit Free.
Address P. O, VICKERY, Augusta, Mo,
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MISFI

T CARPETS.
(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair
Madttings,
_ Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths,
oh
vs
&c:, &e., very chéap, at the old place,

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Carpets carefully packed
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Portry,

and only child was dying. The little
white teeth could be seen through the
partially-closed lips, and the little

A WORD FOR THE MOTHER.
Send

the

children to bed with

clasped on the old coverlet were like
bird-claws in their thinness. Few ever
entered this dwelling of pauperism, and
only a broken-hearted mother kept ceaseless vigil inthis desolate tenement while
a loved child was journeying toward the
dark valley. No pen could picture this

a kiss and a

smile;

Sweet childhood will tarry at best but awhile;
And soon they will pass from the portals of
home,
‘
The wilderness ways of their life-work to
roam.
\
Yes, tuck them in bed with
night!”

a gentle

mother’s sorrow

* good-

children,

I

children

‘may

call

you

in

' vain!

sunshine,
in prayer

as

they

nestle

in

bed;
A guard of bright angels around them invite,

=.

¢ And,

Little ones in the nest.
Fret not that the children’s hearts are gay,
®'hat their restless feet will run;
There may come a time in the by-and-by,
When yow’ll sitin your lonely room and sigh
For a sound of childish fun.

calls

And add to their stately gloom.

_And pattering overhead.
up,

And scattered far and wide,

utterable, was all she was equal

Or gone to the undiscovered shore,

‘Then gather them close to your loving heart,
Cradle them on your breast;
They will soon enough leave your brooding

care,

firm mouth

Soon enough mount youth’s topmost stair—
Little ones in the nest.

:

relate an incident which -occurred
my heart was crushed in sorrow.

while
.

a loved,

loving and beautiful child “breathe her
I shall never forget the impressive

scene—th® anguished father and mother
and sympathizing friends watching the
sweet young life go out. The child was
one of winning charactér, one whom to
. see was to love, and her beauty was
known and acknowledged far and near.
Her hair (and this is not brain picturing,
but drawn from life) was abundant,
glossy, and of the richest golden hue I
called,

but

that word hardly did justice to her bronzy
golden ringlets.
Her complexion was
the most delicate, wholesome blonde,
her lovely eyes as blue as early violets,
and her loving little mouth always greeted with a . smile. Oh, the precious little
her

fade

:

A few moments after the sweet

mouth

grew still in death and the long golden
lashes swept the dimple cheeks, I went
out to comfort the mother, or rather
to endeavor to.
I found her on her
knees in agony. I could not say much;
I only put my arm about her and said:

“«¢ Poor mother,

poor mother!

could help you, but I can

sympathize with you.”
turned and

wrung

only

I wish I
pity and

For answer she

her

hands,

saying:

8?

:

he was intoxicated and disorderly, but
because his last cent was gone. In his
condition he could not possibly
get home,
so he staggered back of the saloon in an
alley and fell down among some old bar-

The following story is founded on fact.
Several years ago we buried our second
child, a darling boy of seven and a half
years. I have nothing to say of our
‘agony in the long months that followed
(all bereaved
mothers know of the
dreary, aching days when we walk as if
in a dream and feel that no sunlight will

:

my husband’s eyes, I can thank him now
for it ; yes, even rejoice.”
rors of intoxication.

the hor-

I had been groping

in dreariness, and had felt that no sorrow

could possibly exceed mine because God
had thought best to transplant one of my
loved children, while the poor mother

could even be glad that her bright dar-

to

leave

the

child alone. Come, and I will lead you
to your bed,” pleaded the wife; ¢ the
child is dead.”
¢Dead—dead—dead, did you say?” as
the terrible thought pierced his muddled
brain.
‘0 my God, my God, have mercy

up-

Laura shuddered, but she answered:
“ For her father, Harold dear—her poor,

misguided father.”
“0 my

poor wife! did you

ever

pray

for me before?”
¢“ More times than I can tell, Harold.”

“Your prayers shall be answered, my
patient, long-suffering wife. 1 will never
touch the intoxicating

cup

again—never,

if God sustains me.”
And that very afternoon the Angel of
Hope sprang up from that little one's
death-bed, as the bereaved

father

signed

the pledge.
Tremblingly
he wrote,
¢ Harold Eckhart,” and the deeply injured wife took up the pen and wrote underneath, ¢ Laura Eckhart.”
“ Why, you signed it long ago,” said
her husband.
g
“Yes, I know, but it will be like a new
lease of life to sign it under yours, Harold.”

The good man who held the paper took
the two hands of husband and wife and
joined them, saying, ‘Welcome back toa
better and more peaceful life.”
‘* And my friend,” he continued,

* you

have cause to thank God your wife is still
spared to help you in your work of reform. I once had a lovely wife, sweet
and pure, faithful and true.
She clung to
me as yours has, God bless her, when 1

sank down lower and lower; but oh! my
sorrow and remorse are greater than
yours, for I not only killed my little one
with unkindness and neglect, but although
1 saw my wife's eyes grow dim with the
|
terrible sorrow which washed out every
particle of brightness,Istill continued my
carousing, wringing every fiber of her loving heart, until one night I reeled home
“to find her cold and still. Her sad, pleading, living face and streaming eyes had
often maddened me;

her beautiful,

smil-

ing, dead face, though torturing me
indescribable agony, brought me
senses.”
pay

lanchelv
I melancholy

of

with
to

of lis ‘t
his pre

y
is
li
.
Strange,
the
champ
Dsteners
trang
power of theis,human
voice when
breathing

heaved with a new emotion, and he push-

ed open the door and rushed to the bedside.
¢¢ What makes
Laura?” he asked,
tle hands.
His wife looked
stricken eyes ; that

ip
:
the child sleep so,
wildly seizing her litat him with horrorwas her only answer.

cottage, and he would never recognize

it

now or its occupants. Harold’s sad face
is noble now ; his clothes are whole and
neat, and as he enters the door now to his
warm evening meal his wife's sweet face
greets him with a kiss and a smile, for
“The step came firm and steady, and his eye
was clear and true,
And on his ragged coat he wore a little bow of
blue.”

did I only have all of the treasure. Those
two men have robbed me of my riches.
Shall I not be able to revenge them?
That could be easily done, for I should
have only to poison the food which I am
commissioned to. purchase. On my return I will tell them thas I have dined ia
town. My companions will partake of
the food without suspicion, and die, then
I shall have all of the riches, while now I

have only a third.”
During this time. his two companions
said to each other. ‘We have no need
that this young man associate with us;
we have been obliged to divide our riches
with him; his portion would increase
ours, and we should be truly rich. He is
coming back, we have good daggers, let
us ‘use them.
The youth returned with the poisoned

;

— National Temperance Advocate.

THE WAY OF TRANSGRESSORS T8
HARD

BY M. M. FILES.
‘ Mamie,
dear, wake
up,” said he,"
ling was gone if only she could beckon
gently
shaking
the
sinless
sleeper,
who
fatherto come up, t00; and I trust he is,
Three men who were traveling together,
- on his way now, for it seems so often that had always greeted him with a smile.
found a treasure and divided it. Then
“0 Harold! for God’s sake, don’t.
. the dear little feet which have climbed
they continued on their journey. discussing

* the * golllen stair” have left heaven's Can't you see that Mamie has gone out of of the use that they would make of their
~ gate ajar for father or mother.
on the cold and sorrow to the tender Shep- riches. Having eaten all the food which
It was early morning. Soft and bright herd? She's in his bosom now, the lamb, they had taken with them, they concludraysof winter sunshine glanced into a | and I'm so glad—oh! so glad.”
ed to go away into the city’ to purchase
clear windowof a small, barn-like tene- ‘But the heavy drinking, the night's some, and charged the youngest with this
menton Bond street. All was hushed sleep in the rain, the shock of the home- errand, so he set out on his journey.
and still within, although peace had not scene had completely upset the weak- ‘While on the way he said to himself:
taken up her abode there. A beautiful ened brain, and he continued :
“ How rich I am! but I should be richer,

er—

A Summer Variety,

head for keeping the dry-herd.”
It is men.
tioned in one of the Masssachusetts
Norma
School Reports that one of the young men

RELIGIOUS LIFE IN OOLLEGE.
(C.

F.

Thwingin Sunday Afternoon),

graduates received, when he entered upon his
career, $13 a month, and * boarded round,»

*

Into the life of the- students, also, retigion
is thoroughly imgrained.
Almost one-half of

the twenty thousand

men

who

are

pursuing

regular college courses are Christians.
The
proportion of the number of Christians and of
those not Christians varies much with the different colleges.
The lowest extreme is probably that of one to five, as at Harvard, and the

highest nine to ten, as at Oberlin and

a

few

other colleges,
At Dartmouth and Bowdein
it is estimated that one from every three students is a Christian; at Yale two from every

five; at Michigan University and Western . Re-

By the way,

that old custom of ‘¢ boarding

round” is generally supposed to have died out;
but it is still in vogue in many places, and in
at least one distrigt in Pennsylvania all the
teachers receive $15 a month and board in
this manner,
Who but the victim himself can
describe the miseries of ¢ boarding round” in
rambling country villages—of living for a week
or month ou tea and pie, and then only ex.

changing the billof fare for pie and .tea; of
sleeping under leaky roofs, upon pillows
which the rains and snows of heaven bedew ;
of shivering

in

breakfast-rooms,

where, if a

drop of water fall upon thé table-cloth, though.
the stove be in close proximity, it is instantly *

serve College one from every two; at Princeton, Brown University, Marietta and Ripon,
frozen? And yet the physical discomforts are
three from every five; at Amherst, Williams,
often the least
of the homeless
teacher's
Wesleyan University, Middlebury, Towa, and
trials.
To return to wages, certain male graduates
food ; his fellow travelers assasinated him, Berea, four from every five, About ten’ thousand, therefore, it may be inferred, of the colof the Bridgewater Normal School, who bethen partook of the food, direct, and the
lege men in the country are Christians.
*| gan with $25 or $30 a month, including board ,
treasure belonged to no one.
The increase in the proportion of Christian
now receive $3,200 a year, and a few $4,000;
0-0-0
* 40+
collegians in the course of the last twenty-five
and sularies of women graduates have increas.
years is very marked.
In 1853, at Harvard
ed in the same proportion.
JIM CROW AND PEPPER, THE AUSTo be sure, there
College, only one man in ten was a professor
istoo often a lamentable difference between
TRALIAN BLACKS.
;
of religion; at Brown only one in five; at Yale,
the sexes in respect to wages; but women, at
There was a little black child found Dartmouth,
and Bowdoin, only one in four; at
least those employed in cities, undoubtedly
wandering about in- the streets of Mel- Williams one in two; and at Amherst five in earnmore
than they could obtain in other
bourne. There hé was seen by Rev. S. eight. At Middlebury the ratio was,as it now occupations, Probably
few clerks or operais,
four
to five.
(Prof. Tyler's
Prayer for
L. Chase, who pitied him, and talked
tives earn as'do 900 teachers in Boston, $15.30
Colleges,” p. 136). In those seven representaevery week in the year, including ten weeks
kindly to him. The boy said, ** My coun- tive
colleges, selected at random, the proporof vacation.
Iu Massachusetts the average sal
try is the Wimmera ; my master is a Mr.. tion
of Christian students has, in a quarter of a ary
per month of men, for 1875, was $88.87; of
Ellerman ; my mother was shot by a white century, increased about forty per
cent.
But,
women, £35.35. In Maine, men, £87 3 womsman; after which,
I became very
ill, as compared with the religious condition of
the
en, $18.
In Pennsylvania, men, $41.07; womcolleges at the opening of the centary, the adand the blacks carried me about. When
en, $34.09,
In Ohio, men, $60; women, $44.
I was better I went with a wool-dray to vance is still more noteworthy.
At the close
In Michigan, men,
$51.29;
women, $23.19.
Melbourne, where I was lost among the of the last and the beginning of the present But in some States, as in Towa, the rule is be| century the flood of French philosophy and
coming general to pay men and women the
people.”
infidelity was sweeping ever the land, and the
same salary for the same grade of work.
Mr. Chase called him Willy Wimmera, effects it wrought
In
in the colleges were most
the city of St. Louis no distinction is made beand took him to England to have him ed- disastrous. At Harvard and Yale the number tween the sexes
in fixing the teachers’ salaucated.
There he became a Christian, of Christian studeats was probably fewer than ries; and the California Legislature
of 1373
and was regarded as the first-fruits of at any other period in their history. A con- enacted that the female teachers in the publie
siderable
proportion
of the first class which
schools should, in all cases, receive the same
Christ from the blacks of Australia. He
President Dwight taught at Yale * assumed
compensation as men for like services, A few
died at Reading, and was buried in the the
names of the principal English
ofthe Southern States, which employ more
French
churchyard there. But what was the se- infidels, and were more familiarly andknown
men than women, pay the same salary for the
by
quel of this touching story?
:
them than by their own.” (Memoir of Presi- same work to both sexes; and Idaho, Nevada,
dent Dwight, p. 20).
A few years passed away, and Mr.
In the first eight classes
and Arizona report the same custom.
Nevada
of Bowdoin College was “but one who may
Hagenauer, of the Moravian Mission, was
which supports but Jew
schools, pays her
have
been
deemed at the time of admission
teachers $100.56 per month; and in Arizona,
in-Australia, at work among the Aborighopefully pious;” and in the first four years of where the schools are allof a primary
grade and
ines. He says,—‘‘ A few months after Dr. M’Keen’s
presidency, 1802-1806, not one
the larger portion of the children of Mexican
the first awakening among the blacks, I of the students, so far as can be
birth, teachers are paid from $100 to $125 per
known,** bewas sitting with a number of black men lieved and hoped in Christ as a Saviour.” month. Of late, the hard times
have caused a
(Prof. Smyth's ** Religious History of How- reduction in teachers’ salaries, and this seems
in our humble hut at the Mission Station,
reading with them the Word of God, and doin College,” p. 7). Only one of all the stu- to many unjust. One indignant superintendexplaining to them the same in the most dents at Williams College, near the same pe- ent cries: “ Why should retrenchment begin
riod, was a church member.
at teachers’ salaries when
(History of Wilfashion laughs ut
simple manner.
They were all very at- liams
College, p. 111). But in the course of panics ¥”
:
:
tentive, especially Pepper,who was under
two generations, so thorough have
instruction preparatory to baptism. In religious changes, that it is safe to saybeenthat, theat
MR. MURRAY IN MONTREAL.
the evening I proposed to read to them the present time, at least one-half of the stu(From a letter in the Golden Rule).
derits
in American
the story of a little black boy, who had
colleges
are Christian
been lost in the streets of Melbourne. All men,
Montreal is a French city, commmercially

my | seemed much pleased.
with great attention, and,

forth sorrow! The golden beams of the
setting sun came pouring in the little
window. It seemed to the now hopeful
mother
that it was the golden pathway
rels, where he fell asleep and did not
up
which
her darling had gone. It seemawaken until- daylight,” and then in a
dreadful plight. All night a gentle,steady ed as if she could almost see the little one
rain had fallen, and he was thorough- - smiling back upon her.
- The little one found a resting-place unly soaked with water. He attempted to
rise, but was so stiff that he gave it up, der the cold snow, and over her low bed
the kind old man who had brought the
| and sat the picture of despair.
Very
soon some topers, with swollen cheeks pledge erected a plain, small stone, on
and grimy hands, came stealing up the which these words were carved: «« Ma
mie, gone to the Shepherd's bosom—
alley to the saloon.
““ Hey, Hal!” said one, ¢ old Bloat father and mother follow me.”
The good wife smiles now, although
didn’t treat you like a gem’an last night,
the thin cheeks will never grow full
did he?”
;
again, upon the husband who is treading
“ Come,
Bill,” answered
Harold,
‘“ help me home, and I'll treat you the the way slowly toward a reputation of
respectability and purity.
She misses
first stamps I get.”
:
“Well, don’t forgit ; here goes, then.” and mourns for her darling, but never
wishes her back, for was it not the enAnd the threadbare-garmented man help
trance of her white-robed form which left
ed him up and led him home.
ie
Bill left him at the door with the re- heaven's gate ajar for poor father ? Often
during a sorrowful, wakeful night, Harmark, ¢* Don’t forgit the treat,” and Harold entered his dwelling softly. For old thinks his angel child is hovering
some reason he felt a desire to escape his about him; he seems to feel her little
wife’s eyes. No fire or table awaited his hand touching his hollow cheeks, and the
coming, for well he knew that every cent hot tears course down his face, thinking if
he could get hold of went for drink. As he had not touched the stinging cup his
he closed the door he heard a murmur child might have been with him still. «It
from the room where his invalid child might have been—it might have been !”
Harold Eckhart is cosily situated now;
had rested for several months. He listened and recognized his wife's voice gradually comforts have come, for no
pleading in prayer for him. He could hard-earned cash goes into the saloonkeeper's till now—no, but brings happihear the words distinctly, asthe door was
ajar, as she besought her Heavenly Fa- ness and light info his wife's eyes. No
ther in words of "earnest eloquence te one can tell her joy save one who has
save her child’s father from a drunkard’s seen her heart’s brightest hopes hourly
fate. He crept across the room and crumbling away, until suddenly, like a
watched.
her spell-bound, until at last she miracle of perfect bliss, she has the indesank down beside the child's bed and scribable happiness of seeing her prayers
answered, her dear one snatched as a
wept in uncontrollable agony.
brand
from the burning. The fearful,
He longed to go to her, but did not
stir, and as his wonder-stricken eyes hideous specter was driven from their
wandered ‘from his wife to his child he home when the father learned to lean
Fle
wondered why his little daughter kept so upon God.
It is some years since the demon Drink
still, why she did not endeavor to comfort her mother. But the little hands wenl striding away from Harold Eckhart’s

¢ Oh, my child, my precious little ——!
how gladly would I see you buried in the
cold ground if your father would reform!” And then, turning to me, she were folded, and did not unclasp. The
added: * You know the agony of losing little mouth smiled, but no words came
a loved child, but this terrible grief of ‘forth. The long lashes swept the cheek,
* having ahusband addicted to drinking is and the sweet blue eyes opened not.
worse—oh! so much worse.
If this
A nameless horror seized him, he
death can be God's method of opening wrung his hands convulsively, bis breast
1 realized then as never before

“0 Harold, I beg of you

a low saloon the evening that his only
The
child was dying ; kicked out not because | e \

LIFTED UP.

from our loving view!

told its own heart-breaking

Harold Eckhart had been kicked. out of
Aad.
ag

.
:
rele s

darling, how hard it was to see

But

history.

—Scottish
American
Journal.
>
’
rid fail)

it was

to.

the tender and pitiful Father took the burden of a sigh for aprayer, and he was
very near this child of his in grief. Her
face was still fair and intensely interesting, although the furrows on her highforehead and the deep lines about the

Where youth and agé come nevermore,
You will miss them from your side.

“ Auburn

dear,

The child closed her eyes and the little feet indeed had gone climbing up the
golden stair.
The mother tried to pray, but convulsive sobbing, wrung out of an aching,
overburdened heart; revealing agony un-

The busy bustle in and out,

saw.

mamma

prayer and bring you up to him.”

you’ll long to

hear
The eager, boyish tread,
The tuneless whistle, the clear, shrill’ shout,

ever

low

The mother could not answer ; she only
sobbed in agony.
¢ Kiss me, mamma; I'm so sleepy I
can not keep my eyes open. Be ready,
mamma, for I know God will answer my

That sounded through each room,

watch

head

you go now.”

When you'll long for a repetition sweet

‘When the boys and girls are all grown

your

papa will never hurt you again; and I
guess the lines will go out of your face,
mamma, and the smiles come back into
your eyes and mouth, and you'll look like
the beautiful picture in the blue velvet
case. O mamma! I wish God would let

Soon enough mount youth’s topmost stair—

- Of “ Mother,” ¢ Mother,” the dear love
That will echo long in the silent halls,

mamma—bend

you come soon, and then,

cre,

last.

her

0 as no one can hear—I'm going up the
golden stair, and I will beg God to let

Gather them close to your loving heart—
Cradle them on your breast:
They will soon enough leave your brooding

I had been sent for to

entered

there.”

IN THE NEST.

.c%
Famuly

answer,

“And
there shall be no tears in
heaven, mamma dear; you'll soon come

— Living Epistle.

There may come a time when

if in

tears.

The spirit may slip from the mooring to-night.

:

as

and cold face beside the little daughter's
which was scarcely colder, ¢‘ wake up; it
is morning, and father is sober now;
wake up, I say.”
;

onme! forlI killed her, my lamb, my
darling. And, Laura, were you praying
for your child’s murderer?”
5

abode and smiled upon her.arlicg’s features. The little one opened her eyes and
smiled. The. mother’s eyes filled with

Drop sweet benedictions on each little head,

And fold them

realizing

“0 my Father! my Father!” burst
forth from her agonized soul ; not a verbalery, but an inward beseeching for
help; and as though the Omnipotent was
waiting for this appeal, a broad beam of

© again;
motherless

fully

- Waiting for a staggering man
To stumble through the door.”

pray!”
;
It may be the last you will say it for aye!
The night may be long ere you see them
And

she,

* As oft she’d often done before,

May fall deeper shadows in life’s weary race,
dear

as

that her child was passing away, listened
for a footstep,

The mantle of shadows is veiling the light;
And may be=—God knows, on this swéet little
face,

‘Yes, say it:¢ God bless my

hands

“ Mamie, little Mamie,” putting his wet

They listened
as I went on. I

Ly
1
:
2.
noticed by the expression of their countey

:

nances that there must be something un
usually striking for them in the words

meat
SPIRITUAL

te. ——
MIRACLES.

OS
8
rede
ot opp
men. The Frenchdo the talking, the English

=
(Prof. Geo. P. Fisher in Sunday Afternoon).
;

It is an often-quoted remark

and Scotch
city; 'at least
that
is the dowavthe itbusiness
strikes of 4 theSate
2 ,

.

atis

the spiritual miracles are the true miracles.
They do not take place in the realm of sense.
fied when I read the words, * My country There is in them no such obvious presence of
is the Wimmera, my master is Mr. Eller- the supernatural as to force conviction. They
within the souls of men.
But they result
man, and my mother was shot by a white are
not the less in a new creation.
What ground
man!”
| has the common man for believing in the GosWeeping, they sprang from their seats, pel? He can not weigh the literary evidences.
and one of them said, ‘‘ That was Jim He can not confute the assertions of adversaCrow ; I was with him when his ‘mother ries who deny the genuineness of the Gospels,
and quote patristic testimonies against them?
fell dead to the ground, after the ball had Has
he, then,no good ground for his
entered her heart. That,” pointing to finds the surest proof in the contentsfaith? He
of the
one of the youths, ‘is his ligtle brother, books themselves. He sees a verisimilitude in
and outside in the camp is his old father, the descriptions of the life and character of
Dowler; and all of us are his cousins. Jesas; they could not have been made up; and
Close to where this hut stands, under the they are not of the earth. He draws from the
a life-giving
e
nutriment for his spirit,—
shade of the pine trees, we children were Bibl
forgiveness, hope,strength against temptation,
sitting with our mother, when the white the joy of a new life. He
sees that he does not
man’s ball killed Jim's mother, and down
stand alone. A multitude whom no man can
near the corner of the garden is the place number derive the same good from the same
source.
He is not dreaming, then; he is not
where she was buried.”
In the silence of midnight we wew¥ to indulging a fancy. He is like one who is
drinking clear ‘and cool water from a well
the pine-grove near the house, where,
which affords the same refreshment to thouthrough the deed of a professed Christian,
sands besides himself.
He knows that it is a

they heard.

They seemed quite . e¥ctri-

the poor woman’s blood was shed. That
was a mysterious beginning of a Mission.
We all wept as we bent our knees in
prayer on that memorable spot. Words
could not be found to express the powerful feelings which the Lord stirred within
us. He understands the beating of the
heart, and the tears of the eye. After
having visited the grave, where we again
joined in prayer, we retired, and the next
morning planted a tree on the spot.”
One of the first converts in that interesting gathering was Nathaniel Pepper.
His conversion appeared to be very real.
When he was approaching death, and
was told by the doctor that probably he
had only one. more night to live, his
countenance brightened up with joy.

During the night he sent for each inhabitant of the place, and exhorted both Christians and heathens with héart-moving
earnestness to turn

to

the

Saviour,

and

cleave to Him.
After whispering words
of prayer, he pointed upwards with his
hand,

and

exclaimed,

“I

see

Jesus!”

His last farewells were looked rather than
spoken, his wife and three little ones kissed him once more; the Missionary laid
his hand on Pepper's head, uttering the
words, ‘“ The Lord bless thee and keep

thee,” and then his happy spirit departed
to be with the Saviour whom he had learned to love.

-

“The old Blacks of Australia,” says
Mr. A. J. Boyle, “used to paint their

bodies in a most hideous fashion, white,

blue and yellow, and each man, with a
great handful of spears, came jumping

and yelling through the bush near our
house, when they were having fights.
They were always spearing one another;

and often they killed each other outright.
At different times I have seen three fine,
strong men killed close to our garden
fence.

One of these poor fellows

great chief called Nulungi.
ple, they

know

nothing

was

a

Poor peo-

about Jesus.”

Such is a recent description of the Australian Aborigines, but we see what

the

grace of God can do for them, when they
are brought under Missionary influence,

and have been led to the exercise of faith
in the Lord Jesus.

well of water, without inquiring

into the

his-

tory of it, and troubling himself with the
question by whose hands it was dug.
Most
highly educated persons may be necessitated to
investigate these points by difficulties which
they are not at liberty peremptorily
to set
aside; but even such minds can never afford
to undervalue or ignore the testimony of the
Spirit.
;
4-0-0

WOMEN TEACHERS.
(Mary P.

Thacher in

Harper's Magazine),

Woman has won her present position
public schools from beginnings as small

grain of mustard seed.

In Barnard’s

in the
as the

Rhode

Island Report for 1845, he says that in all the
schools he visited, or from which returns were
received, out of Providence (and excepting the
primary departments of a few central distriets), he found only six female teachers, ‘and
that, with the above exceptions, there could
not have been more than twice that number

employed in the whole State.

th

uy

8

S$ a stranger.

of Luther that’ | Frenchman is a natural

His

successor,

who visited the same schools in 1861, found
more than two hundred female teachees; but
he thought two-thirds of those taught by men,
even then, would have been. better tuught and
disciplined by women.
In 1887, there were, in
Massachusetts, 8,601 female teachers, and in
1848 their number had swelled to 5,510.
This

increase Horace Mann considered

a great re-

form, believing women much better adapted to
the work.
In 1870, according to the census,
about seventy-four per cent. of all the teachers

in the United States were women.
In New
England the excess of women teachers over
men is very great; but in most of the Western

and also f the Southern States there is a

e

shopkeeper.

That's

his sphere.
At a small bargain he is immense.
He can sell an apple or a piece of ribbon as no
other man can. He likes to loaf and chat, £Oossip and exchange courtesies with the passersby. He can keep a stall in the market,or drive
acab, or serve at a fruit stall admirably.
But

as for doing

business,

in the

broad,

strong

sense of the word, he shows no aptitude. Originally, the Canadian was a fur-trader in business, and a bigot in religion. He jockeyed with
the Indians for ‘their skins and baptized the
papooses by fraud.
To-day he does business
in detail and makes a target of an Orancemun
atevery opportunity.
The stream is wider
than of old, but it has the same shallowness ’
and rolls itself with the same supe rstitious
mud.
It is the English and Scotch who build the
great bridges, canals and railroads, establish
the great ocean lines, found and run'the creat
mercantile houses, and own the blooded stock
of Canada. The Saxon breadth of view and
grit, the Saxon power to combine
1 ar4}
1
range,the Saxon sight that looks steadi
aiong
the line of a hundred years of growth and
change and sees the * end from tle beginning”—this the French Canadian never had on

this continent.

The English speaking race ate

the only colonizers of the world.

eggs hatch birds

that

are able

The

Saxon

to go

tothe

four corners of the earth and build a Jac
simile of the parental
nest.
The Puritans

could make a New England.
ageurs could not make

remember

how

a

The French voy-

New

Voltaire

France.

sneered

You

of

the at-

tempt.
Voltaire knew the French.
Still, I like the French Canadians.
They
can make the best soup in the world, — God
bless them. They can cheat you at bargain-

ing so as to make you daugh.
They
uresquely,—I think that describes it.
what it means,

if you

do n't.

lie pict‘I know

You would,

if

you had my experience. A French Canadian
lies refreshingly. He is an artist at it.
He
smiles as he lies.

He

heart; he lifts his eyes

Lellishes

saints.

his falsehood

lays

to

his

hand

on

heaven.

with

appeals

Ie lies as if he believed

his

Ie emto

his

the lie him-

self. He lies sothat he honors his nature!
Speaking of soup reminds me, Why can't we
Americans make soup? We can’t. Our soups

are heavy, sluggish,stagnant,

They drug vou.

They bloat you. They make you feel like a
puddle of roiled water,
But here the market
women, even, make soups that are fresh as

clover and buoyant as champagne.

At

Bon-

secour market, aboyt 1, P. M., you can get n
bowl of soup for three cents that would make
a reputation for any hotel in Boston.
Why
can’t Parker or Young give us such soups? A
few dishes would regulate the city government.
Three cents a quart, —that’s all. Ive
eaten twelve cents worth ata sitting,
If you

do n’t believe it, ask

Alex! By

is n’t intimidated easily at the

the way, he
noon lunching.

Pve seen him look calmly into the bottom of
smaller percentage. In Maine the proportion
his fourth bowl. Tt takes true courage to do
in summer is about ninety-seven per cent. ,and that! The flavoring of the French soups is
in winter only fifty-five per cent.; in Vermont marvellous.
There will often be three or
nearly ninety per cent. of the teachers are four flavors in your dish, and they ull harwomnien throughout the year; and in New York ‘monize. That's the severest test in cooking, as
In New York
about sixty-seven per cent.
it is in mingling perfumes.
It ‘makes a man
city more than ninety per cent. of the teachers wiser and better to eat French soup,
It tones
are women, and in other large cities the preup his moral nature. It’s a panacea for suiponderance of women over men is very great.
cide,
;
h
I
No doubt the economy of employing women as
The class of French (‘anadians that I pity the
teachers goes far to explain their rapid in- most are the horse jockeys They are all blind. crease, but their wages, as well as their num- There is n’t one in the whole country that can
bers have also

steadily

increased.

It is re-

corded that Polly Hovey, one of the first female teachers in Maine, was paid, in-.1792,
$1.50 yer week.

In

Iowa, at one time, two

women taught for $4.29 a month, though the
average salary of women
State was $7.64 per month.

teachers in that
Even men were

not very liberally paid in old times, for in Watertown, Mass. , in 1650,” a school-master was
hired for one year for $30, and allowed ¢ 2s, a

see a spavin on a horse.

They are so

ignorant

that they can’t enumerate beyond the figure
six. I’ve found only one horse in Canada over
8ix years old,and he was owned by a,man that
couldn’t speak French.
They all have an im-

pediment in

their

speech.

odge around
a ¢orner,

dollars, and ten minutes

buy

A ‘jockey

will

a horse for

fifty

later bring

him

to

you, and with tears in his eyes that he mus
partjwith an animal he has loved so long,
swear he will ¢ give him to you for seventy=-

five dollar. Mon povertie compels me to do it,
Mon Dieu!”
+

.

>

\

Fiterary Wiscellany,

To meet the flints? At least it may be said

Bocause the

wants and will,

the light, and his expectation
many dear friends there.

:

There is a bit of verse entitled ¢ Over
the River,” whichis a favorite with many

for

because it touches our
One stanza concludes:

thy

it would be merciless.— Horace Greeley.
Every person has two educations—one which

Entire candor and honesty regarding ourselves, instead of being the first, is one of the
last and highest
attainments
of a perfectly

fashioned character.—Shairp.,

sions;

He who learns and makes no use of his
learning is a beast of burden, with a load of
books.
Comprehendeth the ass whether he
carries on his back a library or a bundle of
fagots ’—Saadi.

men grow up

in ‘libraries,

will

be-

which

not want

Often as we stand by the green graves
of our kindred, or say farewell to some
dear friend who is going home before us,
we are comforted by the thought of immortality. Death touches only a part,
and that the least important part of our
being. The body, always changing its
aspects, subject to pain and infirmity,
and growing old only too fast, is touched by the peace of the last angel and

life—spreading

and glowing with purpose, is set free from
all hindrances, and goes into another
room of the great universe, there to do
‘God's will more fully and joyfully than
here.

This is our telief in theory.
Practically, we sometimes behave, especially

S$ i

grief

bo

numbs our faculties, as though We possessed no such consoling creed. * More
than once, perhaps, when dear eyes have
been hidden from us under the clay, we
have felt like exclaiming bitterly,

near

homes

of

the

presence

age.

God

of

mightier than the builder, we are instantly aware of another, which shows to us

as

OO

man, praise God if,

instead

of

however,

has

that these

precious

as

ence of his powerful friends.. Promotion
was sure, and the prospect of respectability and independence certain, if not
wealth and a governor-generalship; but
the perverse youth, becoming impatient
of his slow but regular advanee,’ threw
-up his appointment, and pocketing whatever salary was due, and such

him, and one night he went home
some $30,000 in his pockets.
He

with
has-

trente et quarante,

friends that he had

ever to the green

should

never be thoughtlessly sung, ‘¢ Nearer
my God to Thee.”
Gerald
Massey, the
half-inspired English laborer, exclaimed
in one of his fiery lyrics,

bidden

farewell

for-

tables of roulette and
and

was

resolved

to

drawn and lost all

his

again a beggar, suing

money,

and

for the bounty

w

o

his friends, who, now believing him to be

incorrigible, settled upon him an

annual

An unknown Scotch poet stirs our
barely enough to keep him in
longings with his quaint yearning for the pittance,
daily bread and beer, and supply
him

coming life.

with a yearly. suit of coarse broadcloth.
So inveterate, however, was his passion

‘I’ve his
guid word of promise,that some gladsome day the King,
To His ain royal palace, His banished, hame
will bring
pA

for gambling that he never failed, atthe

Mgs. Louisa Huckins,

with

|

and

MAY

The training of manners, the discipline

ceremoni-

als, the

the

of

silence,

towards

the observance of children

deco-

the old,

for their

par-

ents, the severities of home-rule, the long
practice and self-restraint necessary to
success and full enjoyment even of the
favorite recreation,—all imply training
more or less laborious; a never-relaxed
vigilance
in the teacher—docility, patience, and self-command in the learner.

Our survey tends to the conclusion that at
no time have manners been so left to
form themselves as now.
We hear of
people

forgetting

their

manners,

some of our youth stand in
never learning them. While
point is made of thoroughness
er learning, the mere A B C
of manners threatens to be left
It seems supposed that, given
intellectual

culture, boys

the mere process. of growing

girls,

into polite, considerate men and

In her last days

by

old, turn
women.

We do not believe it.
Many arts and
sciences are more easily acquired late in
life than
a good manner.
If people are
to behave well, they must be early taught
to behave—a practice that demands unceasing sacrifices of minute personal liking to the general pleasure and convenience.— The Cornhill Magazine.

|
MERQOURY AND LEAD POISONING.

College Preparatory and two

WiLLiams

J

tree.”

One of the loftiest of Mrs. Browning's

left him, not he

discon-

his vice,

as

the

cynical

Rochefoucanld says of old age in its
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

"CALVIN SANDERS,

Me.,

i CLIFFORD, eldest son of James and Jane
Smith, of Bath, Mich., died July 18, aged:20
years. This
young man, full of bope and
Promise. was a member of the Sabbath-school;
ut like most young men of his age, had deferred seeking his soul’s salvation, thinking
there would be time enough when older; but
when brought to feel that death was near, and
life uncertain, he lifted up his heart and voice
to God in most garnest prayer for mercy and
pardon, asking a younger
brother and others
to pray for him. He seemed to have found
peace and pardon, and soon passed away, leaving futher, mother and many loved ones looking with tearful eyes longingly after him. ®
WM. R. NORTON.

Nassau, N.Y.
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God has instilled
into the vegetable kingdom
for healing the sick, than were ever before com-%
bined in one medicine. The evidence of this fact

Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our
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LIVER

to which the aflicted are above directed for relief, the discoverer
believes he has combined in harmony more of
Nature's sovereign
curative properties, which

Many
of our best citizens inform us that Dr. FI,
A. LAME, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,
.Me,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms

of Trysipelas, - Rheumatism, and all
scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.
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THROAT, LUNGS, LIVER & BLOOD.
In the wonderful medicine
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face or body, frequent headache or dizziness,
bad taste in mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot flushes, low spirits, and gloomy
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HARVEY DAY died in Galion, Ohio,

19, 1878, in the 65th year of his age.
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there being no church of their choice in Galion, to which Dice they subsequently removed.
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his life to the service of Christ and became
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So wrote Hippocrates two
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identified with the ¥. B. denomination, with

which he ever afterward remained.
As a
Christianhis
, life was not as even as he himself,
desired.’ He was sometimes very zealous and
devoted, at other times he seemed perplexed
with doubts and entangled with the world.
But at no time did he relinquish his hope in
Christ. Those who knew him best recognized

Pie who

Ve
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For further
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Galion, Ohjo, March 30, 1878, in the 61st year
of her age.
Father and Mother Day became members of
the ¥'. B. church about thirty-four years ago,
since which time they have led consistent and
devoted Christian lives, and died, each, in the
full assurance of a glorious reward. About
seventeen years ago, the family removed to
Hillsdale,
Michigan, where the two children
were attending school,
The religious . privi-
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Monday, Aug. 19, 1878.
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Principal for a Catalogue.
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youth—for he has spent the larger part of he gained
glorious victory over the world,
a life of more than threescore years in 80 that the a sunset
of his life was clear, calm
|
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close of his life,especially, by the grace of God
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Be bitter in thine inn, and thou unshod

ners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid,

colleges.

cious not only in the cure of chronic cases

he was one of the gayest of the moths that
fluttered night after night about the gaslights of the gambling saloon.
In his in him many excellent qualities. Toward the

For a few
days consumed in loss and taint?
O pusillanimous Heart, be comforted,

walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 each.’
Illustrated catalogues of
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courses, viz, : Classical and Scientific.
Board, (including roon® rent) from $2 to $2,50
er week. For further information apply to Rev. Z, HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio Grande, Gal.
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MRS. MARY GEORGE died at the Weirs, in
Lacenia, N. H., Aug. 1, aged 77 years.
Her
husband, Edmond H. George, died thirteen
years ago. More than forty-six years ago she
was converted, was baptized and received into
the Freewill Baptist church in Meredith, by
Elder Moody.
At her death she was a member of the F, B. church in Lake Village, where
she lived for twenty-one years, till a year ago
last spring when she moved to the Weirs.
She lived a consistent Christian life; though
deprived for some years of sanctuary privileges, yet her life was hid with Christ. When
she could attend prayer-meetings, she spoke
earnestly for the religion of Jesus. She was
in ber usual health till Monday before she
died.
On Thursday morning, the day of her
death, she offered a fervent prayer in the
presence of her children, with whom she lived, that they will never be likely to forget.
For her to live was Christ, and to die is gain.
J. W. SCRIBNER:

but

danger of
so greata
in all othgrounding
uataught.
so much

and

ommercial,

’

Aug. 2, aged 24 years and 4 months.
Some
four years ago she united by baptism with the
first ¥. B. church in C., and she has been a
AT LAW.
worthy member until called home by her lov- | COUNSELLOR
ing Father. For the past few months, she has
Over
Cocheco
Bank,
Dover,
N. H.
been a great sufferer, yet bearing all her sufferings with patience, willing that the will of the
$66 aweek in your own town.
Terms
and a 85
Lord should be done.
And as she drew near
outfit free. Address H. HALLEPT & Co.
the other shore she could say it is all bright
Prtland, Maine,
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and clear, and with a smiling greeting impressed upon her countenance she passed over.
$35
PLATED
WATCHES, Cheaves
Yes, she has reached the heavenly shore; her
inthe known world, Sample
Watch F's 2 1 !
Agents.
Address, A. COULTER & Co.. Chis azo
feet have pressed those golden streets, and
with a erown, she stands with outstretched
hands, waiting with those that have passed on
15)
Best Mixed Cards, with name, ‘in case, 13c.,
before, to welcome parents, brothers and sisor 25 no 2 alike 10¢. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.,
Bristol, Ct.
5252
ter, to the sweet bye and bye. May this afiliction be sanctified to the good of all her friends
ELEGANT
New Style Chromo Cards, with
and to the church.
¥. A. PALMER.
name, 10c. post-paid.
Gro. I. REED & Co.,

rums of polite society, the curlsies and
obeisances of the humblér classes; the

deference of the young

usefulness to the end.

to mourn her death,

of deportment, the old- quaint

Jos.

she was sustained by the Saviour’s presence
and the prospect of heavenly rest. She leaves
the companion of her youth, and two children

TRAINING IN MANNERS.
restraints

wife of Dea.

Huckins,and dangn ter of Benning M. Plaisted,
died at Ashland,
N. H., July 16, aged 69 years,
Sister H. was baptized in 1830 by Rev. Simeon Dana, and maintained her Christian walk

mt

«

very moment of receiving hig small quar- joy unmixed with fear. Christ was all and in
all to them, and in his arms have they fallen
terly allowance,to stake it allon the green asleep.
J
Lewis.
cloth. Now, at last, that Wiesbaden has
DENNIS PATCH died in Ellison, Ill, July
got rid of gambling and its seducements,
the old sinner is said to be penitent; but 26, aged 80 years and 9 months. The subject
this notice was born in Maine in the year
it is suspected that it is his vice that has of
1797. In 1820,

‘Wi’¢’en an wi’ hearts running o’er,we shall
see
The King in His beauty, an’ our ain coun-

Stag) an beside the hedge.

dreariness,

live a purer life. His resolution, how- leges afforded them here were ‘the source of
ever, hardly survived the time for a re- great enjoyment to each of them. In 1865,
the family removed to Marion, Ohio, the en-'
sponse of congratulation from his family tire
family taking membership with the F. B.
ia England to his welcome announce- church in that place. Father and
Mother Day
ment. In less than a week he had with- retained their membership with this church,

“Take heart! the rude dust, dark to-day,
Soars, a new-lighted sphere to-morrow,
And wings of splendor burst the cla
That wraps us in death’s fruitful furrow.”

A Bd, like a cheerful traveller, take the

despairing

Dp

Miss ANNA M. FERNALD, denier of the
late Rev. BE. B, Fernald, and granddaughter of
Volney Elliot, died in the city of New York,
July 17, 1878, trusting in Jesus. Blessed are
the dead that die in the Lord.
Com.

clean collar and a dangling eyeglass.—
Dr. Robert Tomes, in Harper's Magazine
Jor September.
vi

money as

tion of that familiar hymn,

human

and

a rare

tened next morning to deposit his handsome sum in the hands of his banker,
and make known to all his relatives and

sonnets, thus deprecates

ness

By gained,

to
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10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia .
\Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each,
y
Fall term will begin Aug. 27, 1878. This new
Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
the iorough manner.in which Instruction is im.
arted.
e courses of study are the Normal,

lia Co., Ohio.

of the

of the apostle are, pill will be, true for
all time.
|
The pages of the poetsare strewn thick
with the immortelles of Christian faith,
“Upward plumes her heavenward wings,”
each soul that takes in the lofty aspira-

tent:

his ungloved

It may surprise the general reader to
fossil monster, belonging to a former learn that the coal production of China
stratum of society.
His history may serve has already reached 3,000,000 ‘tons anOf
to point a moral, though it is hardly pict- nually, and is rapidly increasing.
uresque enough to adorn a tale. He is an this production about 1,000,000 tons repEnglishman by birth; ofan old historic resent the output of the anthracite beds
name and a family of distinction and aris- of the province of Shan-si. Speaking of
tocratic connection. After the usual educa- this, the most extensive deposit of the
tion of the sons
of the wealthy and high- empire, Baron Richthofen aflirms that its
born at one of the English public schools, area vastly exceeds that of the anthracite
Eton or Harrow, and perhaps a short res- region of this country, and that no other
idence at either Oxford or Cambridge, an coal-field in the'world can be compared
appointment.in the civil service of India with itin union of the most favorable
was procured for him through the influ- conditions as regards position, quantity,

utterances

which

and

Monthyon prize.— Harper's Magazine.

one

that they who rest from their labors, have an lindulgent father might allow him,
gone to a house not made with hands, -made his way to the continent of Europe.
eternal in the heavens.
Never do the Wiesbaden was then in the fullness of
grand words of Paul come to us with her gambling splendor, and the youth
more tremendous emphasis, than when was soon sporting in its fatal blaze. His
we hear them in such a place. The eclos- pockets were cleaned out again and
ing sentences of the eighth chapter of again, as they were replenished by genRomans, and {the whole ocean-swell of erous remittances from home.
Iinally
the saints’ burial-service in Corinthians,’ his father died, leaving him as a younger
fill us with a sense of exultation. We are son some £30,000 for his share of patpersuaded by the unanswerable logic of rimony. This was soon staked and gone;
necessity, and by the swift assent of our but fortune occasionally smiled upon
affections,

bent,

pressing forward

grasp the prize which he

never a reminder about him: of his former
gentility, save us it may be an occasional

specimen of an extinct species—a, kind of
trilobite or ichthyosaurus, or some other

which comes to us sometimes when we
compare the things which me build, with
the handbreath of their earthly existence.
We stand
with hushed
and reverent
awe in some great cathedral, a poem in
stone, with its turrets and pinnacles lessening
up into space, and its windows,

artist were folded in endless peace. Generations have trodden the aisles.
But
though in one view, the building seems

sobbed

old set left, who is regarded

immortality

Long years ago the . patient hands of
architect and mason and engraver and

ouring out

A WIESBADEN GAMBLER.

of

rainbow-colored, admitting the light, softened and subdued in every tender tint.

of

lid and

Wiesbaden,

eracious words, and he has fulfilled them
in our experience, over and over again.

whisper

and five daughters are all

streets in the shabbiest of suits, with his
old felt hat over his eyes, his head hang-

Educational,

Jesus. “I will not leave you comfortless; I will come unto you,” were his
There "isa

years

painful

it without a single

looking back to one of these berouged and
bespangled old people, fixed up of the
The action of the iodide is to ;
devilte look young, you have in your
C.E. B.
memory the picture of an honest, sympa- transform into soluble form and to eliminate
from
the
system
the
accumulati
on
thetic, kind, . self-sacrificing, Christ-like
mother. Oh! it takes these people who of insoluble metalic compounds, upon
have had trouble to comfort others in the presence of which the affections of the
organs involved by the disease depend.
trowble.— Talmage.
°
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
CollegiThe French Academy likewise has erownCrore
es
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preed this important discovery with the paratory,
Music and Art Departments.
Elective

in prayer, we have felt that to our Gethsemanes too, the angels come to strengthen us.
Better than angel touching in the
extremity of sorrow, has been the recognitiomr imour

have

He bore

murmuy, met death with fortitude,

eyes of the miscellaneous fine dames of a cheering evidence of his acceptanceandwithleaves
the
this gay resort., He is now a pitiful old Saviour, The aged widow together with five
man, who goes shambling about the sons (one of whom is in’ the gospel rainistry)

though you were only five or ten years of resulting from years of exposure

But this is not when our spiritual life is
at its best.
Even in hours of deepest
been

would

plasters, and

you lay on the coffin

‘* Communion in spirit! Forgive me,
But I, who am earthly and weak,
Would give all my incomes from dreamland
For a touch of her hand on my cheek.”

darkness, when we have

I

His lust sickness was: very

but very brief.

§

|

3

time: “The Tén Plagues of
bitter drops, rs shaking up hot pillows,
A Belgian scientific jury has lately
Egypt, 4 new games on 40
and contriving things to tempt a poor
illustrated 9 cards, 50 cts.
¢
<a
appetite.
Drs. Abernethy, and Rush, awarded to M. Melsens the Guinard prize
$aonts wanted. E. A. TREAT, 805 Broadway,
and Hosack, and Harvey were great of 10,000 francs for the best contribution
[Eh
doctors; but the greatest doctor the to the amelioration of the condition of the
world ever saw is an old Christian wom- working classes. The award was based
an, Dearme! do we not remember her upon the important discovery of M. MelAT LESS THAN
COST.
Owing
to the
about the room when we were sick in ‘sens of an effective remedy for mercury
Large Increase of our ORGAN
and
PIANO
TRADE, we have decided fo give up pubour boyhood? Was there any one who and lead poisoning, to the effects of which
lishing Sunday=-Sehool Music Books, and
could ever so touch a sore without hurting. workmer: employed in many occupations
will sell our entire Stock at the following
it? And when she lifted her spectacles requiring the manipulation of these metrices :—SONGS
OF CRACE AND
GLORY. paper covers
12¢., Boards 15¢.
ECHagainst her wrinkled forehead, so she als are dangerously exposed, and especors
FROM
ZION—Boards,
12¢.
SABially
to
the
insidions
cumulative
effects
could look close at the wound, it was
D. GORDON died in New HampBA NPL
BEL » DIADEM HEAresulting in chronic evils which have ton,ZELATES
N. H., July 23, in the 73d year of his age.
three-fourths healed.
VENLY
EC
S, . Christian Nelodist,
and
Choral
Harp—Paper
6c¢., B'rds
heretofore
‘been
obstinately incurable. Bro. Gordon became a Christian in early life,
And when the Lord took her home, al10c. Revival Hymn i n d Pune Book;
though you may have been men and The remedy proposed by M. Melsens, and and his walk was consistent to the end. He. Paper
4c,
Boards
6c.
Day
School
Bell,
19608
F175
Pout
Papert
the cause of tou, and the. cau rts of the. >
women,” thirty; forty, fifty "years of age, which-he-has-—demonstrated-to-be—effica -aved
ord’s house, and found his richest experiencBoards 4c. Sheet Music at ha. price. PI-

falls on sleep.
The soul, which has
been active, trustful, earnest, responsive,

t

so,

prepare a place for

age, and she is almost omnipotent in
comfort. Why ? She has been through
it all. At
seven o'clock in the morning
she goes over to comfort a young mother
who has just lost her babe. Grandmother knows all about that trouble.
Fifty
years ago she felt it. At twelve o'clock
of that day she goes over to comfort a
widowed soul. She knows all about that.
She has been walking in that dark valley
twenty years.
At four o'clock in the
afternoon some - one knocks at
{he .door
wanting bread.
She knows all about
that. Two or three times in her life she
came to her last loaf.
At ten o'clock that night she goes over
to sit up with some one severely sick.
She knows all about it.
She knows all
about fevers and pleurisies and broken
bones. She has been doctoring all her

WHISPERS OF IMMORTALITY.

ni hieon

not

Take an aged motherseventy

soon want what he can not buy.— Colton.

when

to

pe

by what we really want,
we do; therefore, never
of your wants; if they be
come home in search
of

he does

were

I'go

TO COMFORT OTHERS.

forgetful that Cicero, Locke and Bacon were
only young men in libraries when they wrote
these books.— Emerson,

you; for he that buys what

{

Intelligencer.

Cicero, which Locke,which Bacon have give,

We are ruined, not
but by what we think
go ubroad in search
real wants, they will

nearly.

you."—Muargaret E. Sangster in Christian

him.— Thomas a Kempis.
young

if it

told you.

By two wings a man is lifted up from things
earthly, namely, by simplicity’ and purity.
Simplicity ought to be in our intention; purity
in our affections. . Simplicity
doth tend towards God; purity doth apprehend and taste

it their duty to accept the views

so

We like this, and we like the ¢ Sweet
Bye-and-Bye,” and other hymns of heayen, because they contain whispers of immortality, because they are only notes by
the way on the declaration of our Lord,
*“ In my Father's house are many man-

he receives from others, and one, more important, which he gives himself.—~Gibbon.

Meek

lives

‘ I shall know the loved who have gone beore
And joyfully sweet will the meeting be,
‘When over the river, the peaceful river,
The Angel of Death shall carry me.”

I do not regret having braved Rolie opinion, when I know it was wrong and was sure

lieving

cal vigor,

hands deep in the great gaping pockets
of his loose shooting jacket,as if he were
ever searching for a stray florin, never

of meeting

ge

and triumphant. For a man of fourscore
years he possessed unusual mental and physi-

ink of fashion, was the chosen companion of the young bucks of fon’ and rank,
and shone not an unfavored beau in the

alas! destined
He is the
has put on record often his waiting for a very - personificato be found.
tion of shabby slouchifuture in the land whereof the- Lamb is

Children keep us at play all our lives.— Cal-

‘Weeping vaults are the longest weepers
our funeral,~—Jeremy Taylor.

Wiesbaden—he was regarded as the very

ing, his body

Is better than the sin,”

— Alfred Tennyson.

If thou faint in the day of adversity,
strength is small.— Proverbs 24:10.

saturated

The solemn shadow of Thy cross

That other, where we see as we are seen,

:

is

All labor vainly done,

reach

Do forge a Jfejong Jrouble i) oprselves
or false, or false fo
.
wert.

nature

Thee,

“ Apart from Thee, all gain is loss,

Here, through the feeble twilight of this world

* (Groping, how many, until we pass and

I thank

many lyrics which, like harp-strings,
swept by every passing breeze, send
forth sweet melody.
‘He who says so
simply

And neet them there. All worldly joysgo less,
“To the one joy of doing kindnesses.
:
— George Herbert.

:

is short,

with the tranquility of trust, has written

Be useful where thou livest, that they aay
Both want and wish thy pleasing presence still,

By taking true

way

Whittier, f whose

THINGS TO REMEMBER,
Find out men’s
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Hetos Summary

and women might live together unselfish and
sinless lives,
On this theory'all property in+
terests have been in common,
and in place of
| the separate family al{ the members of the comCURRENT EVENTS.
|| munity have been regarded as constituting one
The New Hampshire Legislatare.
great family with unrestrained intercourse.
The New Hampshire legislature effected a | These people have for the most part been sinfinal adjournment last Saturday, after a session || cere in their aelusions, Midustrious in their
of seventy-four days, the longest in the histo- | habits and left without interference from outside sources.
No more favorable trial of this
ry of the State. It has done a good many
things that it ought not to have done, and left communistic experiment seems possible anyundone a good many things that it ought to there, and now, after thirty years, or a little
have done. It has also done several things less than a single generation, the end is evithat were wise and commendable. It has giv- dently near, and that end is failure, The founder has resigned the presidency; his son sucen women the right to vote inschool-dristricts.
ceeds to the position and, with many of the
a tramp law which is so severe
It has passed
that it will be likely to defeat itself. It has younger members, repudiates some of the
leading principles of the Society.
The Famiprohibited the sale of lager beer, same as it
has other drunkable drinks. It has effected ly, developed into a Christian Home, is always
the revision of the General Laws of the State, and everywhere the only basis of safety and |
up to date,—a long and laborious task. It has prosperity.
The

the

to ‘raise

it sought

is,

That

got floored.

and |

of taxation,

grappled with the question

Order

of the Garter.

State revenues by taxing such corporations as | The Order of the Garter, to which the Earls
railroads, telegraph and express companies, | of Beaconsfield and Salisbury have just been
and manufacturing concerns. The bills to this | admitted, is said to have been instituted in
end—nineteen of them—were reported by a 1348. Tradition says that a lady’s garter be- |
of | ing picked up by Edward IIIL., at a court festival, he replaced it, and checked the mirth of
bystanders by the exclamation, Honi soit qui
been more wisely drawn, and still others if the
lobby had not proved itself stroffzer than the mal y pense (Evil to him who evil thinks). He
aggregate conscience of the legislature. But | permanently converted this trivial incident inthe discussion has opened the eyes of the “peo- | to a source of honor and distinction by foundple, and they will take care of the lobby even- | ing a fraternity of knights with that motto, and
th e decoration of an embroidered garter. The
tually. There has also been some political
legislation, and a considerable tinkering of the | order consists of the Sovereign, and Prince of
general laws, and a general taking care of | Wales, twenty-five Knights > Companions, and

tax-commission appointed last year.

Some

if they had

the bills would have become laws

Ben Butler

doesn’t believe Butler can possibly carry his
State. At the same time, if citizens rest sim-

ply on that belief we wouldn’t

prised if they found themselves under
erner Butler” next 6th of’ November.

“ GoyFh
i

‘General Grant’s Chances.

term:

0

It seems tome that General Grant is the
strongest candidate in the country.
It cannot
be denied that capitdl - is timid, that there is
some
apprehension about the future, that
there is a widespread feeling that a strong
man is needed.
Many thousands of people
who would have voted against General Grant
if he had been nominated for a third term in
1876, would vote for him now.
It seems to be

the

iting

Bret Harte has begun his duties

a powerful effect in a campaign.

Then too the

trust in him as a resolute, unflinching, deter- mined Executive, whe would overawe and
check vicious, turbulent and disloyal agitators,
would
influence great numbers to J support
hug
Senator Thurman’s

Speech.

Senator Thurman began the
Ohio last week by delivering his

campaign in
much-heralda Speech al mamrtiton.
Vas a-wetl prepar=
ed argument, abounding in statistics, and was
deveted principally to a discussion of the
preseat national banking system, whieh the
Senator stoutly oppeses.
The Democrats are
hopeful of carrying that State this fall.

The

Greenback Party.

This organization is likely to have quite an
influence in the fall elections.
It has made
nominations in many of the States, and is following them up with persistent disedssion
from the platform.
It is quite probable that

| their forces will be somewhat scattered before
' voting begins, but even then they will
in many

cases hold the balance of power, and as they
will generally affiliate with the Demoerags the
result may be partly foreseen.

if the organization improve
business very much.

It

the

is doubtful

condition

of

The Potter Investigation.

The cémmiittee appointed by the last House
of Representatives,to investigate

the

title

of

President Hayeste his seat as affected by the
alleged frauds in Louisiana and Florida is
‘holding regular sessions’ and examining such

witnesses
as it can get at.

Thus

far nothing

has been proven ‘that was not well enough
known before, but as the investigation is being

‘carried on chiefly in the interests

of the fall

campaign perhaps it will not be wholly in vain

for the party that instituted it.
New

Hampshire

The reunion of the New
* ans atthe Weirs, Lake
week, was a brilliant

Veterans.

Hampshire

veter-

Winnepesaukee, last
affair. There was a

large attendance, including many famous miliand

reminders

of army

life were full of suggestion, Have these reunions anything to do with bringing forward

General Grant for the next presidency?
Beld

Train

Robbery.

One of the eoolest and

most

daring

train

robberies on reeord was perpetrated near Atchison, Kansas, Tuesday of last week, by
which

four

armed

men,

unmasked,

stopped

the train, entered the express car, presented
revolvers to the heads of the three inmates,
deliberately appropriated $5160 in the safe,
and walked away unmolested. They are re-

ported as having conducted themselves with
the utmost uneoncern, * indulged in no swear-

ing,” but helped themselves to the money as

they would
to a dinner
for.

that they had
.
:

paid

not to

the

Obitnary.

The Oneida Community,

There are strong indications that the beginning of the end has been reached in the history

of the Oneida Communityin the State of New
ago, John Humphrey

+ Noyes established
this community on the basis
of “ havingall things
¢
in common,” literally.

could have any influence with the angels, he
would astonish the world by a shower of Bballots for repudiation.
:
‘We wonder if the ridiculous absurdity of the
:situation has dawned on Kearney, himself an
importation from a foreign country, whem he
assumes to dictate that the * Chinaman must
;

American exhibitors at the Paris Exposition
thave been very successful.
The United States
agricultural exhibit has received a diploma,
and the United States educational exhibita

gold" miedal ; while American exhibitors of sgricultural implements have <carried off eight

The Government health authorities in Washington do not anticipate a serious spread of the

yellow fever.

It is suggested that the reperts

are exaggerated and the residents of the infeeted cities needlessly alarmed. There have
been thirty cases in quarantine in New York
during the past six weeks, but only one death.
It is alleged that 125 have died in Grenada,
Miss., and that only about 700 whites are left
in the town, the others having fled.
San Franeisco has 8,019 dram-shops—almost
three times as many as New York in propertion te the population.
”

He held, and his followers held, that perfection
@

eS

3

S

+ But there’s more hard dollars in it,
An’ more independence, too,
An’ more reul peace ‘n contentment,
An’ health that is ruddy an’ true.
1 know it takes years uv labor,
But y’u’ve got to ¢ hang on’ in a store
Before you can earn a good livin’
An’ clothes, with but little more.

as are

TI

after a twelve hours’ battle.
;

Latest

News.

the Su preme Court, in September.

It will be

remembered that the pfegent penalty for being

a tramp in New Hampshire is fifteen month's
imprisonment in State prison.——Charles W.

Angell, secretary of the Pullman Car Company

:
a defaulter
at Chi
and Sica ian dotulier fa tie exten : S10.000,
tion at Indianapolis, Indiana, Sunday, was a

large

Se

0, Jt A

0

-

of almost universal complaint,

each should learn to save, if for no other
reason than that riches are well known to
¢ take to themselves wings and fly away.”
Few are so well-to-do as to be secure
against poverty and want.
In this coun-

quite de-

lightful to contemplate.
In the city: of
Bordeaux are one hundred and fifty work.
ing men’s societies, and yet thus far there
has not been a single strike, nor anything
that shows a disposition in that direction.
Farm laborers are so thrifty and economical that they frequently become wealthy
land-owners.
Besides their board and
lodging, their wages rarely go beyond $60

the convic-

ter ifa boy

or girl has wealthy parents,

try it is notoriously true that the

children

of the wealthy classes are often ‘miserably
poor;
while the men of large means
among us, commenced life without other
advantages than habits of industry coupled with the disposition to save.

It is especially important that the chil-

tion must be strengthened that ‘sgpgreat
deal of the grumbling in this country is

dren of people in moderate

entirely uncalled for.

‘the money they get. A boy who is earning fifty cents, seventy-five cents, or a dollar a day, should manage to save a portion of it if possible.
If he can lay by only twenty-five cents a week, let him save
that. It doesn’t amount to much, it is

Farm

laborers

through the summer from
day and board. Places are
for farmers complain of
Even if these wages could

obtained through the warm

here

$1.75 to
not hard
lack of
only be

season

a

con-

siderable sum of money might be laid by
for future investment.
Most of them
could find something to do through the
winter which would earn for them their
board, if nothing more.
But just here
comes in the trouble.
The majority scorn
the latter, preferring to lounge in idleness,
eating up the summer’s earning, and then
when the spring comes they begin again

with nothing.
‘ But,” says one of the discontented
ones, ‘‘ how are we going to get any land,
even if we save our money, when it is all
bought up wherever it is desirable by these
great land monopolies?”
That is largely
a fabrication of Kearney and others of the
same stripe. Look over the census-tables
in the different States, and they will tell
the story.
In. Illinois
in "1870 there
were 143,310 farms, averaging 120
each.
There were 3,552 pieces of

vated land containing -over $ and
acves, belonging to gardeners
growers; 10,228 pieces over 10

acres
culti-

under 10
and fruitand under

20acres ;, 53,240 pieces over 20 and under50
acres 68,130

acres, being
over 100 and
ly 100-acre
over 500 and

tracts

over 50 and

under

100

mostly 80-acre farms; 65,940
under 500 acres, being mostfarms; 1,367 tracts containing
under 1000 acres each.
The

whole
number of persons who worked
these 201,803 farms was 476,441, and these

were mostly the farmers

and

their

boys.

Almost any other of the Northern States
would make a similar showing.

In

Cali-

fornia owidg to its peculiar settling, a different state of things prevails.

One

hun-

«dred thousand acres in the possession
«one man is not uncommon,

of

and it is

a bad

of things

for

the State

itself.

But that is only a very small part of the

from the rest.

its

Certainly

exceptional
it

need

situanot

ef

Farmers

true;

itr is only

the

ebb

of

0-0-0
"ror

HAY FEVER.

:

Professional kuowledge of this disease,
go far as we know, does not extend back

of the year 1809.

For the forty years that

thirteen :dollars

a

year,

but it is worth saving; it is better saved
than wasted;
better saved than fooled
away for tobacco or beer, or any other
worthless or useless article or object. But
the best thing about it is, that the boy
who saves thirteen dollars a year on a
very meager salary acquires a habit of tak-

ing-care of his money which will

be of the

utmost value to him.

The reason why working men as a class

do not get ahead faster—are not more

in-

dependent—is that they have never learned
to save their earnings.
It does not matter
a great deal whether a man receives a salaryof adollar a day or five dollars, if he
gets rid of it all during the

week,

so that

there is nothing left Saturday night, he
will net get rich very rapidly.
He will
never have much ahead.
But the individual who

receives one dollar per day, aud is

able to save twenty cents, or the one getting five dollars who is careful to lay by a
dollar, is laying up something

day.

!

for

a

rainy

:

Young people who expect to labor

with

their hands for what they may have of this
world’s goods, who have no ambition or
wish te ‘become professional men, office-

How

can I make

to

favors.

wants

Every

man

ask

no special
to

learn to

look out for himself and rely upon

him-

Every man needs to feel that he is

the peer of every other

man,

and

he

can

not do it if he is penniless.
Money is power, and those who have it exert a wider in-*
fluence than the destitute.

They are more

independent.
Hence, it should be the ambition of every young man to acquire, and
to do this, he'must learn to save. This is
the first lesson to be learned, and the youth

who can not master it will never have anything.

Lh

He will be menial,

a

dependent.—

y

Watertown Reformer.
S-o-O-0b
* +o

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
The following paragraphs
are taken:
from the Scientific American :
Y. £0. ask: How can we make paste,
made of flour with a little alum added,
from souring? A. Adda small ‘quantity

of zine chloride solution or a few drops of
carbolic acidor oil of cloves.
A. A. R. asks:

How can I

ersiarensvnrennannanes
1258

AN

. KE.

Island...

cut 4 scale

glass tube which I design using
and snow gauge?
A. You may
a fine file wet with turpentine,
thin copper disk revolved in a

for a rain
do it with
or with a
lathe and

eee

‘ee
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The market is steady ond quiet for medium,
with further sales of choice at $155 @ $1 60 # by.
Pea are selling fairly at £1 70 @ $1 80 # bu, includ.
ing choice Northern at the outside figure. | Yellow
Eyes continue in Hen receipt, and the

firm at $2 35 @ $2 10 ¥ bu.

.

market

qd Kidneys are

scarce, and $3 @ $3 25 & bu

can

be

ig

very

obtained

fo

small lots. We quote:
’
Pea, Northern H P per bute.cvvveeess
a
817% @ 189
Do Western
H P.......
17 @ 118
Do
common
155 @ 160
Mediom, choice.........
Do
common to good.

Yellow Eyes
Red Kidneys

155 @ 160
146 @ 150

2B

.

a

24
ay

PEAS.
There is a moderate demand
prices are steady.
We quote:

Choice

from the trade

tng

Canada, per be.cseaveienanesnnl

aldo

Common
do
oa
100
Green Peas..... teaserssansnants deesavsned 158195

POTATOES.
Liberal supplies are coming in from all sections
and prices are easier.’ Sales have ranged from
$175 @ $2 ¥ bbl, butyat the close there is an ae.
cumulated stock andit is hard to make sales at over

$175 ¥ bbl.

Sweet

potatoes

are arriving

from

Norfolk and New Jersey, with sales at $4 @

bbl. We quote:
New Potatoes—
Natives, per bbl.

8

150

Norfolk

&

1874

400

Long Island

+ The market is quiet, with
$175.¥ bLL.

and

4124

1873

gales of Natives at
:

WOOL.

cotton goods which have become yellow
NEW YORK, August 10.—The market was active,
from long service? A. Make a strong particularly
for spring clip California wools, and
values were very firm on the late basis. We note
solution of chloride of lime (hypochlorité
sales 010,000 1bs XX and above Ohio fleece at
of lime—bleaching powder) in water, al- 88¢; 10,000 Ibs X Ohio at 87¢; 5000 Ibs XX Ohio st
low to settle, and draw

880; 8000 Ibs combi
and delaine at 43@ 46¢; 15,000 1bs low and qua
combings
at 37 @ 42¢; 10.
000 1bs combings at 4c; 210,000
Ibs spring Califor.
nia at 21 @ 28c; 10,000 lbs do do at 22)c;
500 Ibs fine Western Texas at 21)4c; 45,000 Ibs low
Georgia at 20¢; 40001bs fine Eastern at 24c; 30001bs
medium s Fig Texas at 21c; amd on private

off the clear liquid.

Rinse the goods in clean water containing
about 5 per ‘cent of sulphuric acid, and
then pass them slowly through the bleaching solution.
They should then be well
rinsed in water containing a little carbonate of soda. If the cloth is much colored
it may be necessary to allow it to remain
for a short time in the bath.
This is the
usual method of bleaching in laundries.

terms 2000

as, indeed, it deserves,

for

nowhere

Texas, 35,000 Ibs Eastern Texas, 11,000
ern and 8000 1bs Oregon.

Hides, Brighton,

Deer

AND

and

dealers

in

butter,

&c.

cheese

No

and

up

to

be

a

large

ornamental designs,

which is sent free to

quite

the Union.” Address
.

LOUIS

r

$2

¥

bbl,

as

have been

to

please

President Hayes, &c.

Verniont have been selling at 18 @ 1c ¢ 1b.
to good dairies range from 17 @ 16¢, and it is

Fair
difi-

lots that tal,

poor and9 @ 12¢
quote:

cover

the

bulk

|# Creameries......
Choice dairy
lots

wo 20@

seat Free.

$9

THE

FOUNDRY.

TYPE

(Illustrated)

Address

& Co., New York or Cincinna2616

144 day
#5 free.

at home. Samples worth
Address STINSON & Co.

.

1y5

MORNING

STAR
large

ly to Religious culture and intelligence, but
tains departments on
i

cons
.

Sabbath Schools,
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic.
Literary Miscellany,
Literary Review,
News Summary, &c.,&ce

m

It is under the direction and patronage of the
Freewill Ba; ‘ists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by mu.ay of other religious views, because 0
its real worth.
:
|

ie
23

TERMS: $8.00 per year; or, if paid in advance, $2,950.
REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks

«9@13

if possible,

or

in

registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will

please

The Star

goes to press Tuesday morning,

and communications

for insertion

‘ought to be

here on Saturday previous,
Each subscriber will please notice
of payment on the label of his paper,

allow it to be in arrears.

)

the, date
and not

§. S. PAPERS,
Two Sabbath-school De ers, The Little Star
and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for
both adults and children, are published month-

ly.

Payment for these papers should be

in advance.
Sample copies sent free.

ROYAL

Address,

Rev. I. D. STEWART,

©

BAKING

i

Absolutely
11

POWDER
Pure.

y
Jd
4
ionod
GRADY CREAM
Chan Fora
RTAR,
GRAPE
i
for this peerless powder diréet
ine district of France, it hag received
the indorsement and recommendation of the Ne York Boned of Health, and of eminent
physicians
and
and scientific
sjont
men eve rywhere.
here. No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder will oe
i

purity,
Uniform Strergth, Holm
mported expressly

other b

other, ba er repared
CO from
om

ROYAL has taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast; more convenient, makes third more
hread never sours nor cakes never put up in paper packages, In tin cans only o Grocers.
;
1

a

désignate their STATE, as well as town, and
give both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper:

common

“ROYAL ” has a iarger sale than

price,

8 an able antl progressive paper; devoted

fair
to good

|

fo

ortland,

COMMON «avepeeansesisnsenes
Choice New
Saesseansenseaciansrenes
Western factory, choice,

do

BELL

Nothing like it. All want it. Price $2.00,

The Teceinis for the week have heen 4,008 boxes
against 4,963 boxes for the same week last
vear.
xports for the week have been 4,209 boxes.
There
has been a firmer feeling in the market and 8c is
now an established price for choice mild Northern
factory, though To gb.
good lots can still be
bought at 7}5 @ 3c § 1b. "Choice Western is doinga little better, and we hear of a few sales at
7%, but 7 @ 7% ¢ take in most ‘or the business on
sound stock. Common Cheese moves slowly at
low prices. We quote: 3
NEW CHEESE.
Northern factory choice

do

Low

Address,
& Co., Philada,, Pa,

LARGE

H. S. GOODSPEED
ti. O.

CHEESE,

Do

& bools in one.

NEW. TESTAMENT,

BARC Busecccsorsrernessssasnsrrsnsaess

Do

Fr...

Warranted,
Catalogue
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cinclanatl,O.

ABBOTT'S

15@18

Common£0 fairs cesuees ones

"

5It49

Te 3

Fair
to good ......

Le

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin
for Churches, Schools, Fire
Alarms, Farms, etc. FuLLy

.iform

of the

Gn

HISTORY.

BUCKEYE

Creameries have '.ken

ne

.

Law,

SMITHNIGHT'S Asthma REMEDY

ood quality, and the best marks of Northen and
Western readily command 22 @ 28¢
1b, ut only
a smali supply of this grade is offering. Choice
dairy-packed Western 18 wanted, and will com:
mand 14 @ 15¢ ¥ 1b, but most of the Western supruns

(C0,

LOUIS SMITHNIGHT,
Chemist. Cleveland, O.

round a good deal before they are suited. Fine
fresh made lots of Franklin Co., Vt., readily command 19 @ 20c, and choice lots of New York and

BY

&

sales

run

the entire summer make.

.

The only sure remedy. Is soll under a positive guare
sates. Price§1 a package. Sample pkgs free. Address

to

aud

Patents

FOR THE ILLUSTRATED

3

quick sales, extra terms.
15t12
J. C. McCurdy

The receipts of Butter for the week have been
11,521 packages, including 568 boxes and 10,053
tubs, against 10,505 packages for the correspond.
ing week last yearand 12,120 in 1876. Total receipts since the first of January 373,624 packages
against 327,167 packages, for
the same time last
year. Exports for the week have been 8,004 packages.
There has been a slight improvement in general
trade, and on the best
quality prices are firmer,
though not quotably higher. * Serviceable second
class stock has ‘been moving
a little more
hard

thousand

ing The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of

OAT MEAL.—There is a steady demand for Oat
Meal and the market is firm. The sales have been
at $4 75 @ 85 for common Western, and $5 25 @ $0
¥ Lb for favorite ana fancy brands,
:
BUTTER.

are

contains

Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and end.
ing with the most recent Important Events, includ.

small lots at $3 50 g #4 ¥ bbl.

freely, but buyers

and

A Clear and Concise History of all Nations

best winter wheats. Included in the reeeipts of
the week were 10,000 bbis by the Grand Juuctien
Railroad for export and distribution in neighboring markets.
.
CORN MEAL.—The stock is igh t and market
@

and

BAGGER

B~AGENTS WANTED

brands, still a few fancy brands go up to $9 @
$950 % bbl.
The advance in these
Flours has
been the most marked, principally on account of
the small supply,
as thege is not a difference of
$2 50 @ #3 ¥ bbl between the best Patents and the

at $240

three

UNIVERSAL

nesota Patents over $8 50 for good and well known

sales

address,

Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys at
Droit Building, Washington, B, C.

as $6 50 ¥ bbl, and although we do not quote Min-

with

tade-marks

for H American
ant Foreign inventors,
and rts
can giveiy
E
08
ey
ry

con-

quality.
RYE FLOUR.—The market is quiet and the

any

we have obtained nearly

sumption, especially as the new Flour gives excellent satisfaction. The market has been
gradully stifferiing up during the week, and is about
25¢ ¥ bbl higher on all kinds of reliable winter
wheats. There is a demand for straight Minnesota Patents, but stocks are quite reduced and leading brands are sold up close. The best baker's
brands of straight Minnesotas would bring as high

firm,

10

@ 62

complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and
other valuable matter. During the past five years

large but were largely contracted for previous to
arrival, and stocks in receivers hands
are well
sold up. Prices continue to be well sustained,
and although the market is not very active there
| is a very confident feeling that good afd reliable
brands
of winter wheat are as low now as they
are likely to be for the present. So far as
prices
are concerned choice winter wheat family
Flours
are but a slight remove from the lowest grades of
extras, and so much under the price of the best
Patents, that there is likely

80

RD Me a 4%

labels. Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, Infringements, and all matters relating to Patents,
promptly attended to. We make preliminary examinations and furnish opinions as to patentability, free-of charge, and all who are interested in
new inventions and Patents, are invited to send
for a copy of our “Guide for obtaining Patents,”

The receipts of Flour for the week have been 50,

The Focuiges foot

rR

compounds,

3

responding week of 1877, and 36,113 bbls in 1876.
The exports for the same time have been 6,101
ports

each.....conveeians ausananadd

TL

obtained for mechanical devices, medical or other

554 bbls of all kids against 88,066 bbls for the corbbis to Soreign

@
9
8170
a
40

PATH

EGGS

Cellar

RR
«Ona 6
“wB
89

ADVERTISEMENT.

SATURDAY, Aug. 17.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
Merchants

skins,

FL

.

eggs, beans, dried apples,
Quincy Market, Boston,
FLOUR.

Ib.......

Calf skins, per Ih.cciceicaraniiniinnes wou

MARKETS.
CHEESE,

South.

Hides, Western,
**
..iciivisanins 8
Palts, eth. ....veevnenses PERS Wi
Dairy skins, per piece.........ooivnnnes 2B

the
the
the
exof
are

this, with bright general reading, can be
had by sending the subscription price of
-one.dollar-te-W.Rineinnati:

BUTTEK,

per

Hides, country...........
Hides, Southern, wet salted..

adorned with cuts and plates, and patterns
are furnishedat a reasonable price.
All

THE

1bs

ES fai
id
HIDES AND PELTS.

can

mothers gét such a correct idea of
most recherche and tasteful styles for
youngsters.
In all other matters of
toilet, too, the information is no less
act and level to the foremost demands
the fashionable world.
The pages

Ibs No. 1 Ohio fleece, 38,000 Ibs unwash.

ed Western 20,000 Ibs Georgia, 100 bags lambs’
ulled, 28 bags fine super Rulled, 10 bags shear
ings’, 6000 Ibs Southern pulled, 75,000 Ibs Western

The children’s department in ‘“‘Andrews’
Bazur” is attracting universal attention,

cult to get over 1fic for straight

followed, attention to it was confined al- of inches and fractious of an inch on a

most wholly to England.
Since 1859 it
has been extensively studied on the Continent, and within the last.
fe
| “in this
country.
:

W. H.R, asks:

an advanced position, on account of their tu

self.

NOXtheIT. .eveee

use a quick bleaching liquor, ior bleaching

holders or speculators, should by all means

they be in a situation

man

ONIONS,

acquire habits
.of economy, learn to save.
So surely as they do this, so surely will
they be able to accumulate, so surely will

have a'better opportunity than any other

class to do this at the present time. Their
products always find ready markets at liv-

circumstances

and of the poor should learn to take care of

@ 18)¢e, but not

:

are good enough to command the outside price
P. KE. Island arc selling freely at 12) @ 13ic 4
dozen, late arrivals giving
io a good
5
subiafuoiion,
Western are in light rece
od some of
1
lots command 11 @ 12¢.
We quote :
. ih
Kastern.e.eeseess
sesssrsnniieiennnaddd
gy

off, leaving a large wound

No mat-

A tramp has been arrested in Nashua, N. H.,

| and hie was ‘sent to jail until the yext term of

to grow

member

other business.— Toledo Commercial.
morning,

and

less than

of society, is the habit of saving.

ing prices, no matter how low
.

Pear

summer,

least ambition to become a useful

gives a

fortune, and then to build it.

by opposing forces in Bosnia on the 11th inst.

wood.

in

LEARNING TO SAVE,

fect ‘the laboring people here upon the
farms or elsewhere.
Energy, industry, and thrift are what
‘are necessary to lay the foundation 6f a
|

It is reported that the Austrians were beaten

of the

and

to be healed.
Stone fruit will not bear the
saw so well as the apple and pear, ‘and
will be especially benefited by judicious
pinching
of the
green
wood.—Mass.
Ploughmun.

‘Wednesday night, killed two men and wounded a third.
;

11, 1778,

crop,

at the ends

inost glowing picture of the condition of
working men there, which, in these days

get all
$2.00 a
to find,
help.

Northern are selling at 123

blew up the U. S. S. Housatonic during
the war, but the crew were all lost.
Nu-

The tirst thing to be learned by a boy or
young mah, or any one else having the

or $70 a year.
Looking at this small. sum,

Yes;

for outdoor work,

year’s

are allowed

and then sawed

tion and population set it ina mehsure apart

the Indian

ripening

if the limbs

A horse knocked a locomotive and twentyeight ears from the track near Chillicothe, O.,

Y., to commemorate

next

trees can also be pruned

United States, and

| Valley, N.

wanted for

to ensure

- ¢¢ So preach it up to ’em, parson,
Jest lay it out lain ’n’ square,
That land flows with milk n’ honey,
That health *n peace are there.
An’ call back the clerks ’p’ runners,
An’ show em’ the peaceful charm
That-waits to cheer an’ bless them,
On father’s dear old farm.”

is

A.

med milk makes a cheap and durable paint

apple trees, and will suffer much

S. Consul at Bordeaux

Have vessels been built that

the Ericsson, Lay, and Whitehead torpedo
boats. A submarine boat carrying a crew

-

these should be pinched back

and their value $8,627,983.

at Cherry

:

J. B. asks:

EGGS.
There has been an improved demand for | 88s,
gud prices have Savanded. Sales of Eastern have
een a
@ ldo
ozen, and at the close
stock is wanted at the outside figure. Choeh

1 emery.

could be propelled under water?

It is very useful to give a little attention, and the proper season, to the summer
pruning of fruit trees and bushes.
The
too rampant growth should be pinched
back, and the
too
crowded
branches
thinced, which will give increased strength
to what is allowed to remain.
Raspberry
bushes have been sending up their sprouts,
which are to bear the fruit of next year;
only
as many should be allowed to grow

condition

A statue was unveiled, Thursday,

wet with water charged with No.

SUMMER PRUNING.

rash,

The total number of pieces coined at the
United States mints during July was 2,033,100

: was attainable and that, in such a state, men | complete failure,
+

railway

The Colorado Greenback State Convention
was held yesterday at Denver.
The platform
was as wild and reckless in its demands and
assertions as those of other repudiationists.
One of the nominees,0. J. Chittenden, who asRires to the position of Superintendent of Public Instruction—heaven save the mark—as if to
out-Herod Herod, said that if he were about
to die he would cast in his vote for repudiation; if he were on his way to heaven he
would drop a ballot for repudiation, and if he

and his trial took place on Monday

Thirty years

pine

was standing at the Bainbridge, O., station at
noon, Tuesday, the engineer and fireman being
at dinner, Albert Pepple, a resident of Bainbridge, crazed with drink, detached the engine
from the train, pulled the throttle wide ‘oven
before any one could interfere, and the engine
flew over the rails at the rate of fifty miles an
hour. ‘Comingto a short curve, the engine
jumped the track and fell on its side,a complete wreck.
Popple ‘was mangled in a fearful
manner and died soon afterward.

go.”

An’ settin’ up for a show.

The U.

is

Springfield,

Jackson and Pemeroy Narrow Gauge

massacre of Nov.

The deaths of the week comprise President
Raymond, of Vassar College; Rev. Dr. Worcester,for fifty years pastor of the Boston
* New
Church” society; Evert August Duyckinck,
the author and gon of the old New York pub-

York.

he

«out of eleven objects of art offered by the Agrieultural Society of France for exeeptiomal
mention in agricultural implements.

tary men from out of the State,and the speech-

es, reminiseences

‘While a passenger train on

Ez partin’ y’u're hair in the middle

FARM LABORERS.

As

:

—New Hampshire Statesman.

Cologneis but a short distance by rail,

so our talented countryman ought
for inspiration.

An’ git back onto the farms.
I know it ain’t quite so nobby;
It ain’t quite so easy, I know,

is now

feel himself at home.
Crefeld is a smoky,
rusty town, vying with Pittsburg in that re&pect, but itlis not far from the finest part of

Rome.

The boys have got to quit clerkin,

Uv a life on the good old farm.

--greatly-admired-in-Germany;-heought-soon-to-

sentiment
that he ras conduéed

himself with propriety and dignity among the
crowned heads and among the peoples of
Europe, and worthily represented this country. There is also a sentiment that he is one
of the world’s heroes, that his fame is not only
national but universal, and that he will occupy
a very high place in history. These ideas have
great force among Americans and would have

¢ Before we can steer clear uy failures,
An’ big financial alarms,

Or linger along, which is worse!

as United

States consul at Crefeld, Germany.

as caused

air passages, and frequently the air cells of merous submarine boats have been patent.ed.
the lungs, causing a peculiar asthma.
It generally begins with a tickling of
S. W. asks; What is meant by
t
the nose.
Then follow a running of the pounds when we are speaking of steam
nose, violent sneezing, and swelling of the power?
A. When we say that 100 foot
membrane, so as sometimes to close both pounds of work are performed, we mean
nostrils. The eyes also become red, burn,
that an effol has been exerted equivalent
and swell.
The tear passages are often to raising one hundred pounds one foot
completely filled ; shooting neuralgic pains high, one pound one hundred feet high,
two pounds fifty feet high, or any number
are felt in the back of the head.
of pounds raised to such a hight that the
The fever is light, though much higher
product of the power
and weight is one
in the asthmatic form.
Both forms have a hundred.
favorable issue at the end of three -or four . H.B. F. asks for a recipe for mixture
weeks, disappearing
very
rapidly, the of a whitewash for wooden or brick or
asthma almost instantaneously.
outdoor purposes, snch as used by the
Sometimes the attacks have continued
government.
A. Slake half a bushel good
for three months.
The same patients are lime in boiling water in a covered vessel,
visited by it regularly every year, at the and strain it through a fine sieve; add a
flowering season.
The susceptibility to it peck of salt dissolved in a small quantity
is confined mainly to people of sedentary
of hot water, 3 pounds of rice boiled with
habits.
water to a thin paste, 1 pound of Spanish
Treatment is powerless against the diswhiting, 1 pound of glue softened by soakease.
Sea voyages
furnish immunity;
ing in water and then dissolved over a
and in this country the White Mountains
water bath, and 5 gallons of hot water.
seem to be lifted away from the irritating
Agitate, cover from dust, and allow to
pollen— Youth's Companion.
stand several days.
Apply hot. Slaked
lime or hydralic cement mixed with skime.g
a

An’ how many mourn when useless
That they didn’t see the charm,
The safety 'n’ independence,

$3.00 to $3.50 was the usual price. Since then,

regarded

It inflames the mucous membranes of
the nose, the eyes, the mouth, the upper

¢ What hosts uv ’em go back,broken
In health, in mind,’n’ purse,
To die in sight uv the clover,

respective

from $2.00 to $2.75. The cost of living
probably about the same as in 1860.

son.

Lays by the good old farm,
An’ the man sees a toilin’ brother
Well out uv the way of harm,
He mourns’’t he hadn’t staid there,
A-tillin’ the soil in peace,
Where he’ll yet creep back in dishonor
After a tardy release.

According to the Cleavland ¢¢ Leader,” a recent lawsuit established the fact that the aWerage wages of a carpenter from" March, 1859 to
March, 1862, |were from $1.50 to $1.75 per’
day. From that time to 1866, the price ruled
from $2.00 to $2.50. From that time to 1875,

Mr. Rice is also reported as having expressed himself about as follows on the question of
running General Grant for a third presidential

OLD FARM.

“ So, when the road to state prison

jurisdictions,
according
to law. All cases
pending before the military tribunal, which
come within the jurisdiction of ordinary tribunals, will be transferred to the latter, with
the custody of the accused.

be at all sur-

GOOD

Proves human natur’ is

for its |

fo the cases which belong to their

THE

“ There’s got to be a revival
or good sound sense among men,
Before the days uv prosperity
Will dawn upon us again.
The boys must learn that learnin’
Méans more’n the essence uv books:
An’ the girls must learn that beauty
Consists in more’n their looks.

An’ the fnt#v many who try it

State of Siege Raised in Cuba.
Governor, but it is not likely that a worse
calamity:éver will. And that she may escape
The captain-gencral has issued a decree deeven that calamity seems quite
probable.
claring that, as the electoral - period is near at
Kearney, the vulgar, profane treasonable. agi- 4 hand, and the tranquility of the island has been
tator, is Butler's chief campaigner, and that
re-established, the state of siege; decreed on
ought to ruin even a decent man’s chances of the 7th of February, 1874, is raised, and all
an election. Ex-Governor Rice is reported to
civil and judicial authorities will again attend

have stated to an interviewer last week that he

and Domestic,

Rural

generally

by the pollen of various grasses.
The pollen does not act as & simplé irritant, like
ordinary dust, but chemically, as a poi-

« An’ you steer well clear uy temptation
On the good old honest farm,
An’ a thousand ways ’n fashions
That only bring ye to harm.
There ain’t but a few that can handle
With safgty other men’s cash,

nearly everybody’s special interests, as well as | such lineal descendants of George IIL., as may
This limitation of
in some measure of the public's. It hasn't | be elected extra Knights,
makes the Garter the most
| the membership
been a profitless session, on the whole.
| valued emblem of Knighthood in Great Britain.
Massachusetts Politics.
The Knights of the Garter are generally of
high rank before they are knighted.
Possibly.a.worse calamity could befall Mas-

sachusetts than to have

It is now

:

